




LETTERS AND JOURNALS OP SIR DANIEL WILSON

Notes

I. Way in which the style of the main building was

evolved - Cumberland designed a Victorian Gothic building.

Sir Edmund Hoad wanted a round-arched Italian building,

probably Renaissance. Cumberland compromised on the

present style, which Lord xXifferin called ’’Norman-Gothic".

II. Sir Daniel V/ilson designed the large window on the

front. This he told W.A.L. himself.

III. Sir Daniel Wilson also added the four lumps at the

top of the tower at the corners ( see original sketch of

elevation without them).

IV. Sir John A. .Macdonald’s mot was the advice "to put the

University endowment into a building — even a Methodist

can’t steal bricks and mortar."



LETTERS Al© JOURl^ALS OF SIR DANIEL WILSON

LETTERS

December 29, 1851. To his wife:

After chaffing her about the difficulty he finds in filling a

large sheet in a letter to her, and reminding her of the long ones she

used to write in the days of their engagement, which she probably could

not do now any more than he himself, ho says:

I do not conclude on that account that you loved me better

than you do now, after a dozen years of wedded life. But you and I

were then two distinct people. Our sympathies were not without their

influence on each other, but after all they moved in very different

circles, and so we communicated like the plenipotentiaries of two

friendly powers — not without sundry jealousies and threats of war --

but upon the whole, with a very kindly regard to the recognized design

of mutual alliance and projected league, offensive and defensive, against

all the world. Now that the league is long ratified and we are one,

I feel it something like setting about writing a letter to myself, when

I sit down to write you. I have nothing to tell you that you do not

know already. My very jokes and puns you have heard a hundred times. My

graver grumblings and misanthropies you have rebuked into silence; and then,

having carried off with you the two wee bodies, what remains for me to

record?



PART OF HIS JOUEHAL

Septeniber 10, 1853.

[Walking outside the limits of Philadelphia] I found tokens of

being in the country by the pleasant '’Good evening" salutations of the

few passers, and a poor old negro woman, surprised apparently at my

getting off a narrow footpath to make way for her, stopped and with a

very low curtsey wished me "Good evening. Master."

[At Jones's Hotel, Philadelphia.] breakfast is served at seven

and eight, when the gong is sounded. .. .dinner in like manner at three

and four. Tea at half-past six The table exhibits a profusion of

strange meats Among the novelties of the breakfast-table are stewed

potatoes, kidneys, trips [?tripeO. scrambled eggs - a sweet preparation

somewhat like an omelet - minced fish, fishballs, egg-plant, fried in

slices and tasting something like a sugared oyster!, sweet potatoes -

but indeed everything is sweet, even the corned beef seems preserved

with sugar instead of salt. The bread includes wheat rolls - warm,

corn bread - made of Indian com and very pleasant, dipped toast -

seemingly a slice of toast boiled in milk, milk rolls, etc. For the

dinner I might fill a page But ice is used with everything. The

natives drop it into their wine, they drop it into their tea and coffee,

mix it in their hot puddings, eat it with their fruit

As we came home [from a walk with Professor Boye, a ship acquaintance

and a professor of chemistry in Philadelphia], Professor Boye, who insisted

on escorting me to my hotel, warned me to beware of my feet at a place

where the paving was tom up, and loose planks lying about. "Remember,"

said he, "we have no police regulations here such as you have at home.



Journal. Septembor 10, 1853
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LETTERS.

Every man is expected to look after himself. If you break your leg in

such a hole, you may try your remedy at law against the owner of the

adjoining house, but you will find it cheaper and better to [settle the

matter?] yourself!” Such I can see, is the regulating principle of a

great many things, here. ’’Every man for himself is the country’s motto;

as to who was neighbour to him that fell among thieves, the question is

by no means settled nor thought wssrth the trouble.....

I grieve to find that Ethnology is here made to subserve the

vulgarest prejudices, and the idea that the black man is sprung from the

same stock as the white is counted as rediculous.

September 13, 1853.

Philadelphia. ”I have had the pleasing surprise of finding

myself not unknown here. My ’’archaeology” is in the public libraries

here, and so I have had doctors and professors calling and leaving their

cards for me at the hotel where I stay, and have had free access to every

public institution I cared to see; have attended the meetings of the

Historical Society of Philadelphia and of the Academy of Natural Science.

I am to be elected an Honorary Fellow, etc All my first impressions

of America are highly favourable. The city is really beautiful, the

scenery around it fine, and the people hospitable and altogether agreeable.

I am in the midst of novelties, and have all my eyes open. Indeed, I have

been making excellent use of my time. I have been up early and late, and

have walked my boots and stockings both into holes. By this means I have

accomplished a great deal in a short time, and now after five days residence

in Philadelphia I know my way about it as familiarly as I do through the

streets of Auld Reekie.... . I have not been altogether engaged in pleasure...



Letters. September IS, 1853

(3)

specially examined the educational institutions and system of teaching;

and I leave Philadelphia with a box-load of pamphlets and books on schools,

colleges, and on ethnological and historical subjects, all presented to me

by the savants of the city. If all American cities are like this, the

Yankees may be pardoned boasting To come to homelier themes, however,

let me tell you of the table. I have been eating and drinking all manner

of extraordinary things. Peaches are here more plentiful than apples at

home. They are sold on the stalls at a cent each. Besides these there are

water melons, grapes, cantelopes, tomatoes, sweet potatoes, Indian com -

the ear eaten green with butter, etc. Then the bread includes all sorts

never heard of on the European side of the Atlantic. I have tried every-

thing The greatest fault is that everything is sweet; potatoes, bread,

vegetables, etc., and eaten with a profusion of butter At the hotels

here a fixed sum is charged — a dollar and a half per day, and that

suffices for everything. The breakfast bell rings at seven and eight

o’clock, the dinner at one and three, tea at half past six, and then all

sit down together. But the same is paid whether you come or not, so that

the hospitalities of friends have not lessened ray expense. It is much

less, however, than I could have stayed for in any hotel in England or

Scotland, as there is nothing for servants.

JOURNAL. September 19, 1853.

l_At Albany]. The town has an odd mixture of a rough sea-

faring character and a pleasant rustic nonchalance. Pigs run about the

streets in abundance; but that I saw also, both at Philadelphia and New

York
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[He took train at 6:30 p.m. from Albany to Rochester]. Between two

and three in the morning we stopped at a place called Oneida, and were told

that the cars waited here a quarter of an hour for refreshments. I had

had nothing since midday the day before; I got out and took a cup of coffee...

We then returned to our seats and I had just composed myself to sleep again,

when crash’ the whole carriage was a heap of ruins. I was jammed in between

two seats, both my legs wedged in, while shrieks, groans, and cries for help

resounded amid the most frightful confusion. .. .[Newspaper cutting attached

here says that the Express was run into by a freight train, apparently from

behind.] The car I was in was the second last, but it suffered the most.

The car behind it was thrown up behind the buffers, and came smash in upon

us, driving everything crash together. My legs were caught below the knee

and fixed between the seats which were driven together. Those who were

more fortunate following the natural though selfish instinct of self-preserva-

tion, came trampling over prostrate women and children. I saw at once that both

my legs must be broken in another second, and seizing hold of a brass rail

which runs along the inside of the carriage for light luggage, i took advantage

of the recoil of the carriage before it returned with a second crash, and

swinging myself up I held on there by my hands clear of the danger; while the

poor fellov; who sat next me, and who appeared to have lost all presence of

mind, had both his legs broken..... I never can witness anything more fright-

ful. One man was literally cut in pieces, not a yard from me, and as I hung

on above this awful scene I expected every instant that the carriage, which

swayed about, would fall over and finish us all I was sufficiently hurt

to be unable to assist anyone else. My right leg is considerably bruised,

and my left leg has two cuts across the skin, one of them an inch and a half

long. The bleeding however, appears to have prevented all bad consequences.
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and writing now the fourth day after the accident, I walk with little lame-

ness My umbrella which lay beside me, and was of course left behind when

I swung myself up out of the wreck, was broken in pieces, leaving no room to

doubt what my fate must have been

[Arrival at Kochester, 10 A.M., after boat for Toronto had

left, and after equipping himself with new hat and arranging

for luggage to be forwarded free of charge—

]

I had to take the cars for Magara, as the only way left for getting on to

Toronto, but I can assure you I would have gone a hundred miles round to have

found any other mode of conveyance.....

I find I get credit for a degree of ’cuteness, which raises me a

hundred per cent in the estimation of some of my acquaintances here [Toronto]*

in consequence of my successful demand for compensation from the Railmy Co.

It seems compensation is never dreamt of by the Yankees without a lawsuit.

I have met two of my fellow-passengers, both of whom sustained the loss of

hats, etc., but never dreamt of demanding redress. So you see the benefit

of travelling; a single week among the Yankees has quite sharpened me

Such were the circumstances that unexpectedly led me to t*he Falls of Niagara

[where he stayed for a night between Rochester and Toronto, and saw them with

a full moon]. I doubt if they have often been viewed under more peculiar

circumstances; and it may suffice to convey some sense of their imposing

grandeur when I say that they filled my whole mind, and banished all sense

of fatigue or pain.
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LETTERS* September 21, 1853. Toronto.

Of Toronto I shall give you ray first impressions, liable of course

bo correction as ray knowledge of it becomes more extended. It is a busy,

bustling, active tovm of nearly 40,000 inhabitants, and bearing such evident

marks of rapid increase that I should not wonder if ten years hence it be

found to number nearer an hundred thousand. Its public buildings are

creditable and really handsome. Some of them would be regarded as great

ornaments to the city, if erected in Edinburgh instead of this new-born

city. It has a normal school of great extent, and a much handsomer

building than those of either Edinburgh or Glasgow, St. Lawrence Hall, a

building resembling the City Hall in Glasgow, and highly ornamental to the

town, a handsome, large, commodious market, a Qity Hall, a Cathedral of

really fredltable architecture, a gaol large enough to hold, I hope, all

the rogues, however plentiful they be, an Upper Canada College, correspond-

ing to the High School of Edinburgh, and in that cax)acity subordinate to

University College. Our College grounds are very fine, and extensive,

beautifully planted, the buildings the mere wing of a very large plan.

But as these are totally inadequate for our enlarged scheme , the government

made over for the use of the College the Parliament buildings until a new

College, which is to be proceeded with immediately, shall be built. The

material used in building here is brick. Stone, however, is employed

in some of the public buildings, and is coming more into use in the best

private buildings. Others are a combination of the two, and granite also

is occasionally used. Everything indicates wealth and prosperity. As to

the shops, many of them are equal to the best in Edinburgh, and if a person

has only money, he need want for nothing hero that he desires Along

with this, however, there are many indications of the new growth of the

place; streets half-formed and unpaved, foot-paving of wood, plank roads.
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— i.e., the middle of the road laid with wooden planks, instead of stone or

macadamization, &c, &c. All this, however, it is easy to see is rapidly in

course of improvement..... I am told that the carrying out of a number of

railways, now planned and in progress here, has brought so m;uiy people

suddenly <)o the place and so increased the demand for labour that the price

of everything has risen: Houses are not to be had, workmen are striking for

higher wages, and rents, board, lodging and everything else are proportionately

dear Mrs. Hincks has engaged a servant at ^5. a month, which is just £12

a year A full quarter [of my salary] or £87/l0/- will be due to me at the

end of the present month.

Tomorrow I dine with Dr. McGaul, a clever, lively, humorous Irishman.

I suspect I shall have a battle to fight about ray chair. He wqnts to make it a

chair of Ancient History, being imbued with all the old scholastic exclusive

preference for everything classical. But I have not the sli^test intention of

being dictated to by anyone as to what or how I shall teach. I shall not quarrel

with him, however, don’t you fear that. He seems a shrewd fellow and a good

scholar, very well fitted for his post. I have already undertaken the examinations

for a prize medal, and those of ray own department for matriculation, which I might

have evaded this year, had I chosen. But I shall learn my duties and above all

acquire a knowledge of the students all the faster by this means. From what I

learn there seems to be no doubt that we shall ®b tain a grant of money for our

outfit — how mu'ch I have no idea, but I hope a liberal sura. Dr. McCaul also

anticipates the immediate raising of our salaries to £400, and allowing us still

to retain the fees. I have told him that if he hopes to retain us permanently

he must endeavour to get it raised to £500. He laughed, but said even that was

by no means improbable
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LETTERS. October 1, 1853.

I have now entered in so far on my professional duties as to have engaged

on two excessive days in the matric” eSam“®, These are managed with all

becoming pomp and formality and at the same time with a degree of strictness

such as would rather fri^ten some of our Scottish students. For two hours and

a half in the morning and again in the afternoon the candidates for honours have

been for the two last days put to the severest tests. Each in his college gown

seated at a little desk in the College Hall receives a series of printed questions

which he has never seen before, and has there to reply to them in writing without

any reference to books or other aid. The examining professor enters in full

costume preceded by the Colley Beadle bearing the mace, and is received by all

the students standing, \incovered. Dr. McGaul looks, I assure you, quite a

magnificent fellow, having, in addition to his gown and square cap, his clerical

bands and his scarlet hood as a LL.D. of Trin. Coll. Dublin. I am afraid the

custom of such ’’rags of popery” has so completely fallen under the ban of the

Presbyterian successors of St. Rule that a St. Andrew’s LL.D. could not with

any reasonable propriety superadd that to his other officialities I

LETTERS. October 15, 1853.

Dr. McCaul who has been a subject of ciuriosity to you is a shrewd, clever,

long-headed Irishman, a fellow of Trin. Coll. Dublin, a college tutor and

professor of some 23 years standing, and a bit of a martinet in all matters

of College discipline. It is a high crime and misdemeanour to appear in College

hours otherwise than in cap and gown. At one of my examinations I learned that

I should only have three students present, and so was appearing in surtout and

natural wig. Oh dear, that would never do! Back I had to go and don my officials.

The College porter solemnly rang the bell for ten minutes, the College beadle then

appeared in his go’® , with the mace over his shoulders, to announce to me that
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the hour was come, and away I marched at his tail into the great hall, where

one poor solitary student awaited my arrival! It cost me some difficulty to

preserve my gravity under my silk tassel. The Doctor, however, has better

stuff in him and is really an able man and a good scholar. Dr. Bevan, an

Oxford M.A. is a dreadful dry stick; the rest of the professors are clever

fellows as far as I can see. Professor Gherriraan a Cambridge man whom i expect

to like. Dr. Fomeri an Italian, and old campaigner with Napoleon, who escaped

in the retreat from Moscow, amusingly simple, and much in need of a course in

English , xvhich I should be happy to exchange for some of his foreign tongues.

LETTERS. November 5, 1853.

As to the place, people and the duties of the College, I like them all.

I am sui^rised how well I can adapt myself to this new place — new in every

sense — plank-roads, venerable stumps of the primeval forest still lingering

in by-roads and streets, frame houses, shanties, &c, &c. The people are most

kind and hospitable, indeed 1 have to fight against their kindness as I must

stick to toy work. The latter is hard enough, and will be all this winter,

but I have really a fine set of students. I find also that I have something

to communicate to them, and this being the case I go on with heart and good

will. I like the work, and if I stay here i shall after a year or two find

it both easy and pleasant. i\iext year, however, will be little less hard work

than this, and even the third year still up-hill. Next year I shall have in

the upper class the junior sophisters of this year. Consequently I must have
%

new lectures and everything fresh for them. The system is one involving a vast

deal more work to the professor than our plain-sailing bcottish system

I have got my books all safe at last, on vhich I must congratulate

myself after seeing how others have fared. Poor Professor Bincks had all his
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books, papers, drawings, &c on board tbe Annie Jane , an unfortunate vessel

tbe wreck of which you would read of, with the loss of between three and

four hundred passengers. His insurance will not cover a third of his loss,

in furniture, &c, in addition to the irretrievable loss of papers and

lectures,with the requisite specimens and drawings, rrofessor Chapman is

if anything still worse off. He reached Quebec in perfect faith that

sundry boxes in the hold contained his drawings, specimens, lectures, books,

etc. On searching the hold, however, no such boxes are forthcoming; and

from my experience at Liverpool i incline to surmise that they must be still

lying unclaimed at the railway luggage depot, from which i had so much

trouble in rescuing mine: if indeed they be not the victims of some worse

fate. Upon the whole, i find I make a tolerable average traveller, when I

see how my neighbours fare.

LETTERS. Kovermber 12, 1853.

My lecture day is round before i am ready for it, and i go on from

Monday to Wednesday, and from V/ednesday to i?’riday, fighting against time,

lesterday i think i gave them decidedly the worst lecture i have delivered

since i came here, and the reason was sufficiently obvious to myself. I had

to sit up till near two o'clock the night before getting it ready, it was

quite impossible for me to write it out, i had to trust to the moment for the

words. Unhappily i went off my sleep from being up so late at it, and 1 felt

as stupid as a goosei However, they had a very good lecture on Wednesday,

and perhaps it appeared worse to me than to my auditors. I mean to write

out at full length about every fourth lecture, keeping it in hand while i

am preparing the notes of the others, and by this means i give the students
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a sort of specimen of written style occasionally. The others I T’Tite more

or less, or not at all, as i have time or the subject requires. The dearth

of books here is something altogether dreadful, in preparing nearly every

lecture i remember books i wish to consult, passages that would be invaluable

to me for extracts, 6cc, but they are not to be had, not even a peep of them,

smd 1 have to get along accordingly as I best can*

I tried in my last to give you some idea of the cost of things here.

My Toronto friends lau^ at me when i tell them i think living is as cheap

at home as here, iou will judge for yourself. Tea and flour, and consequent-

ly bread, are among the cheap articles. Gandies are dear, and consequently

it is quite the fashion for people to make their own candles one result of

which is that it is by no means uncommon to see a respectable-looking mould

candle on the table, with the wick all to one side, and guttering away in a

most republican-looking fashion. Gnly let me tell you one invaluable

fashion. It is quite the settled custom here for the gentlemen to do the

marketing. It excites no surprise to see a clergyman with a basket on his

arm, pricing the butter and eggs for breakfast i You will accordingly entrust

to me all such duties of purchasing, expending, and laying in, despatching

me to the market, basket in hand, with the gratifying assurance of how much

more economically and satisfactorily i shall lay in the ham and potatoes than

you could possibly doi This is the continent for ladies, they have it all

their own way.

I have been obliged to promise a lecture to the Mechanics

institute here, and i have now under consideration a proposed course of

lectures on history to Upper Canada College — so you see there is work

enough in store for me. I am quite uncertain about the last lectures, as

i know it would be folly to undertake too much work and so spoil all.

1 was dining on Wednesday with Professor Cherriman, a Cambridge
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man and a clever fellow, but an inveterate punster. V/e had two of the rival

professors of Trinity College, one of them also a Cambridge man, and I spent

a very pleasant evening.

LETTERS. November 19, 1853.

I told you in ray last of the dreadful dearth of books, but i did not

confine my complaints to you. I went about growling and grumbling, scolding

at the librarian, protesting to Dr. McGaul, and appealing to the Council; and

the consequence is that I have obtained a grant of L75 to be expended on any

books i choose to order for my department in the College library. I have

told them it is not half enough, and I believe I shall succeed in getting it

increased to a hundred, hut this shows they are willing to make me

comfortable

LETTERS. November 25, 1853.

I must try to give you a sketch of my present circle of

acquaintances that you may fancy to yourself whether a native of old

Scotland can hope to live among the uncivilized barbarians on the shores

of Ontario. Mr. and Mrs. Mackenzie you already know. The more I see of

Mrs. Mackenzie I like her the better. Erank, kind, unassuming, and yet

a perfect lady, she is sure that you and she will be dear friends, and she

charges me with sending kind messages to you. Their eldest daughter is

little older than Jane iorkville where they stay is about as far from

the City of Toronto as Elm Cottage is from Princes dtreet, and is the quarter

I should be inclined to look out for a house for us. In the same direction,

but further out of town, is the residence of Mr. Cayley, a wealthy bachelor

w<.th most beautiful grounds more like a fine English park than anything
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else I have seen on this side the Atlantic. He is a man of refined tastes,

an amateur artist like myself, and has his drawing-room decorated with designs

from Retzsch’s Faust executed by himself. We have therefore no difficulty

in finding points of agreement. Then there is Professor Irvine of Trinity

College, that is the High Church College. He is a Cambridge man, and an

amateur calotypist, se we were friends at once in spite of our rival colleges.

I met him first at the table of my colleague Professor Cherriman, also a

Cambridge man, a very nice fellow, but an inveterate punster . Next I may

mention Dr. Dalraadge, a surgeon in the army, who was long settled at the

Cape, along with Professor Piazzi Smyth. I was somewhat surprised to learn

from him that when he first knew Smyth he was an artillery officer. Professor

Parry, another of the Trinity College men, is also friendly disposed, and

indeed as I met him at the table of the Bishop my credentials are sufficient

to satisfy the most orthodox. The Bishop, let me tell you is most kind; an

extremely cheerful, chatty, old gentleman, full of life and humour, and very

tolerant of some remarks I ventured on relative to the mischievous effects

of some of the Hi^ Churchmen’s extravagances.

I had another visit from the Rev. Mr. Grasett, the Rector, and

was more fortunate in finding him. He is very pleasant, and I fully

believe a pious Christian minister. He is a liberal man, too, in matters

of Bible and Missionary Societies, from which the High Churchmen here as

elsewhere stand aloof.

You ask how I stand as regards years with the Professors. Professor

Chapman and I are certainly the youngest. Professor Cherriman of the

Natural Philosophy chair is not much our senior, and a bachelor. Next

is Dr. Croft, the chemist, Mr, Buckland, of Agriculture, and then I should

place our principal. Dr. McCaul, a man still in full vigour, I suppose a

little above fifty. Professor Hincks is his senior, and Dr. Bevan, a stupid
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dry old stick that we would be well rid of. Dr. Porneri I have already

told you of. As he was a soldier, doing manful deeds at the retreat from

Moscow, three years before I was born, you need not be told that he is

somewhat my senior. Mr. Hirschfelder , a Christianized Jew, professor

of Oriental Literature, is a keen florist I am on friendly terms with

all, even dry old Dr. Sevan, though I make my fun of him somewhat more

than the old gentleman would at all approve of, did he know it all. Papa

must have some fun, however, as little Jane knows, in spite of the grave

rebukes of his sober wifeJ

LETTERS. December 3, 1853.

The above [Osgoode Rail engraved at the head of his letter-paper]

represents the "Advocates Library" of Toronto, named after a deceased

Canadian Vice-chancellor, who performed for the Province of Upper Canada

a service similar to that which Sir George Llackenzie did of old on behalf

of Edinburg and Scotland. It stands in a large open area, well planted,

and has a very good effect, i^^ile its interior is decorated with portraits

of Chief Justice Robertson []?Robinson] and other Canadian legal notabilitie

whose fame scarcely extends to the Parliament House of Edinburgh and cannot

therefore be supposed to have reached your ears. Great however is the

local fame of the Chief Justice, as is shown by steamboats, hotels, cabs,

and omnibuses all named after him, and engraved portraits hung up in all

prominent public and private places; so that, you see, Canada and Toronto

have their great men, and indulge in a hero-worship not greatly different

from the worshipful veneration of notoriety and greatness at home.

Your last letter. ... .contains a long list of questions which it

may be well to reply to forthwith. You ask what the professors of my own

standing are doing for houses. You shall hear. Dr. Porneri, having a very
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large family, has got the whole temporarily packed away in a very small

cottage, where stowage Trust be conducted on some patent American or

Italian principle unless they sleep only one-half at a time, like ship’s

watches. He lives in hope, however, of better things in the spring. Mr.

Hincks, full of schemes for establishing a ladies* college hero, considered

himself specially fortunate in stumbling on a large furnished house, the

owner of which was going to Europe. Here accordingly he ensconced him-

self, at a rent of £100, and lived in hope of the arrival of the Annie

Jane, on board of which was his books, blankets, table-linen, carpets,

knives and forks, and many indispensable etceteras, all of which as you

know are at the bottom of the sea. His ladies’ college scheme, moreover,

is I suspect knocked on the head, and so I suspect he must now be repent-

ing of his bargain. The house however is very comfortable and I think he

mi^t have done a great deal worse as things go. As to Professor Chapman,

he thought himself particularly lucky in getting a house at Yorkville, just

suited to him, he liaving brought with him Mrs. Chapman and his little boy.

Meanwhile he took lodgings, very so-so ones, just till his things should be

forwarded from Quebec as he believed. The said "things” included bed and

table linen, body clothes , v/inter outfit , and all such articles of furniture,

books, &c, as he thought worth bringing with him. The present fate of these

you know. Meanwhile the navigation of the St. Lawrence is closed till next

spring, the river being now frozen up at Quebec; and so he must pass the

winter in lodgings and pay for his house without being able to occupy it,

as should he be so fortunate as hear further of his missing things, he

cannot possibly receive them till the navigation of the river is resumed.
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Our librarian, the Rev. Ivir. Small, is a fastidious, fretful,

touchy, martinet. He quarrels with the students, lodges complaints

against them to the Principal, and declares them the most ill-con-

ducted and unmanageable set of fellows ever heard of. They retaliate

upon him with all manner of triclos and keep the poor man in perpetual

hot water. My own experience of the same young men is that i could

not possibly desire a more respectful or gentlemanly set of students.

Their only breach of college etiquette with me has been the occasional

greeting of me with a hearty ruff with their feet on occasions when

a lecture chanced to please them more than usual — a breach of

discipline which I have not deemed it ray duty heretofore to con^lain

of to the Principal! I don't think Dr. Sevan ever had the opportunity

of doing so, or he, certainly would

December 8, 1853.

I have engaged to give a lecture during Christmas week at

London, G.W. , for which I am to receive £15 currency, i.e. £12 sterling.

So you see ideas as to payment of lectures are not so bad here. More-

over, they offer this "small sum" with apologies.

January 20, 1854.

I do wish they would settle about our salaries, or outfits

if any . I believe we owe the delay in part to some scheming of Dr.

McGaul for a rise in his own. He has already £700 a year, and a free

house, but he is a confounded intriguer, and does us mischief by it,

though a really clever man
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Letters. February 3, 1664.

At 7 o'clock [on Friday, February 3j I entertained my students — the

senior and junior sophisters, all govaismen — to tea...My college janitor,

a very nice obliging follow, came and acted as my waiter... I feel well

assured the young gentlemen won't get on a bit the worse v/ith me, or treat

mo with the less respect for the pleasant evening they spent with me. I have

promised to help them in getting up a debating society — which they have not

had as yet — and have engaged to take the chair at the first meeting. Mr.

Chapman is going to follow my exanple in entertaining the students as soon

as his house is in order.

February 17, 1854.

I have had a week of gaiety mingled with my woric. On Monday, I dined

with a large party at ^ir. Allan's, a wealthy citizen here who possesses a fine

collection of colotypes, drawings, etc., a man of taste who has travelled

much. On Wednesday i was at a party at Mr. Mowat's, a lawyer here. Mrs.

Mov/at, a native Canadian, is one of the nicest ladies I have met with, always

excepting Mrs. Mackenzie Next day, Thursday, I dined at Mr. Cumberland's,

an architect here; a large and very pleasant party; and though here ends my

dissipation for the week, it is not for want of more invitations. On Friday

my invitation is to Mr. Prank Cayley’s, of whom I think i have told you before;

but my engagement there is to lecture to the Toronto Philosophers -- i3.rder

work I can assure you than eatinr" a good dinner in pleasant company.

February 21, 1654.

Professor Chapman’s books have arrived at last, frozen into one solid

lump, tiie water having got in. They v.'ould be better at the bottom oi the sea.

....... 1 have been engaged this week in helping t'ne students to constitute

a College Literary and x^e bating Society, and mediating between them and
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Lr. McGaul, who had very nearly knocked the whole on the head by some of

his stupid martinet interference, just for the pleasure of exercising a

little brief authority. Now hoivever the young gentlemen are fair set a-

going, in high spirits, and likely to work well together. The result I

anticipate will be to give them a fresh and more lasting interest in the

College, a thing greatly needed here.

JQUBNAL. (Journal, p. 173)

[H.J. Morgan having written a sketch of D.W. in his Celebrated

Canadians . hopelessly confused and wrong, D.W. comments on it,

and on the author, and says that Morgan intending a second

edition had applied to him for facts, including a full history

of his publications ’’with all separate papers in literary and

scientific journals and in periodicals of all sorts." ]

....It has set me thinking over all the good, bad, and indifferent; cheerful and

useful; cheery, weary, dreary; droll, dull, stale and useless pen-work I have

done: - some for love, some for the bubble fame; a good deal for the penny-fee;

and a good deal more for anything rather than money. Here goes for an attempt

at a list of the whole: - or at any rate, at some imperfectly articulated

skeleton of such bones as are now recoverable out of the grave of the past.

First then come the notboilers :

Articles written for Tait’s Magazine, Chambers* Journal, Nelson’s

British Library, the Scotsman, etc.

In Tait's Magazine: Various pieces in prose and verse. The best of

the latter and the only one I can nov? recall with name and date is Arthur Seat,

an apology (verse), Tait's Mag. Nov. 1651.
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In Ohambers* Journal: The Roman Wall; Visits to the Museum of Scottish

Antiquities and other contributions.

In Chambers' Information for the People: Archaeology, no. 93.

In Kelson's British Library:

The Curate’s Daughter, a tale.

Tahiti and its Missionaries

Reason and Instinct.

[two pages following are torn out]

Another kind of pack-work lies on my conscience. There is a book, very v.’orth-

less at its oest, styled "The House of God in History" by the Rev. Hollis Read.

It is the production of an American divine, and tn the original is spiced for

its destined American readers in a fashion scarcely suited to the palate of an

Englisn public. Here are one or two gems from the original :-

"Pure Christianity is reioublican. The American soil is peculiarly

adapted". . .etc.

"Coal, like the English language, like freedom, general intelligence,

or piety, is urotestant . In vain do you search, the world over, to find any

considerable deposit of this agent, except v/here the English language is spoken,

or where the protestant religion is professed." Ill

"Whatever may be said of English ambition or ol her pride, avarice, or

opression f s i c

1

"...etc,

"The slave trade and slavery Thousands of v/retched beings are

yearly forced away from their homos... .out many come in contact with the

benign influences of Chri stianity. . . .The cause of African colonization maligned

and hindered oy the strange fanaticism of professed friends of the slave

Had the States of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and Kentucky freed their

slaves, as in all probability they would but for the injudicious and provoking

agitation of northern aDolitionism" . . .etc. etc.
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a reading of Providence considerably out of date by this time in ilmerica

also .... This Dook is a fair specimen of a numerous class which, in the

absence of international copyright, and under the influence of America's

systematic book-piracy, becomes fair game for a certain class of English

publishers. Such a book is prepared for the British public by making the

republican author say, not what ho ^'I'rote, out whiat, in the judgment of his

British editor and publisher, he should have written. The only apology

j-or such injustice and wrong is that it constitutes the only reprisals for

the -timerican system of wholesale piracy, vrhich British authors and publishers

in vain ask to De remedied by an international copyright system.

This censorship of the American press is sometimes carried to an

amusing length, Mrs. H.B. Stowe would perhaps be astonished to discover that

in Nelson's edition of "Uncle Tom's cabin" that pious lady's work had to be

freed of sundry "profane" expressions before it could be presented to a select

and religious British public. Indeed this censorship oecame chronic. I

discovered to ray surprise and amusement that ray own "Oliver Oronw/ell" had been

put through the same purifying sieve after its proofs left my hands. In the

original this passage accurs in reference to Lesley's Scottish army: "They

had placed in comraanci, says Sir Edward V/alker, 'for the most part, ministers'

sons, clerks, and p_ther sanctified creatures, who hardly ever saw or heard of

an.y sword but
,

that of the Spirit. '" Quotation though it is, it stands now,

"otners who hardly ever before had seen a sword.":,’: Perhaps the crowning reform

of the of the faulty text was when, in reference to a modern disturbance, with

more or less sacrilege, of the graves on haseby oattlefield, the words from the

well knov-n lines on Shakespeare’s grave in the chancel at Stratford-on-Avon,

are quoted ~ "Sweet friends, for Jesu s' sake forbear ." The censor, missing both

the source and application, rigorously erased the profane passage. Concerning
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which I had a passage of arms with the publisher on its discovery, rather

amusing; but helping with other causes, to bring my engagement as pro-

fessional literary back to an end.

I had already published my

"Memorials of Edinburgh in the Olden Time',' 2 vols. 4to, 1648,

But it was while fagging at such hack-work as is indicated above, and as

a relief from the dradgery that I wrote the

"Archaeology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland," 1 vol. Roy.

8vo. 16ol., rewritten and revised and reproduced in two vols. as

"Prehistoric Annals of Scotland", 2 vols. 1663.

Here may be enumerated ray other works, more of the con amore class; thcrogh

the first 1 name belong but partially to this class. In 1851 two little

vols. were written for the Tract society:

"Old Edinburgh, a historical sketch of the ancient metropolis

of Scotland"

"Modern Edinburgh" (from the 18th century).

The books were written with an eye to the Society, and its requirements

("The London Religious Tract Society"), but as the publishing secretary

insisted on tacking on a moral of his ovai to sundry of the chapters, I

refused to allow my nrame to stand on the title-pages, and so ended ray

dealings with the Tract Society. Of an earlier date, and a pure labour

of love, thou^ involving a very considerable amoung of labour, was the

"Synopsis of the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland" - 1849.

Here also may be enumerated the wonted quota by knights of the quill of

sacrifices to the muse; and first a volume entitled:
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"Spring Wild FlO'Trers: by V/il. D’Le of the Outer Temple.

Published by T. Nelson and Oo.

Its origin indeed, in this form, was my engagement to furnish a series of

gem voliimes of original and selected verse. The selected volumes have been

enumerated above [titles no doubt contained in the pages tom out of this

manuscript]. Under this nom-de-nlume a volume of original verse was issued

with a dedication to my infant daughter J.E.W. Few, if any, of my friends

ever ioiew of my being guilty of such a deed. Other poetical perpetrations

appeared in various forms and vehicles. Some have been already noted. In

the Scotsman, appeared from time to time an occasional .ieu d’eserit or skit

at passing events, such as:

The Bailies’ Raid

The Provost and the coal, bunker

and other assaults on the destroyers of Trinity College Church, the vandals

who sought to deraolisii John Knox’s house, etc.. Articles on the Fine Arts,

Antiquities, and local matters of various kinds, were also contributed from

time to time to the same paper, under the guidance of its editor, Mr. A.

Russell. In 1849 the demolition of the Trinity College Church and the removal

of its royal foundress were the occasion of another .ieu d’esnrit privately

printed in block letters, and professedly an antique entitled

Ane Auld Prophecie.etc.

In 1663 when about to leave Scotland for Canada I printed with a Vale to the

friends I was leaving, along with whom I had battled for the conservation of

such national antiquities as the aoove}-

The Queen’s Choir

A Revery in Roslin Woods

Here follows a list of miscellaneous papers, contributions to scientific and

other journals, etc
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On the advantages derived from Archaeological investigations

(Proceedings of the Archaeological Institute, 1856)

Archaeology (article in Encycl. Brit., 1653)

The Scottish Gael, an introductory essay to the Authenticated

Tartans and descriptions of the Clans and Families of Scotland

Inquiry into the existence of primitive Races in Scotland prior

to the Geltae (B.A.A.3. Kept. 1850).

In Proceedings of Society of Antiquaries of Scotland:

Vol. 1., Anniversary address, 16ol.

Primitive Scottish Bells

On the class of stone vessels knovm in Scotland

as Druidical Paterae

On some suggestive examples of abortive discovery

in ancient art.

Vol. II. Antiquities of the copper region of N. America.

VoJ. IV. Rotes of the search for the tomb of the Royal

Foundress of the Collegiate Church of the Holy

Trinity at Edinburgh.

In British Quarterly Review:

Ruskin’s Modem Painters.

George Harvey.

Etc. etc.

In Edinburgh Hew Philos. Journal, n.s.

On the intrusion of the Germanic race into Europe. Jan. 1655.

On the supposed prevalence of one crainal type throughout the

American aborigines, Jan. 16o6.

HotiCe of skulls found at Kertch in the Crimea. April, 1661.

On some modifying elements affecting the ethnic significance
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of peculiar forms of the human skull. (Oct. 1861)

Illustrations of the significance of certain ancient

British Skull forms, (July 1863).

In Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1856.

On the supposed uniformity of cranial type throughout all

varieties of the .American Race.

In Proceedings of the American Antiq. Society (April, 1863).

Indications of ancient customs suggested by certain

cranial forms.

In Smithsonian Institution Annual Report, 1862.

Physical Ethnology, in 3 parts.

In Canadian Journal (edited from 18o4-1860);-

Vol. I, Displacement and extinction, etc.

'i'he ancient miners of Lake Superior

The southern shores of Lake Superior

Discovery of Indian remains. County Norfolk.

Reviev7s: The song of Hiawatha, Longfellow.

Junius discovered

Letters from the U.S., Cuba, etc.

The coiirse of collegiate education, etc.

Notes on Central America, Squier

Aytoun’s Bothwell, and whitman's Leaves of grass,

etc. etc. etc.

Vol. II. Narcotic usages, etc.

Cranial types of American aborigines

Indigenous races.

etc. etc. etc

.
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Vol. III.

Vol. IV.

Vol. V.

Vol. VI.

Vol. VII.

Vol. VIII.

( 26 )

On some ethnographic phases of archaeology

American reprints: Copyright and piracy

Canada directory

Toronto: The handbook of Toronto

Sandtvich Islands literature

Canadian poets

etc. etc. etc.

Early notices of the beaver in Europe and America

The quigrich or crozier of St. Eillan

Paul Kane, a review.

The Dame of Death, do.

Aytoun’s Ballads of Scotland, do.

The romantic Scottish ballads, do. Chambers.

The Bookseller, a review.

etc. etc. etc.

Presidential address. 1860.

Notice of a skull from Kertch

A new history of Mexico.

etc. etc. etc.

Presidential address. 1861.

Red River Exploring Expedition.

Ethnical forms and undesigned artificial distortions

The great deserts of North America.

Articifial occipital flattening of ancient crania

a correspondence with Dr. J.B. ^avis, partly

reprinted from the Athenaettm. (Vide Athenaeum,

Spet. 1862. Nat. Hist. Rev., buly, 1862).
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(Volume VIII.) Illustrations of the significance of certain ancient

British skull-forms

Volume IX. Hist, footprints in America.

Inquiry into the physical characteristics etc.

(reprinted in Anthropological Review, i’eh. 1865).

To the Gentleman’s Llagazine I was Edinhurgh correspondent for a time, supplied

obituaries, etc., till I left Scotland.

To the Athenaeum I was also an occasional contributor.

To the aoove ohly remains to be added:

-

Prehistoric Man, 2 vols., 1862. second edition revised and partly

rewritten, 1865.

And yet the list of publications would be most incomplete if I

omitted to notice the

"Address before the select committee of the Legislative Assembly

appointed to inquire into the management of the University of Toronto, in

opening the defence on oehalf of University College, by Daniel V/ilson, LL.D.,

Professor, etc., Toronto, I860)"

And also in relation to the same warfare

"University question: the statements of John Langton, Esq., M.A.

Vice-chancellor of the University of Toronto, and Profe >sor Daniel Wilson, LL.D.,

of University College, Toronto, with notes and extracts from the evidence taken

before the committee of the Legislative Assembly in the University of Toronto,

Toronto, I860)."

These are memorials of a Canadian warfare which lasted for ye'irs.

On one side were marshalled the V/esleyan Methodists led by the Rev. Egerton Ryerson,

D.D., the Auld Kirk Presbyterians, latterly under the leadership of the Rev. Dr.

Leitch, the High Church Episcopalians, and the Roman Catholics; all aiming at the

destruction of the "godless University and College", that they might divide the
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spoils; and so i'ully in^ressed mth their o^vn pious graces and virtuous aims

that they stuck at no slander, falsehood, or knavish chicanery to- accomplish

their end. The '’Christian” [Guardian] the Ilethodist organ, indulged in such

misrepresentations and personalities and insinuations as only a religious

newspaper is equal to. I, for my part, having great faith in the poorer of

the press, and no difficulty in finding "organs” at my service, made free use

of my pen, both in prose and rhyme; and I rather think that more than one of our

opponents, and some who pretended to ae friends, had quite enough of it before

tne ‘'University Question” was settled, and the scheme of sectarian spoliation

knocked on the head.

A more annoying and distastef'ul controversy could not well be

conceived, conducted as it was v;ith an amount of vulgar personality incon-

ceivable to educated men at home. At first I was simply disgusted vritli the

whole business, but being compelled to go into it I plucked up heart of grace

and found some grim satisfaction in mauling the unscrupulous assailants of our

college militant, and seeing the pack turn tail at last, and scuttle off

ignominiously v'ith their tails between their legs.

[This brief sketch of his literary career was vTitten

in 1865, before October of that year.]

[Pp. 223-4 of volume - skit by him on Ryerson, evidently printed in the Glcoo.

date, February, 1872. Llysterious entries under date February 20, 1872, to

April 17. See File of Globe for this period to see if they represent con-

tributions in its columns either verse or prose, signed or unsigned.

Titles are:- Shakespeare Ms. Rick Bottom

Liber secundus. 20 Feb.

Our native Indian population. 28 i?eD.

Our Indian reserves. 5th.
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Modern skepticism* 29th.

The Romans in Chicago. 11th.

Our Indian reserves (2). 9th.

Educational hotheds. April 5th.

Spurious historical documents. 25th.

Handwriting in evidence. 10th April.

Our Indian reserves (3). 1st. April.

Higher education for ladies. 30th.

The fly on the wheel. 2nd. April.

Seraps - where our toys come from )

0 April 1.

Gift to Edin. Univ. Lib. )

Our evening pastimes. 8th.

Our great social vice. 11th.

Tried it on with Vidulum where Kick Bottom fancies he is

to have it all his oim way — and succeeded {12th).

Our shade trees. 12th.

A new Canadian author. 15th.

Anonymous criticism.

The last American hoaz. June 5.

May 30. Orbis redivivus: M. Pignier’s ’*The day after death” - June 5.

[More entries of (?) papers in the Globe are;

A man’s thoughts - June 10.

A historical relic of 1783 - 14th.

Mch. 14, 1873 - Mundus redivivus: unsectarian union.

Peb. 20. 1873. Prom Jessie and Jas. Sime letters jtimping at my proposal of possible

succession to my chair. I hope it may indeed prove possible.

Mch. 26. Letter from James Sime. He gives up the idea of succeeding to my

possible vacancy. Is about to return to London to beccrae literary editor of
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the Globe , and make literature his profession.

March 51 . A letter from Mrs. Oliphant, in which she thus replies to my

last:

"I do, as you remark, write a great deal too much; and it is

impossible that I can do myself Justice. But the circiimstances in

which I am placed leave me no alternative. I have made a sacrifice

of my hopes of literary reputation; and v/hile I try to do the best I

can, I am obliged to consider the necessities of living, and keeping up

under the great Durdens throv/n upon me rather than anything more solid.

Bringing up children is one of the duties specially named by the Apostles,

while writing of books is not:- and though I cannot say that I make the

sacrifice without a pang, I am not in a position to anything else, and

must submit.”

Very hard, and very sad; hut if all that she has done for husband,

brothers, sisters, sons, and orphan nephews and nieces were blazoned forth,

there would be no lack of an enviable reputation.

July 22nd. 1673 .

"There's many a slip twixt cup and lip”, and one happens to-day.

Old E. [?gerton Ryerson] changes his mind; and so I don't change my place.

Happily it is rather a relief than otherwise, so far as I am concerned. Duty

to others could alone make me covet the change.
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August 15, 1873.

Ivir. Campbell of Peterborough has been with me yesterday and to-day. V/e

have completed the organization of our Church Association. The chief justice

[hraperj is our President, and the bean, V.C. Blake, and myself Vice-Presidents.

We completed matters, after a late sederunt last night, by the above four

waiting on the Bishop this morning as a deputation to ask him to become patron

of the Association* Poor old gentleman, he ’vas in a terrible fix. He did not

wish to say yes; he did not dare to say no; so it gave me an opportunity of

telling him in very respectful form some very wholesome truths about Church

matters, V/e left our Constitution in his hands, and he will have to write

us his reasons, if he declines, as I prestime he will.

JOURNAL

December 10, 1873.

First examination in "Higher Education for ladies." There is a

kind of emotional response in a female audience, when characterized by

intelligence and refinement, which is singularly calculated to call forth

the very best efforts of the lecturer. V/ithout any demonstrative expression

of sympathy one seems to feel himself en rannort with his audience very

differently from that of a male assembly; partly no doubt because he appeals

with confidence to emotions and sympathies less easily reached with the other

sex. After some uphill work, this "Higher Education" movement gives fair

promise of success.

April 13. 1874.

Five and thirty years ago i completed the engraving from

Turner’s picture of Ancient Carthage, or as he then styled it "Regulus leaving
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Carthage”. I see by sales of proofs from Turner's om collection that on the

Srd of Ivlarch four proofs of it sold for £45. All I got for my laborious and

successful work was £100. I had proved what I could do, and tnen made up

my mind to seek my fortune by some other road, happily, as it has proved;

though not without troubles and cares in the transitional stage. I made

the offer to iloore, the publisher, afterwards dir Francis Graham lloore,

Alderman and iJayor of London, to engrave a picture of Turner's on the largest

scale for £100. on condition of getting a second at a good and fair price if

I succeeded. That I succeeded is indisputable, he must have made more pounds

than I got shillings out of the venture. He paid me in a bill at 3 or 6 months,

I forget which. I did not know what to make of the queer bit of naper. But

my ever good uncle solved the difficulty for me, and that was mj; last exnerience

of dir Francis's liberality. The stories current of his meanness included one

of a dinner at which the artists were his guests. They learned that he hired

fruit, pine-apples, grapes, peaches, etc. for display, all not used to be

returned to the fruiterer. The waiters were by no means diligent in bringing

tiiem within reach, for they were for show, not use. But the rogues had laid

their plans. Mine host v;as complimented on his fine display of fruit, as they

diligently helped each other, wellnigh clearing the board, till his complacency

gave way, and he pounced in wrath on one of the youngest ot the party with

something like a threat of revenge, I have an uncomfortable recollection of

a dinner at his house in Farringdon Square, City, where — being young, and

only entering on my career — I had an uncomfortable sense of oeing vulgarly

patronized and condescended to. He became ,viayor, and a ,.Ioon oi such aspect

was a sphere for Hunch to revel ini His lunar perturbations over the deserts

[? desserts] of the liansion House would puzzle the Astronomer Loyal.
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April 21, 1674»

IntGrviGw with, th© Atty* Gen* about filling up the i'Jat* Hist* chair,

vacant by the resignation of my young friend H*A* Nicholson, whose loss I

deplore* Learnt to my surprise that C [? Croft, or Crooks] had been

recommending the abolition of the chair, and the President vxorking like a mole

underground, i hope that they are circumvented. Chair vacancy to be advertised

forthwith.

June 21, 1875.

Among a file of letters awaiting me is one from the Atty. Gen*

specially desiring to see me* Waited on him and received the formal offer that

I should resign ray professorship, enter into politics, and accept the office of

Minister of Public Instruction, with a seat in the Cabinet, and a guarantee that,

in case of the ministry coming to tiie usual end of all ministries, that I shall

have my choice of two suitable permanent offices named to me. Agreed to give

the jTiatter mature consideration before replying, though more from a becoming

courtesy in response to such an offer than from much doubt as to ray decision*

June 25. 1875*

Waited on the Atty. Gen. and stated to him my decision. I could not

accept the office of Min. of Pub, Inst* reserving th© reversions of one or other

of the two offices, worth $4,000. per ann. placed at my option, without risking

the chances of finding myself placed in a very invidious position, in which I

should peril my independence and self-respect. No man who is not sufficiently

independent of all pecuniary temptations to be able at any time to boldly face

an adverse vote, whatever may be the consequences, should enter on political

life *

September 4* 1875*

Back from Seaborough Beach, Maine, where i have been laying in some
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nauch needed health for the winter canpaign. Find my old antagonist Dr. Ryerson

has been busy in my absence in his long-winded virulent fashion ascribing to

Goldwin Smith and myself all manner of impure motives and aims for our doings on

the Council of Pub. Inst, during the past years. I fancy we shall survive the

avalanche. Be would almost forgive me if 1 would answer him. But I cannot

indulge the old gentleman in the luxury of a controversy. Fighting with a sweep

one is sure to get blackened, wnatever be the right of the quarrel.

January 13, 1876.

Telegraph news: death of my dear old friend Sir George harvey, a very

noble man of true genius, and as genuine a friend as ever death took away.

AlasJ Those dear old friends drop off one by one, and there is no replacing

them. It takes the early and the latter rains of a long lifetime to m.ture into

its ripe worth such a friendship, tried and true. V/iien I replied to a kind

sympathetic letter of his on the occasion of my brother's death, making some

moan over the impossibility of my getting home, he interpreted it into a complaint

of poverty and sent me £100 sterling by return of post. I sent it back, I hope

with some partial indication of all I felt. But when I did get home and referred

to it, he had forgotten all about it. There was a sterling friend, if ever there

was one; for £100 was not a trifle to him. Dear friend, I seem to see even now

the bright flash of those fine eyes of his, which I thought of again and again

when writing of Ohatterton and his wonderfully brilliant eyes, which even the

dull antiquary, Barrett, affirmed when he was in earnest would strike fire and

kindle as if were into a blaze. So I dedicated the book to my loved friend, and

that is pleasant to think of now, for it plaased him. he was a man of true

genius, wonderfully modest, witl. aspirations which made all he did seem insignifi-

cant to him, when tested by his lofty ideal. His name will live among the Painters

of tne fine Scottish school with V/ilkie at his head, and his memory will be

cherished by loving hearts.
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September 15, 1876.

Certain venerable quidnuncs, it seems, have gone up somewhere to

the west, dug up a skeleton which they proclaim to be that of the great Shawnee

chief Tecumseh; and now call on the Atty. Gen. to bury them anew with all pomp

and honour elsewhere. The movement at best seems none of the wisest. If it

be true that he was buried where he fell, where could he better lie? The battle

of Moravianto^ra — more truly but a skirmish — was a defeat in no way creditable

to British generalship; and as for Tecumseh, his loyalty appears to have been to

his ov/n race. He hated the Longknives and so joined the British against them.

But in his heart he appears to have wished every white man either in the depths

of the sea or on the other side of it. However, the Atty. Gen. wishes, not

unreasonably, to be made sure at least that they have got hold of the genuine

Tecumseh, and commissions me to determine that point. How that I have undertaken

it, I feel some qualms. If they have got a genuine Indian’s skeleton, the rest

must be very much a weighing of probabilities. I hope, however, to secure some

specimens for my etiinological department in the ^.iuseum; and for the rest, must

do my best, in this wild-goose quest, for the final rest— ing place of the good

chief Tecumseh’

September 27. 1876.

An examination of the reported remains of Tecumseh to-day shows that I might

have saved myself the trouble of a journey to the west, and digging among old

Indian graves; which, however, resulted in a tolerably perfect skeleton of

a Potowattomie dug up on the banks of the Sydenham river, with his bowie knife,

flint and steel at his head; and also a good \7yandot skull — as I imagine it

to be — dug up by Parmer Jixon on the old battlefield of which his farm includes

the chief area* As to the great Shawnee chief's remains, the venerable pioneers,

with H.R* Oates at their head, have undoubtedly been hoaxed, I fancy by a couple

of redskins referred to in their report. I never doubted that they had found.
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as they reported, a nearly complete skeleton, lying in its natural position

undisturbed. Here is an Indian male skull, but no under Jaw; two pelvic

bones — ossa innominata — but both for the same side and one female! A

leg-bone of a deer, a rib of a dog, etc. It certainly is not Tecumseh’s

skeleton, for it is nobody’sl But I owe to the old chief a pleasant quest, and

could scarcely have satisfied the Atty. Gen. by a mere inspection of the bones,

as I have now done in an ample report.

December 5, 1876.

Letter from Dr. John Stuart enclosing draft for £100. stg., with authority to

secure the Quigrich for the 3.A. Scot. I have had the fine old Bannockburn

relic in view for years. £500. sterling was the least sum named for it at

starting. Now I hope to secure it for ^500. I daresay a good many Canadians

will think that "a fool and his money are soon parted.'* I have been in dread

lest Barnum should hear of it. If he only knew its history the relic would

have been secured by him long ago. If once I had it I shall be anxious till

till it is safe in Scotland. There it will be estimated at its true worth.

Dr. Stuart’s £100. stg. draft realizes only ^482. by present exchange.

But I have written to Alex. Dewar, the custodian of the Quigrich, offering

him the promised .(pbOO. and hope that all v;ill be satisfactorily settled.

January 8. 1877.

This day drew a cheque for ^500. in favour of Archibald i/ewar, son and heir

of Alex. Dewar the venerable custodian of the Quigrich or Crook of St. ij'iilan,

which Robert the Bruce is believed to have had in his tent on the eve of the

Battle of Bannockburn, and to iiave given in keeping to the ancestor of this

Canadian former now a venerable patriarch in his 87th year. And so here is

the choice national relic in my custody, preparatory to its restoration to

Scotland after an interval of 59 years. The Bell of St. Lilian has preceded

it, after an exile among the southrons of still longer duration, so there is a
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hope for the oldest of Scottish exiles ever ther. There is somethirg singularly

interesting — especially under other skies and in a new world — to handle

this relic of the primitive missionaries by whom the Christian faith was first

taught to the pagan Highlander of Perthshire; and which there is very credible

evidence was an object of veneration to the greatest of our Scottish kings. It

is a source of genuine pleasure to me to be the means of securing its restoration

to ocotland. EheughJ

January 24. 1877.

This day despatched per Canadian Express Co. to care of hr. John

Stuart, Edinburgh, the Quigrich. ilay Atlantic gales be propitious. Posted

also the deed of resignation and transfer to the Society of Antiquaries, with

a communication for them including the history of the later hev^rs of Glendochart

February 22. 1877.

In the afternoon comes a letter from Dr. John Stuart, The Quigrich

is once more safe in Scotland, which relieves me of an anxiety I could not

repress. It is now safe in the custody of a]qpreciative hands, hr. Stuart,

writing just after opening the box and looking for the first time upon the

venerable national relic, says: "One cannot look on it without emotion, in the

memory of all its past fortunes, nor without thankfulness that it has been

rescued from the many evil chances which raiglit have deprived us of it." Well, it

is something to have accomplished this, if no more, for dear Auld Scotland,

May 3, 1877.

A visit from the Lord Bishop of Huron. He is about to establish

a Protestant University with a Church of England evangelical theological faculty

at London, C.Y/., and the object of his visit is to offer me the headship:' provost

and vice-chancellor, salary ^3000 — or more if I insist, and residence, with
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wi th gas , fuel , etc.

I have undertaken to give it deliberate consideration, but rather

out of courtesy to him than from any hesitation on my part. I do not believe

in denominational Colleges other than theological. Orthodox science is

generally another name for shallow bigotry,

ilay 4. 1677.

Answered the letter of Hishop Kelrauth declining with all

courtesy his offer.

[Copy of letter, as follows:]

11.7, Bloor Street,
Toronto,

ilay 4, 1677.

'’LIy dear Lord Bishop,

As I now see my way clearly to the ans"'er I must

give you in reference to the very important proposition

which you have done me the honour to submit to me, it is

only just that I should reply without delay.

I highly appreciate the great importance of the

movement you have in view for the establishment of a university

including a theological faculty of our own Church, thoroughly

evangelical in its teaching and exercising a high-toned Christian

influence over the v;hole training of the College. If such

can be accorT^lished every lover of the truth must most heartily

wish you god-speed. But I doubt its success in relation to the

highest aims; and I have no doubt on this point, that I am not

the man under whose guidance success is to be looked for.
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" I need not assure you of ray sympathy in reference to

all that pertains to the clear setting forth of evangelical truth;

for I have battled for that through evil as well as good report,

in a tolerably unraistakeable manner. But I must also inform

you that I no less strongly desire to see the untramraeled free-

dom of scientific and philosophical research. Truth has nothing

to fear in the long lun from the researches of such men as Darwin

and Huxley. I think it suffers far more from the shackles with

which orthodox zeal would hamper enquiry, with the most honest

intentions.

"One of the grand blessings of the Reformation was the

emancipation of the human mind from ecclesiastical authority; and

the leaving it absolutely free in the e^xercise of private judgment

and of the most unrestrained search into all truth. Unquestionably

Hume and Will and many anotiier sceptic has had full liberty to set

forth errors which an orthodox censorship would have prevented.

But truth is the loser in the long run. Truth has everything to

gain from the most absolute freedom of inquiry.

'*! have advocated tlnis at all times. I did it before the

Canadian parliament at Quebec, in 1860, and when asked to prepare

a paper for the hvangelical Alliance at Montreal in 1874 I did the very

same; warning Christian men against being unfaithful to that grand

keystone of the Reformation, the absolute right of every seeker for

truth to the most untrammeled freedom of inquiry. Holding these

opinions I conscientiously prefer such a system as that of the Univ-

of Toronto to any Denominational institution. The pecuniary induce-

ments v/hich you offer are consideraoly more than I enjoy at present.
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"But if they were much greater they wcfuld exercise no influence

on my decision.

”1 have oeen thus clear and explicit, feeling that it

is the best return I can make for the very great confidence you

have reposed in me, in making an offer to me which 1 esteem as

a singular honour, even while forced to decline it.

Believe me, my dear Lord Bishop,

Most faithfully yours.”

October 2, 1678.

[Returned from a visit to England, he notes in his journal as follov;s:]

Here is something as nearly approaching a genuine ghost story as even [?everj

I got hold of at first hand. It will be remembered that in the year 18..

Dr. V/ebster, Professor of Chemistry at Harvard, was tried, convicted, and

executed for the murder of his colleague. Professor Parkman, to v/hom he vra.3

indebted in money matters. V/hile in London I met at my sister’s house. Miss

Otte, the step-daughter of the late Benjamiin Thorpe, author of "Northem

Mythology". I had knov-n her in earlier years, and have the aoove work, a gift

from her in 1852, before I left the old land. She is a Dane by birth, but has

been brought up from early youth in England, is highly educated, very intelligent,

and writes a good deal for the press. My sister had made some reference to the

following story, and I v/as thereby led to ask for a statement of the facts. Miss

Otte evidently shrunk [sicj with some reluctance from the su eject, declined at

the time to speak of it, but at a subsequent interview volunteered compliance

with my request and told me as follows:

Miss Otte resided I'or some time in Boston, was on intimate terms with

Dr. Webster’s famly, and a frequent visitor at his house. She described him
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as a warm-hearted man, but hot tempered and passionate. She was young, and

a favourite with him. She recalls now a peoulier bantering play of his.

She has not the slightest ear for music, and in his protests against her

want of appreciation of its charms he was wont to exclaim -

"The woman that hath no music in herself,
Kor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and murders;
Let no such woman be trusted!"

The emphasis with which he uttered the "and murders", in his bantering mis-

quotation, came back on her with startling effect, on the disclosure of the

tragedy in which he played so terriole a part, aiod seemed to make her shudder

as she recalled it to me. Miss Otte long resided with the late Professor

Lay of St. Andrew’s, whom I knew first when studying medicine at Edinburgh.

His wife was a confirmed invalid, and she took the entire charge of house-

hold affairs, he subsequently retired on a pension — consequent on severe

injuries received in consequence of a fall, during a summer excursion in

Wales, — and took up his abode in London. Miss Otte was still residing

with him in London, when one nihht she had an intensely vivid dream. She

thought that Lr. Webster came to her bedside, with a long box in his hand

containing bones, which he earnestly besought her assistance in getting out

of the way. He seemed to be intensely eager, and she had a vivid sense of

leaning over the bed, and struggling in vain to help him to thrust the box

under the bed. She awoke with the effort, in a painful state of excitement,

with the perspiration in drops on her face. After walking about in an

adjoining room ior some time, she recovered her composure and retired to rest.

But on once more falling asleep she dreamt the very same dream over again,

wi i/h all the vivid sense oi the actual presence of Lr. Webster at her bedside.

She told it to Lr. Lay the following morning, but there was nothing to give
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any spacial signiiicanc© to it» and h.G dismissed it as a mere ordinary I’it of

nightmare or indigestion. She accepted the explanation, thou?rh the recollect-

ion of the dream survived as one of unv.'onted vividness, and wit}, a sense of

repulsion in excess oi an^/ speciality in its incidents. She made no note of

the date; out some time after, I.Ir. Steadman, a nephew of Parkman (the

murdered man) then resident in London, called to hid Sliss Otte goodbye, saying

that he was called home unexpectedly by ill news of his uncle. It was before

the days of ocean telegrams. Moreover, the disappearance of Dr. Parkman

excited attention for some time oefore any evidence of his murder was obtained;

so that rumours v;ere circulated of his flight, and persons were found to affirm

that they had seen him at various places, even in the southern states. Miss

Otte surmised that at the time of Mr. Steadman’s visit to her he knev/ only

of the rumours of his uncle's mysterious disappearance, and the surmises advanced

to account for it.

After a little time the Boston papers came with the startling news of

the murder, the evidence of the mutilation of the body, and t-.e cremation of

it, bit by bit, in tlie furnace of Dr. Webster’s chemical laboratory; and

finally the conviction and execution of i.r. V.'ebster for the murder of his

colleague. One of the strong points of circumstantial evidence was the

identification of part of the palate and teeth of the murdered man, as recovered

from the furnace, by means of the gold filling or other dentistry/ of the teeth.

But Miss Otte's attention iras specially dravra to certain details in the trial,

including the description of a box containing the femur, tibia, and other long

oones of the murdered man, which Dr. Webster had in vain attempted to place

out of reach. This appeared to correspond with the one which she saw in her

dream; and she was led to this as the only possible solution. Dr. Webster, it

is believed, struck his colleag’ie under the influence of violent passion, when

pressed for payment of money duo to him; and finding tl.at he had killed him, he
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resorted to the effort at concealment by the destruction of the body,

piece-meal, in his furnace. In the awful predicament in which he thus

found himself, and especially when harassed by the unmanageable bulk

of the larger bones of the body, in casting about in his mind for some one

able to help him, he had fixed his thoughts on Miss Otte, as one on vdiose

prudence and self-control he could rely; and, as ehe imagined, in his

intense craving for her aid, and the eager outgoing of his spirit in his

desire for access to her, an actual rannort took place. As already stated.

Miss Otte made no note of the date at the time of the dream, ’^hich she

afterwards greatly regretted. But allovring for the time of Mr. Steadman's

leaving, and the necessar:^ interval before the development of the evidence

and its transmission to Europe, there is every probability in favour of

the ilea that the dream may have coincided with the actual event, and with

the special incidents connected with tiie unsuccessful efforts to conceal the

larger oones, which were afterwards brought out in the course of the trial.

ITovember b, 1678,

Ivews of the death of my old friend David Laing, to whom I

dedicated my "Reminiscences of Old Edinburgh."

December 21, 1876.

Through college examination work at last, a very killing -ork.

I begin to wonder each fresh year now, whether I can stand it much longer.

December 22. 1678.

Sunday, alone at church. Growing anxious about our pet [Sybil,

who was ilij. Took her place with the newsboys in the evening. A very

pleasant "Right with the Arabs."
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[Sybil serious ill, the diary nothing else but forebodings and resignation

to God’s will for daysj.

December 28. 1878.

It has been a day of writing, in the midst of endless interruptions.

Friends are so kind, unbounded in their kindness. Nursing, wines, brandy,

milk, grapes, flov/ers, etc. etc. fhey would literally lay all at our feet.

The dear pet is so loved and does she not deserve it? Her shop-girls, her

Sunday School pupils, the hospital patients, and some of the poor little

news-boys — it is so touching at times. For the s-mipathy is so unmistakeably

genuine, and the desire to be allowed to do something so manifest.

January 26, 1879.

A confidential letter from Sandford Fleming. 25 years ago, on

January 1, 1856, i.e., the beginning of the eventful year wiiich changed the

whole course of my life by transferring me from Edinburgh to Toronto —

in that year Mr. Fleming made a practical record of his thankfulness for

many blessings by securing oy insurance of his own life an endowment of

£1000. payable as he says, "to the Canadian Institute, when all that is

mortal of me returns to mother dust, the interest of which is to be annually

expended in furthering the objects of the Society." He further adds in his

letter to me: "The life insurance is all paid up and the amount available

at the Canada Life Office, Hamilton. No person knows of this, and I

intended mentioning it to you as President if I had seen you with the

special request that you would keep it strictly nrivate. "

February 15. 1879.

As to my o\7n hairs [after noting that gray hairs are beginning

to appeor in Mrs. V/ilson's hairj they have been gray enou^ for many a long
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day. If care takes them in hand now it must he to make them white; as

time, if not care, I see has done with my old friend Langton, just hack

from Ottav/a on the superannuation list. He is still vronlerfully vigorous,

hut the old fire is gone.

Ivlarch 5. 1879.

This evening the election of the Ven. Archdeacon Sweatman as Bishop

of Toronto, after a prolonged contest, in which I took an intense interest

From Thursday 27th February, when the dynod met on to Monday, 19th,

ballots were taken, in the attempt to force Provost TThitaker, the repre-

sentative of High Church clerical absolutism, on the laity. But the lay

delegates stuck manfully together, the spirit manifested by them was

excellent throughout, be could not carry Hr. oullivan; but our hope is

that in Mr. dweatman God has given us in answer to many prayers the man of

His choice.

March 6. 1879.

A letter from Mr. Thomas Helson with an offer of 100 guineas if

I will revise proofs of a new series of English Headers which he hopes to

introduce into Canadian schools, dent back by ocean cable the definite

"Yes", which Janie took in to the Telegraph Office; and we had a laugh at

her cost afterwards, at the possible construction of such a proceeding —

a young lady paying f5. to send to Thomas Nelson the "yes" which young

ladies are, sooner or later, expected to answer.

July 7, 1879.

Nev;s of more than v;onted inqoort. Dr. McGaul retires from the

Presidency and Professor Croft from Professorship of Chemistry in Univ.

College, leaving Chapman and myself the last survivors of the new batch
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of 1853, and now the seniors whose turn it will next he zo leave the stage.

As to age, indeed Croft is my Junior hy four or five years. But he was

only 22 when appointed to his Chair in the old Zing's College days, "’hen

John Toronto ruled supreme, and the University rejoiced in its daily chapel

services. Saints' days. Divinity professor — old i>r. Beaven — and much

else which Trinity College now labours to perpetuate. This will be a

memorable year, with a new President and new professors of classics and

chemistry. V/e have much need of a little nev; blood. Things have been

drifting of late in a fashion that has made me wonder at times how vte

escaped the shoals and sunken rocks. Hon. A-. Crooks, llinister of Education,

starts to-morrov7 in company v;ith the Vice Chancellor, Chief Justice Moss,

for England, where it is hoped they v;ill find a pair of professors to fill

tne vacant chairs and maintain the reputation of our University and College.

May they be successful.

October 1, 1879.

College reopens with Dr. McCaul reinstated as President, Croft

resuming the Chemical Professorship, and to complete our incapacity lor

the real work of the College, Dr. Ellis, the chemical assistant and practical

teacher, prostrate under most dangerous hemorrage of the lungs. Politics

I fear engage the attention of our Minister of .education as far more

important and pressing than the efficient equipment oi our staff for the

work of the College. But vre shall see. The rumours of what is to be are

of the most contradictory and conflicting kind: probably because the

Minister does not know his ovni mind.
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October 25, 1879.

'(Vest out to Markham yesterday evening and lectured to the

Mechanics' Institute, in response to an invitation to do so, and devote

the following day to explore an Indian fort — or, as it proved to be, the

site of an ancient Indian palisaded to\vn, on lot 6.15, Township of Y/h-ite-

church. Go. York, Dan. Murphy's farm. My host, Mr. Jas. Speight, Dr.

Armstrong, Captain Milne, Mr. Resor, an old student, now manager of the

Standard Bank at Markham, and Mr. Allan McLean, mathemat. teacher in the

High School there, formed ray escort this morning. V/e started after an early

oreaicfast, in a spring waggon. Drove twelve miles, had a digg [sicj in sundry

graves, and a general exploration of what promises to be a rich field of

research; and then back in time to catch the train. Got some flint and

stone implements, and have made arrangements that, I hope, may be pro-

ductive of much larger results hereafter.

October 28, 1879.

A scene in the College Council, a drunken steward requiring

to be got rid of; and Dr. McCaul resolute he should be retained; which

however the Council, by six to three, refused to countenance. Much

intriguing of the usual kind; in fact the President is nov; in that stage

of touci^ irritable senility which makes him an obstruction in every way.

At his best he has always been a ridiculously over-estimated man, and

never out of some mean trick or other.

November 10, 1879.

Lectured at the Central Prison to upvi'ards of 300 convicts...

Was restricted to a purely secular lecture. Indeed the ideas of the gaol

governor, Capt. Prince, evidently include no thought of possible moral

reformation. His boast is the quantity of bricks that they make, or other
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industrial fruits of their labour, tr ereby diminishing the cost of the

prison and winning credit to its governor for productive prison labour.

Two things are thus to be aimed at. The quieter and more submissive

they are, the less is his trouble; the more they can ue induced to do

in the way of productive labour, the greater his credit. So he bribes

them with tobacco, v;ishes to get up private theatricals for their

pastime i and scarcely conceals his contempt for religious instruction.

I took him and them by guile; gave as my subject "A day in Copenhagen",

presented Torwaldsen the sculptor, in his aspect as a humbly born boy,

the son of a poor carpenter, who by ability and diligence won his way to

honour, rank and admiration. Then in describing his great work in his

fulfilment of the commission to decorate the True Kirk, I was able to

make its magnificent colossal figure of Christ in benediction, its twelve

Apostles, St. Paul, St. Peter, the doubting Thomas, etc., pegs on which to

hang naturally words with a deeper meaning, that might possibly, vdth God’s

blessing, reach some poor darkened soul, and give them a motive to try

for higher — nay, for highest, things Our prisons I fear have little

Of the reformatory element in them, great as are the improvements they

have undergone in recent years.

November 17,-1679.

An interview with the Kon. A. Crooks, His pledge that if the Classical

Professor is made also President, I shall be gazetted at same time as V.P.,

with a fitting increase of salary.

A coloured lady, l.Iiss , has just been appointed a teacher in

one of the city public schools, to the supreme disgust of sundry white

lady teachers, who intimate their intention of resigning should she be

allowed to teach in the schools vrhere they officiate. It is to be hoped
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that they will have the opportunity given them to turn up their white nose

to such good purpose against the poor daughter of Heth.

January 3. 1660.

Another year, and another birthday .... .College matters in a

very unsatisfactory state. A retiring allowance, and an escape from its

cares w'ould be very welcome. But the fresh claims on me [for his niece,

Nelly, whose only bro'cher had just died in India] render any thoughts of

retirement more unseasonable than ever.

January 17. 1860.

Present last ni^t at dinner given to my old colleague

Professor Croft, who now retires on a pension of two-thirds of his salary,

viz. $1666. per ann. after thirty-seven years service. He must have been

a mere youth when appointed, for "the venerable professor" is my junior.

Above 100 giiests sat down to dinner, and the manifestation of feeling was

kindly and hearty.

Oetting old. Pair of glasses for reading at night.

[Page tom out, probably contained an account of hopes and fears for the

Presidency, v;hich he thought inexpedient to preserve for his family's,

or even his own reading.]

V/ho knows if even three years lie at the bottom of the yet undrained

cup. V/hat a luxury v;ould an independent competency be nowl On the wrong

side of sixty; though v;ith no great consciousness of any failing energy

as yet.

April ’16, 1680.

George Brovm shot by a cowardly assassin. The wound made by tiie

ball passing superficially through the fleshy part of the thigh was at

first regarded as trifling. But he slighted it too much, and with a frame

exhausted by constant work, night and day, and a mind I fear liarassed by
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many anxieties, it threatens to prove very serious.

April 25. I860.

On returning last night at a late hour from inquiring for George

Brovm, found a cable message from Vvhi. Kelson: "Is George in danger?"

Have replied: "In great danger, still hope." It is difficult to ascertain

his actual state; but I have seen him now, more than once, Fis case seems

precarious indeed; and his state such that, even if he should recover,

I much fear it will be to feebleness and premature old age. a v.’arm-hearted,

impulsive , sanguine man; most generous and kindly in all social relations,

and with a wonderfixl pover of banishing care. I fancy that in his own home

circle his presence has been a perpetual sunshine. But l.e has courted

cares. Bow Park v;as enough to worry any man to death; and I fear has been

a bottomless gulf swallowing up the profits of the Globe as fast as they

were realized. J.Iy poor friend LIrs. Brown looks the picture of calm

despair, very self-possessed, but all the deeper in her sorrov/. Fow

inexpressibly sad to see a happy wedded union thus abruptly broken by

such a cause.

May 29. 1880.

This morning at 2 o'clock died my old friend the Fonble. George

Brown The wound vras received as long ago as the 25th of March.

May 20 . 1880.

Yesterday a letter from the Hon. Adam Crooks, Minister of

Education, London, May 6. He has got a young Cambridge Honour Classic,

E.V. Arnold, of Trinity College, for classical professor, and offers me

fj.e Presidency of University College. But there is many a slip between

the cup and the lip. Here comes another letter. The Cambridge phoenix

has nn further consideration declined, and Mr. Crooks seems to consider

that he is at liberty to back out with me in like fashion — a matter

on which he will find ti ere are tv.’o to the settlement of the questions
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to v.’hich that must lead*

? - October, 1880*

The Minister of Education systematically pursues the plan

of acting without the advice of anybody; and then when everything is in

a muddle he comes when too late to beg his friends to get him out of his

difficulties. He has done his best to spoil my holidays by his pro-

ceedings, and now I find students, graduates, professors, and all in

a state of intensest irritation, and as I long since saw, the laisser fadi^

system of hr. McGaul, protracted till the incapacity of age rendered it

scandalous, has accumulated a mountain of toil and trouble for his successor*

The politicians are taking advantage of this to assail the Mowat govern-

ment in a most sensitive point; and so I shall enter on my duties as

president with abundant need for all possible tact, prudence, and judgment*

I wish I were ten years younger, but there’s life in the old dog yet*

October 16* 1860*

Ho time for journalising: otherwise plenty to note* Yester-

day took my Tolace as President at the College Convocation, and in the

evening had the professors, along v/ith the Minister of Education, Prin-

cipals Caven and Cockburn, Langton, Meredith, etc., to diie with me*

There are still troubles ahead, not a few; yet I trust that the worst

are over. The incident of the day was the presentation of a full length

portrait of ur. LIcCaul in his LL.P. Scarlet gown. The whole affair went

off nicely; unless indeed that the evidences of failure, both bodily and

mentally, in the poor old doctor, were sad to contemplate.

[Follows his Presidential address]

The Young Canada party took the side against the Minister of Education

this summer while I v;as at home, and the strife has raged with an intensity very
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partially realised by me till now. On the 29th of June, *lr . Crooks

telegraphed to me to proceed to Oxford and select a classical pro-

fessor. At a later date I had a commission also to find a classical

tutor; and nov; I find myself responsible, with a somewhat askward con-

flict of relations. The Young Canada, or l.ative party, which resolutely

opposed the going to Oxford for a classical professor has been no less

zealous against the proposed finding a President at Cambridge. So the

champions of my appointment as President have me now thrust in their

teeth as the cixlprit v;ho went to Oxford and did the deed of selecting

both classical professor and tutor there! The Minister of Education

looks .to me to get him out of a scrape; while all the opposition papers

are ringing the changes on this cruel wrong done to native Canadian talent.

The following letter, suggested by myself, though professedly written in

reply to one from the Provincial 3ecret;ary, puts the matter, I think, on

its true grounds; and will I hope satisfy all reasonable men. As to the

politicians, the more clearly it tends to show the step to iiave oeen a

right one, and in the true interests of the University and oi higher

education in Canada, the more will they be disgusted.

[Letter follows from the Globe of September 30]

January 1, 1881.

A busy month; not a moment for journalising; and so a year

eventful to me has run its co’urse. On the 24th of ..ay v'rote to ..Ir. orooks

intimating that I v-as to sail for England on June 5, and asking him ”to

inform me on what terms you vdll allow me to retire." I lett Joronto in

the belief that I had delivered my last lecture; and when in Edinburgh

revisited my old "Elm Cottage" with the thought and hope of recovering

it and ending my days tl.ere. Maggie was contented; and I was more than
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reconciled to the prospect, when on July 29 came a cable message from the

Minister of Education ’’Council will advise your appointment as President

and instructing me to proceed at once with efforts to find a fit successor

for the classical chair. So here I am. President of University College,

with a new lease of Canadian lifei and the dream of ending my days in dear

old Edinburgh, and being laid to rest in the Dean Cemetery beside our loved

and lost darling, all vanished into air. The first starting in my office was

by no means a time of ease or peace. But already the troubles are over; unless

when Parliament meets I should get once more into the political vortex, along

with the Minister of Education. But that I can afford to laugh at, whatever he

may think of the prospect.

January 5, 1881.

The sad news. — though not unexpected — of the death of our

Vice-chancellor, the Hon. Chief Justice Moss, a pupil of my ovm, whom I

remember as a bright youth entering the college. He was a man of clear

intellect, sound judgment, and sterling integrity. He cherished a grateful

love to his Alma Mater, and has left behind no one equal to him to fill his

place on the Bench, and so far as I can see no one at all fit to succeed him

as Vice-chancellor. It is to me a grievous loss in all vrays; the loss of a

personal friend, and of an official help in all College qnd University

work, such as would have been invaluable He died at iaice on the 4th

January, whither he had gone in the vain search of health. Only 42, and

already looked up to as without an equal on the Bench.

January 15. 1881.

Saturday, in town on business, Went in to Mr. James Michie

to get a pen and ink for the purpose of signing some cheques which the Bursar’s

clerk had stopped me on the street to sign. By and by in came Judge Morrison;

and in the course of conversation I learned fully of the zealous canvas Mr.

italooK is -naklng for the Tioe-ohanoellorshlp . It was a seeming chanoe of the
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most accidental kind, but it leads me to take steps I should not othen^ise

have thought of, which may lead to important results.

January 29. 1881.

Mr. Alfred Baker, College Registrar, elected last night to the

vacant University Registrarship, in spite of a canvass of the keenest and

most unscrupulous kind to force an unqualified man on the Jniversi ty for the

sake of the salary.

March 5. 1881.

No time for journalising now. It has seemed at times of late as

if "the burden laid upon me were heavier than I could bear." But I go right

on with no failure of heart or hope. The Minister of Education in cowardly

fashion has dropped the proposal for a president's house; afraid to risk a

parliamentary attack on himself. I was angry, and disposed to do the attack-

ing myself, as he deserves. But t} en I bethink me: forty years ago, when our

married life was beginning, when cares pressed hard and the future was all un-

certain, and at times gloomy enough, how bright a future would the present have

seemed

1

April 21. 1881.

A postal card this morning invites my attention to the fact that

a bundle of copies of a crude agnostic pamphlet reached the College by post,

addressed to all: Professors and Students, and demanding an explanation of my

interference with their delivery! In reality I had not done so; having, after

reflection, decided that I had no right to interfere with whatever came by post

being duly delivered to its address. On reading the pamphlet I had the further

satisfaction of hoping somewhat confidently that such poor shallow negations

are not likely to exercise much influence on any thoughtful young man. It is

painful however to find to what an extent this agnosticism prevails. It is no

longer "I do not Delieve", it is now "Nobody knows or can know." At the close
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of a life of noblest ungrudging self-saorifice in which Paul had given up

everything for Christ, the grand old man could calmly write to his ’’own son,

Timothy”, - ”I know in \Kaom I have believed#”

[and then he breaks into verse, and very good verse,

of nine stanzas]

May 27, 1881,

Dinner at the Club# The Vice-chancellor entertained the

University Senate, Professors, Ministers, Judges, etc. ~ a party of sixty#

Everything on the most liberal scale; the guests asking for what wines they

^X@Sl3@cL* • • •

i»Iuch worry to-day about the Chemical Department and the rival

rights and claims of the Professor and the School of Practical Science

Instructor, in which the Minister of Education interposes only to increase

the trouble# Thus far the S#P#S. threatens to give more trouble than all the

College duties. The annual parliamentary grant of $5000. and extras is

imperilled, and our young English professor is too wise to take a hint about

Canadian legislative dangers# Takes indeed, deadly offence at our interference.

September 30, 1881.

The last of the long vacation. Went to the distribution of prizes

at Upper Canada College to say a friendly word on behalf of the Principal, now

forced into retiring after upwards of twenty years’ service, during which he

has restored its finances, more than doubled its pupils, almost rebuilt its

college buildings, and left a surplus wh4re ho found a large deficit in its

funds. Such is gratitude. He had his defects; but he has proved a wise, skilful,

administrator, and a most faithful head of the college, to the utmost of his

ability promoting its advancement. He found a poor staff of teachers when he

entered on his principalship, and has suffered from this all along. His

successor will be more fortunate; and is a good fellow, an old and favourite
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pupil of ray own

October 1, 1861.

Affiliation proposals from the Bishop of Huron as Chancellor of

the V/estern University before the Senate last night. A very wily scherae of

sham affiliation; the Western University to exercise its powders in iheology.

Law, and Medicine, but to affiliate in ArtsJ

October 6. 1861.

elegram from Cheyenne — soraewhere away in the II. V/. The Marquis

of Lome wants me to meet him at Ottawa, where he hopes to be on the 15th, "to

consult on important matters." The I>Iarquis, with the very best intentions,

wants to call into being an academy of Science and Letters for Canada. The

material out of which such an untimely birth must be concocted, or generated

rather, is of the most incongruous sort. Out of courtesy to the governor-general,

and respect for his wholly disinterested and altogether well-meant efforts, we

are bound to co-operate

October 18. 1881.

A letter from the Marquis, who truly heaps coals of fire on my

ungrateful head. He has cabled to Lord Rosebery, Secretary for the Home Oflice,

naming me for the vacant post of Historiographer Royal for Scotland, held last

by John Hill Burton* He suggests a fear of the not unreasonable objection that

the Historiographer for Scotland ought to reside there. It is true that his

duties are nil; and so may be done as well here as under the shadow of Arthur

seat. Still appearances must be kept up. I should certainly be greatly gratified

by such an appointment. But I shall not hope where I fear hope is vain. I am

none the less indebted to His Excellency. It would bo very pleasant to have

some appreciable assurance that Scotland credits me with having done something for

the dear old land
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October 28, 1881.

A letter from Dr. William Ohambers; his final life-work is the

restoration of old 3t. Giles's. It will take, he estimates, fully three

years, and the old man hopes he may live to see the good work done. He begs

me to advise in the work. But this is now my 29th year in Canada, the old

memories, though strong and enduring, cannot overtake the needful details

in what would still be to me a labour of love. Since Dr, Chambers has so devoted

his money, there are few public objects to which I would more willingly see it

devoted. But ray dear friend Mrs. Dowie and others of his nephews and nieces

could find much more satisfactory uses to which to apply his wealth when he can

no more make use of it. Unhappily the so-called "restoration" by Burns, fifty

years ago, swept away much we would now fain restore, if it were possible. There

is, however, a new idea occurs to me on looking at a view of the restored old

tomb in the south aisle of the nave, sent me by Dr, Chambers, It is referred

to in my "Memorials" as the reputed tomb of V/illiam Sinclair, Earl of Orkney,

Ten^), James II, But I am now inclined to look upon it as the Easter Sepulchre.

I must look into this. It is not in the right place, or at least the usual site

of the E, Sepulchre, but all its details seem suggestive of this.

November 15, 1881.

Gave the Inaugural Lecture last night at the School of Practical

Science, for a set of courses of evening lectures which it has cost me a good

deal of trouble to organize. Subject: "The practical uses of Science, in the

daily business of life." A good audience, and fair promise of success. All

the lecturers have now agreed to take part, which, considering the strong

opposition at first, and the persistency with which it was upset last winter,

is very satisfactory to me. The nuisance is that I cannot stand night work as

I once could; it cheats me of sleep in the following ni^t.
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November 26. 1881.

A week of inconoeivable worry. On Friday the 11th at the public

meeting of the Literary Society in the Convocation Hall the Glee Club sang

’’Litoria", a student song chaffing the Freshmen. The latter took offence

at the liberty and proposed to stop it by singing ’’Old Grimes”. But the

seniors took time hy the forelock, and arrested the ringleaders. The Globe

lent itself next day to the grossest ex narte exaggerations; and I have had

an endless correspondence and bother ever since; though now I trust it is

about done. But what would they way at home to a correspondence with the

Attorney-General about a students* fracas over a song, in itself sufficiently

innocent, and proceedings at worst amounting to no more than some rough

pranks such as no English schoolboy would ever dream of complaining of out-

side the circle of his school mates.

February 3. 1882.

A deputation of ladies — strong-minded — bent on having the College

thrown open to women. Parliament to be appealed to, etc. etc. I have had

an inkling of this for some time, and kept it in view in writing certain

letters to lady applicants which parliament is welcome to peep into now if

it has a mind.

February 13. 1882.

"Grip" has very properly taken up the aggrieved ladies' cause; and

so here is the Professor, striving to do his duty under trying circumstances;

[cartoon from "Grip” pasted in,

a valentine to Pr. T/.]

April 14. 1882.

This week has been the culmination of a busy College year. Professor

Hutton set his heart on producing the Antigone of Sophocles with all appro-
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priate accompaniments of the old Attic stage. When first broached,

the idea was to have it in the opera house. Then the pavilion

of the Horticultural (hardens was named as a compromise. Against both

I set my face with resolute resistance, much to the disgust of inconsiderate

graduates and undergraduates. It has indeed been difficult pilotage between

the austere puritanism that looked with censorious horror on "College

theatricals" as a mere fostering of a love for the stage, and the opposite

extreme who would gladly set public feeling at defiance. Plappily, however,

moderation prevailed. It has been kept within strict academic limits; and

on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, the 11th and 12th, the "Antigone" was

presented in the original Greek, the choruses adapted by Professor Ramsay

Wright to the music of Mendelssohn, the costumes severely accurate in

following Helenic models, a fine suit of Greek armour lent by Harvard — made

for her "Agamemnon". The enthusiasm of Hutton has been heedless of expense.

My own share of outlay runs up to $60. But his may be hundreds. However,

if perfect success be any adequate return, he had his reward. To myself the

thorough realisation of a Greek play was a very rich treat; and none the

less so that almost up to the afternoon of Tuesday it was a doubtful question

whether I was well enough to risk sitting a couple of hours in Convocation Hall

Vines, as leader of the chorus, only got out of bed to do his part. Ittwas

an anxious time in many ways, but all has gone off to perfection at last.

May 19. 1862.

Succeeded yesterday in getting the University Board of Management to

report funds — $2000 — for a Professorship of History, Constitutional Law,

and Jurilsprudence ; and to-day. May 19, not without difficulty, got the Senate

to adopt the needful resolution recommending to the government the relieving

me of my duties as Professor of History, and establishing in lieu of it the

above chair.
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May 20, 1882. To-day saw the Ghancellor, Hon. E. Blake, the Atty-General, and the

Minister of Education, in order to expedite matters in reference to the new

chair of History. Dr. Schumnan, so far as i can judge of him, seems a man

we shall be singularly fortunate If we can secure. He is willing to accept

on the terms named, and the Minister of Education Is favourable. So I hope

to have it settled before I leave for England.

May 27. 1882.

Back from Ottawa, and the inaugural meetings of the Canadian R.S.

The courtesy and affability of the Marquis of Lome, whose guest I was,

made everything agreeable. But I have not returned very sanguine about

the success of the Society, and especially of the success of the English

literature section, after my experiences as its chairman — when it shall

no longer enjoy the fostering and forcing care of His Excellency.

On getting back I find my plans for a separate chair of history

have been undermined in a way that vexes me, fully as .much by the under-

hand way in which it has been done by J.L., as by the failure of a scheme

from which I really hoped greatly more for the College than for myself.

At present politics and a contested general election preoccupy the minds

of Chancellor, Vice-chancellor, Minister of Education, Attorney-General, etc.

Nothing I fear can be got done now; and rather than have a temporary

appointment at ^800. as proposed with the chances of some incompetent slipping

in by the side door, I shall hold on at all risks and do the work myself.

May 30. 1882.

An endless correspondence about the History Chair. The Attorney-

General solves the difficulty by authoritatively relieving me from all future

responsibility for the teaching of History. This at least puts it in my

power to bring a stronger pressure to bear with a view to finding sane one else

to do the work.
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October 17* 1882.

Some men have honours thrust upon them; and here it appears from

this morning’s ’’Globe” that His Grace the R.C. Archbishop. Lsmch, selected

me for special commendation in his sermon in St. Patrick’s Cathedral last

Sunday. Scott’s ’’Marmion”, a poem I ha’^e been accrastomed to read with

delict from boyhood, has fallen under the anathema of the R.S. hierchy

as a school book. It is immoral, unjust, impure, untrue — nay, false and

very wickedJ At the University Senate I spoke of it in all honest admiration.

But I did confess that looking at it through R.C. spectacles, I saw vdiat

moved their ire. It was not for me to say that a book was fit for their

youths, if they said it was not. They were the judges. It was not in-

dispensable that schoolboys should read ”Marraion"i substitute for it "The

Lady of the Lake” since that is not objected to. Hence ray praise ”in the

church” J The R.C. element is a most difficult one to deal with in educa-

tional matters. But it is worth a larger sacrifice than this to get their

children into the public schools.

October 26. 1882.

I was not a little annoyed on Thursday to find a meeting of the Board

of Management called, as was understood, expressly to devise means for re-

lieving me of the history; and loJ the matter was dropt as a mere trifle of

no moment. I iiave yesterday and to-day written to the Chancellor, Vice-

chancellor, and my good friend Colonel Gzowski, in terms that will show them

the thing has to be attended to. I cannot afford to vait till f sic 1 another

breakdown. As things go on at present it is a mere alternative of s^iicide

or resignation.

Hovember 1. 1882.

Letter from Hon. E. Blake, Chancellor, and William Mulock, V.C. Have

done their best but in present state of University finances, recommend an
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appropriation of $1000. for a lecturer in history, or general tutor to me

It remains now to be seen if the right man can be had

November 7. 1662.

Greatly surprised by a letter from Rev. Provost Body of Trinity

College challenging a statement of mine in my recent Convocation address —
recent and yet somewhat out of date by this time. In the days when the heads

of denominational colleges had seats on the Senate, we made their professors

examiners. They never responded. The very lateness of this remonstrance

shows that the Provost has been put up to it by others. It is the theological

grievance of Wycliffe College that is the real evil. I thought at first of

replying to his request — not uncourteously made — that ’’you would write a

short letter to the papers stating that you were in error,'* by a private

note telling him 1 was in no error. However, looking to the underlying

element, and the real prompter to such action, I thought better of it, and

besides a private note to himself despatched the following letter to the

’’Mail'*, where my address Iiad been fully reported. Possibly indeed the imperfect

report of the ’’Globe" may have given undue prominence to my Trinity alius ion:

-

[Letter Mail., November y, 1682, pasted inj

One never knows where the next trouble may break out. Mr. Vines, the Dean,

has dismissed a new steward, at the end of his first month, not without reason;

and here I find a newspaper caterer for gossip supplies both the Mail and Globe

with the news that I am prosecuted by the ejected servant for defamation,

damages $5000. As well to name a good sum when they are at it.

November 12. 1662.

Letter from D.R. Keys, B.A. of 1878, now teacher in an Academy at

Newark, N.Y., in the United States. Y/ill be delighted to accept of the

appointment of Lecturer or tutor in my departments; but doubtful if he can
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get free before June, which means of course not this year.

December 19. 1682.

The return of correspondence with ladies claiming admission to the

College, called for by the Legislature last year, comes out most opportunely

tO“day, when the papers are full of the troubles restilting at Kingston from

the boasted scheme of co-education, in which they welcomed a fair candidate

refused by us. The main trouble, as might be expected, is in Medicine. But

in any department, v;hen the numbers increase, trouble is sure to arise. And

yet the ladies have a Just right to complain that young men alone should share

the provisions of the state for higher education.

Jairaary 15. 1683.

A morning of some anxiety "Dean Vines versus Mead" f sic I
late College

steward comes on to-day in court. It is one of those unfortunate cases in which

we lose, whatever be the result. Wisdom would have suggested the getting rid

of an unsatisfactory servant at the end of his first month by paying his wages

and being done with him. It is most undesirable, under any circumstances to

have college matters in the courts. So there is loss no. 1. Then Mr. Vines

has engaged Mr. Biggar as his man of 'ousiness, a gentleman peculiarly well

skilled in the art in which no la^vyer is deficient, of running up a bill.

Next the services of Hr. McCarthy have been secured — wisely, since if the

case is to get into court at all, it is well to try to get out of it creditably.

But Mr. McCarthy’s fee will be no trifle; and all this we shall have to pay,

if we gain our case; for Mead is not worth a cent! If we lose, our expenses

will be probably quadrupled! Surely a dainty dish to set before a president.

January 17. 1883.

Mace versus Vines. After evidence for plaintiff and cross-examination.
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Mr» McCarthy submitted that there was no case to go to the Jury; that

Mr» Vines had shown no malice, but was perfectly Justified in making the

accusation. Mr. Justice Cameron ruled in favour of the motion for non

suit, and the case was dismissed, but no costs allowed. So the College,

or the Residence, has to pay say fSOO. to protect itself from paying ^15.

of wages — a great triumph truly!

[Letter inserted from C.F. Oliphant, evidently Mrs, O’s son,

dated December 7 (1862), thanking Dr, VV, for the gift of a

canoe .

J

February 15. 1883.

Lectured three hours to-day — which, with a good deal of

correspondence and other work after it, comes to oe somewhat exhausting.

But with Mr. Keys now to assist me, and take at least one lecture per day

off my hand, I can get along famously. .

February 17. 1883.

Madge tries her hand at wood engraving, poor child, and makes a

fair start; though I fear the dilettante ways of the kihdly home at

Windsor will scarcely foster the steady, patient drudgery, which my own

exnerience tells me is needful for any marketable skill in the engraver's

art. But it would be a grand thing for her to achieve independence in such

a way.

February 24, 1863.

A long letter from my old friend and colleague Professor Croft,

now on his son’s sheep farm at Rancho de las Hermanitas, San Diego, Texas,

The thermometer has already been at 88, and then suddenly far oelow

freezing...A most worthy, honest, simple-minded fellow, with whom I worked

most pleasantly, with never a difference between us, for more than a quarts
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of a century. Strai^tforward, and guileless, where some were very guileful.

February 26. 1683.

My good friend \V.H[elsonJ sends nie the catalogue of the sale of

Pr. John Brown’s pictures and engravings. Among the rest, and specially

marked by him, ’’Ancient Carthage, Wilson after Turner", in a plain gold

frame. It hung in his drawing-room as a counterpart to William Miller’s

"Grand Canal, Vanice", of which I made the reducing from Turner’s paint-

ing, and watched the process of evolution on the copper plate to its

ultimate beautiful result. But verily the escape from the drudgery of

such a profession is to be rejoiced over. It was a kind of aesthetic

galley-slave work; and all for what? Who bothers his head now to ask who

this Wilson was that toiled with laborious enthusiasm throu^' many a weary

month over the hugh copper-plate, translating the "Regulus leaving Carthage"

as Turner then called it, from his brilliant oil colours into pure light

and shade; and indulged in some sort of dream of "Fame"! Forty-six years

ago I secured, with immense delight, the commission to engrave a picture

of Turner’s — the very height of my youthful ambition. In those old days

Pr. John Brown was one of the inner circle. V/hen I returned to Edinburgh

in 1843, my house was in Broughton Place, and his close by, in Albany Street

and then we saw a great deal of each other. It was as a bit of friendly

appreciation that ray "Ancient Carthage" found a place on his walls; and

here is his little kindly postal-card message of March, 1878, when my

"Reminiscences of Old Edinburgh" issued from the press: "The 'Reminiscences

are delightful quite. Your grateful and affectionate J.B." — a very

loving and loveable man. He was our family physician when dearest Jessie

Eleanor was born
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February £6. 1B83#

Politics! Yesterday was election day, the choosing of our masters.

The Mail says that the Mowat government has only five of a majority — with

still some constituencies to hear from. The Globe claims fifteen ; but

^ acknowledges an unmistakeable reaction. J.M. G[ib 3onJ in for Hamilton, and

spoken of as probable Minister of Education — if so we shall have trouble,

for he is committed to co-education, abolition of U.C. College and other

extreme views; and belongs moreover to the "National” or Know-nothing

party of Canada, which means to make an end of us Foreigners , including

the "Oxford Quartette", etc. In the ultimate future the College has much

danger to fear from this narrow native-ism. For the present, I trust we

shall be able to hold our own against such mischievous radical innovators,

^ with W. H[ouston] as their leader and representative man. Time will show.

) March 8. 1883.

News of the death of my old friend and colleague Dr. Croft. In his

letter to me of February 7 from his son’s Texan Rancho he says: "I am delighted

to hear that you are yourself again. I wish I were, but fear that will never

be." Yet while he expressed fears as to certain dropsical sjrmptoms , which

already had made him "decidedly ill" he still spoke with hope of revisiting

Toronto this summer; adding - "Were I only back in Ontario, I would be all

ri^t for another ten years". I have rarely met a man of whom it could be

more truly said that in him there was no guile. He was by no means judicious

in all that he said and did; and I never saw his name to a letter in the public

prints without fear. But he was most genuinely transparent, honest, and

straightforward, said and did many unwise things, but never did a mean or

ungenerous act. He did not love C[herrimanj whom he thought, not altogether

without reason, given to self-seeking ways; and he could not abide McC[aulJ,

whose love of crooked ways in word and deed was ever manifesting itself, often
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in very needless ways. He used to say - '*He told needless lies systematically,

just to keep himself in good practice.” He was only 63, my junior hy four

years. But he had been appointed very young, recommended to the old King’s

College authorities by Faraday, as one of the most promising of the young

chemists of his day. He was only 22 when he received his appointment. Young,

amiable, and most kindly, it might have been supposed that he would have proved

most pliable in the hands of the vigorous old Bishop and the crafty President,

or rather V.P. as he was at first. But he had his own decided ideas on

educational matters, instinctively hating shams; was only too indifferent to

formalities and appearances of all kinds that did not involve some manifest

substantial reality; and proved a very thorn in the side of old Bishop Strachan

and of hr. McG. He had set his face very courageously against abuses and

stupidities in College management before I reached Canada, and 1 found myself

at one with him from the first in most College matters. Sore family trials

upset him at the last, and he forfeited the esteem of friends and nupils for

a time by a wretched failing -- I always blamed the volunteering movement

into which Captain Croft” threw himself with all heartiest zeal; and in its

camp life was exposed to temptations, which home unhappily offered then no

influence to counteract. But his good points were manifold. I recall him

thirty years ago, when I landed a stranger in Toronto; young, bright, gay,

his wife ec^ually so, both excellent musicians, their house a centre of gaiety,

their family a bright young circle, till the shadow of inherited disease fell

with its blighting curse. One after another sickened, wasted in lin>^ering

suffering, died. He had strong affections, out an utter heedlessness to all

religious consolation, faith, or hope; his poor wife’s mind gave way, in some

intermittent morbid fashion — and in absence of all other refuge he took to —
Requiescat in pace! Put my thoughts into verse as an In Memoriam of my old

friend and have sent them to the ’Varsity , signed A »

[Here follow the vdrsesj
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March 9. 1883.

Mace V. Vines . In court of Conrnon Pleas on appeal. A new trial

granted on ground of false arrestments, i.e. because the jJean sent for a

policemani Dear bought, most costly experience, however it ends.

1/Iarch 13. 1883.

A special meeting of the College Council to take some steps if

possible to preserve the capital fund out of which the retiring allowances

are now paid to Dr. McGaul and Professor Buckland, as well as that to the

late Professor Croft, as a permanent source of retiring allowances for us

all. Y/onderful the short-sighted and narrow jealousies that crop up [in]

the consideration of such questions.

April 28. 1883.

Got through College examination work, over a weary task, and an

enormous relief to feel that it is over. Foolish article in "Mail” on

University College, inspired by some youthful graduate without purpose

of evil, but none the less mischievous. The greatest danger of the

University and College is from the rashness of youthful inexperienced

radicalism.

[Follows his answer in a letter to the Ivlail ,

published April 26, 1883. The subject is the

teaching fellowships recently established, and

the proposal in the article complained of to

establish a temporary lectureship in Political

Economy]
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May 2. 1883. «

Old experience might well familiarize me with the fact that news-

paper correspondence is easier began than ended. Mr. Editor never acknow-

ledges himself to be in the wrong, ar if he does so he takes his revenge.

However, the matter had to be cleared up, though this is not the last of it.

[Follows second letter of Dr. W. Felloswhips,

published in Itoil of Maj 1, 1883.]

May 5, 1863.

Mace V. Vines , has transformed itself into Ijlaae v. University Colleg^ .

and hence an endless fresh worry; meetings and correspondence with the

University solicitor. Council meetings yesterday and to-day. At to-day’s

meeting Vines frankly admitted, in response to my appeal, that at every step

he had acted contrary to my advice. The costs bid fair to amount, at the very

least, to ^1000; and it seems very doubtful if the College will not be found

legally responsible for this consummate folly. It has cost me many an anxious

hour, and not a few sleepless nights.

May 26. 1883.

Back from the meeting of the R.S.C. at Ottawa. Dined with the

Marquis of Lome and the Princess Louise on the 22nd. Lunched again at

Covernraent House on the 24th and saw a good deal of the Princess; pleasant,

not only unassuming, but simple and I could fancy, shy. Spoke of the change

that her brother Leopold's marriage had made — her favourite brother. Then,

too, the Duke, her father-in-law, had married again. Her return home would be

rendered so different by this. She did not very well know where she and the

Marquis were to stay. Poor lady, one would have fancied it was some friendless

poor relation, about to return under such altered circumstances He is frank.
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genial, and genuine, straightforward Scotsman

May 26, 1883,

Enquired of li/Ir, Vines as to the Mace v. Vines case. Judge Paterson

it appears has pronounced against him; awarding costs — the jury having

previously given $75, damages for false arrest. To my extreme disgust I

learned that Mr, Biggar has already taken the requisite steps to appeal

against the judgment. Recommended Mr, Vines to see Mr, Macdonald, the

University solicitor; told him I was going in to town and offered to

accompany him; but he pled the necessity of being at home to see the students.

So I saw the solicitor, learned that further litigation was the sheerest

folly, mere flinging away of money, to go into Mr. Biggar 's pocket, only

"getting deeper into the mire", Mr. Macdonald said, — so wrote Vines

accordingly; warning him that if he still persisted it must be on his o\vn

sole personal responsibility.

May 29. 1883.

Vines agrees to abandon further litigation — but does notJ

June 1, 1883,

The Marquis of Lome spent a couple of hours with me to-day, along

with Lord John Harvey — a good while among the Race skulls and archaeological

illustrations. Then we ascended to the top of the to\ver; and on returning

found the Princess Louise waiting But the best oit of all was my

introducing my most worthy Bedell, R, McKim, to the Princess, as an old

Balaclava man. She was most gracious, and he was highly delighted.

June 5. 1883,

Sea by to-day's Globe that Mace v. Vines still drags on its endless

way, in spite of the pledge given me to be done with it. Seemingly Vines
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is the gainer in this last move, hut it may he no more than the addition

to his own lawyer’s hillJ

June Zd» 1883.

Llace versus Vines , or ratiler now v. University College, a polite

notice to-day that he will accept flOO. and expenses, for wages originally of

#lb. or at most ;ip30i The ’’honest” lawyer cooly states that I will not choose

to go into Court and so must pay. A beautiful specimen of legal ethics

J

July 6. 1683.

Settled Mace v» Univ. Coll . $100. and no expenses. Nothing

better to be had, as my solicitor advises.

September 15. 1863.

News comes to me from time to time of the old ’’godless” cry

raised anew against our College by the Trinity College Provost, the Bishop,

and their emissaries, sent forth to collect on behalf of that most godly

institution. It is too contemptible, yet I think require notice; and shall

have it, on Convocation Day, unless I change my mind.

September 20. 1883.

At College Council much needless friction over the troublesome

question of admitting lady students. All think ’’better not”, all but one

say certainly not”. Yet to get them to say it in any definite form cost

an amount of worry worthy of Parliament itself with the Irish brigade in

^b.11 force, ihe residence, another sufficiently troublesome business, is

adjourned to the 24th to get a financial report from the nean.
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Septerater 26, 1883.

Posted to-day letters to five lady applicants demanding admission

to the College. I say very decidedly NoJ But the Attorney-General may be

weak enough to say Yes< and Parliament is master. But I have great faith

in the power of steady passive resistance; notwithstanding a strong-minded

madam’s declaration to-day, that she would force us to submit to woman’s

demand for her Rights*

October 3. 1863.

The question of co-education ripens betimes. Mr. V.C. M[ulock]’s

purpose to make political capital out of it oecame so manifest that I have

let the papers have my letter of refusal, and here is the Globe’s cautious

introductory comment.

[Follows letter, etc. from Globe , presumably of Oct. 3. 1883.]

October 13. 1883.

Saturday: the close of a very busy week. Board of School of

Science — a most irritating personal conflict between Professor Chapman

and Galbraith, in which Professor Loudon stirred up the slumbering embers

originally kindled by his ov^n questionable doings. Then came a College

Council meeting, with fresh irritations; and a most needless amount of

friction, in which the latter gentleman once more made himself conspicuous

in his sleek underhand way. He has Professor Young in leading-strings

at present. But he is honest and well-meaning, though given to carp at

little matters, and easily stirred up to opposition. He will find out

before long the way he is being made a tool of and come round all rigl t.

I believe I have been giving myself needless trouble in trying to carry on

the work harmoniously, giving certain gentlemen credit for more singleness of

purpose than I now find they deserve. The object of the Young Canada party

and their Professor is to get natives into the council. They will have it
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all their own way hy and by. But meanwhile they are like to find their

underhand doings end in over-reaching themselves. Their plans, moreover,

may prove abortive if the present very small ministerial majority in the Ontario

legislature dwindles to zero, as is not improbable.

Yesterday our College Convocation Day, which went off well,

in spite of all the worry preceding it. I took advantage of the occasion

Jo say a word or two on certain points seemingly requiring notice. I wonder

if the man with the big nose will discover that somebody is looking at him?

The address was too long for the audience in the Hall, but it was not meant

for them but for readers outside.

[Follows speech]

October 15. 1863.

A snaJce in the grass. Prudence is good, and silence is golden, but

it is possible to overdo a certain kind of sleek prudence for when underhand

courses betray themselves as sooner or later they are sure to do — then

honesty and straightforwardness resume their rightful supremacy. I have

trusted, and found I had to do with a scheming double-dealer. I have

discovered it in time; and so

October 17. 1883.

In this morning’s ilail and Globe the report of Queen’s College,

Kingston, anniversary proceedings follow close in the wake of our own; and

I am not at all surprised to find Principal Grant sounding the first warning

note of uncompromising opposition to our Vice-Chancellor’s and gradxmtes’

scheme of an application to parliament for additional endowment. With the

representatives of three influential rival institutions. Episcopalian,

Presbyterian, and Methodist, all inevitably marshalled in opnosition, it has

always seemed to me the most short-sighted folly to dream of a legislative
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grant; and as for LIr» Uo-’^t moving in such circumstances they are truly

reckoning without their host. His policy has never been to lead; but to find

how the current sets, and swim with the tide. Dr, Nelles of Victoria College

will in all probability follow suit, and then our young gentlemen will perhaps

find out how visionary their scheme is: - and , as somebody must be blamed, I

hhall not be at all surprised to find them turn on me, since Principal Grant

makes it a case of Mulock v, WilsonJ

[Follows Principal Grant’s speech]

October 20. 1883

Council meeting On f sic 1 the morning. Question of privilege. Old

forgotten matters of seventeen months back raked up. It turns out that while

I have been going on in blissful ignorance, walking and talking with the

gentleman, conferring with him on College matters. School of Science matters,

&c, &c, this bitter grudge has been rankling in his breast all the time. Being

himself conscious of treachery and underhand dealing, he cannot imagine that

other people may be honest, and have no secret knavery of their own on hand.

Senate meeting in the evening. The same plot turned up again, revealing the snal^e

in the grass! A weary protracted meeting; nrzch talk, much underhand work; little

business done.

November 1. 1883

After mature consideration of case of the snake in the grass, resolve:

Sil[_enceJ, keep on the brake; but do not fret, it will last my time. Golden not

silvern

November 23. 1883.

Hon. G.V/. Ross appointed Minister of Education vice *.ir. Crooks; a

change that may bear some important fruits by and by. Know little about him
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not a college "bred man, an old school teacher and school inspector. CSannot

hut hope better of him than of Col. G[ibson], but we shall see.

Uovember 27. 1863.

A mysterious hint in the Globe to-day that poor Mr. Crooks* mind

is failing, and here comes a letter from him from St, Clair Mineral Springs,

Michigan, which, but for such a hint, might well surprise me. ’’It is such a

favourable time for the arrangement of yours. Young’s and Chapman’s retire-

mejEit,” 3a.js he, "that I vnll set about it shortly", and meanwhile, poor man,

they have arranged his own retirement and appointed his successor, Neverthe-

less there may be more in this than appears.

November 29. 1683.

The case of poor Mr. Crooks greatly worse than we had any conception

of. Softening of the brain..... University matters meanwhile grow troubled once

more; and the old sectarian strife is rampant under the threat of an appeal to

parliament for additional funds, I may be wrong, but the move appears to me

ill-timed and injudicious. We may pay too dear for such a grant; but what

appears to me more likely is that we shall come in for all the revived ill-will,

miss the grant, and diminish our chances of sharing in private munificence. We

shall see. Perhaps it is only that I am growing more cautious and peace-loving

Mth years, after a fair share of the fighting vidien things i.TOre at their worst,

and the very belligerent youngsters of to-day were in their cradles.

(1884)

January 28. 1884.

Letter from Mr. V.C. without exception under all the circumstances.

the most insolent letter I ever received. But the fellow does not so much mean

to be insolent as he is so devoid of the instincts of a gentleman that he

unconsciously achieves perfection in the process. The whole tendency, however.
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in College matters I can see will be to subordinate the College Council to the

Senate, and if possible reduce the professors to a mere set of hired lecturers

with no interest beyond their individual work and pay. I shall continue to

resist the movement, but my time is now very short.

February 11. 1884.

Satisfactory interview with new Minister of Education in admission

of women to College and other matters, including School of Science.

February 18. 1884.

[Editorial from Globe on University Banquet.]

So says the Globe of to-day, which is so far well and satisfactory: and now

Dr. h'elles, writes "private and confidential" wanting an interview to see if

we can come to some terms of federation with Victoria College.

February 22. 1884.

A long confidential interview with Dr. Kelles, Principal of Victoria

College. The denominational colleges are willing to enter into a confederation

with the provincial university, on certain conditions. It is desirable to

encourage them if rational terms can be agreed on. But the politicians would

sell us to win^the Methodist vote, and if we don't take care University College

will go to the wall between them. For Methodist, Presbyterian, High Church,

and Roman Catholic will follow the example of Herod and Pilate so long as it

is to pull down their common rival, oUniversity Colle;^. But I think I see my

way to confederation on a Just and sotind basis, if the politicians — including

our own Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor — don't sell us for their own party

purposes. I have fought the battle before, and won it when we were weaker than

we now are. The deadly element is Jealousy of University College as the pampered

rival. We must have no stronger staff than them [sic.], no smaller fees, no

greater privileges in any way. It is the old game of the Bulls and Bears and
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the process at present indicated is not levelling up, so as to bring them to

our level, but dragging us down to theirs. We should have the worst in such a

contest, with the politicians as umpires. As for me, I fancy the present state

of things will last my time; but I would fain place it on a substantial

foundation for the future, and that must be done by the students all ranking

as undergraduates of a common university, none of them specially as ours. We

must become the University Teachers for all that will avail themselves of our

instruction; and let Victoria, Queen’s, Trinity, St, Michael’s, count heads as

they best can. That will give them a common interest to sustain us, instead

of being banded together by a common jealousy against a favoured rival. But who

knows what plans and plots are on foot, Dropt a note to-day to the V.G. to

let him know that I had a good inkling of what he has been about without telling

all than I knew.

February 29. 1884,

Letter from Dr, ITelles, Appoint, on Tuesday. V.G. not communicative’

March 4, 1884,

Gonfidential communication from the Attorney-General. V/arning has

been received of the probability of an attempt being made by Irish-American

dynamiters , between this and the 17th, to blow up public buildings. Beware

so far as the University is concerned, of receiving suspicious packages, boxes,

trunks, etc., and keep quiet about the matter.

March 5. 1884,

At the Legislative Assembly to-day debate on co-education. The

assembled wisdom of the Province decides in favour of it.

March 9. 1884.

Devoted my Saturday’s leisure to penning a letter, addressed to the
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Minister of Education, but really designed as an answer to the debate in

the Legislature on this question of co-education. The Attorney-Cieneral,

according to his wonted policy, aims at evading all responsibility, and

seeks to throw on me the invidious course of introducing a change, which

I disapprove of. I have no intention of permitting any such procedure.

A hard day’s work. Galled at the Grange, and got Goldwin Smith to give mo

the benefit of his advise. He wisely moderated one or two strong expressions,

though my aim throughout has been to write not only temperately but courteously.

March I'd, 1684.

Proofs of letter to Minister of Education. By to-morrow shall have

it in the hands of all the members. I think I have shown them pretty con-

clusively that on the merits of separate Ladies Colleges versus co-education

the weight of opinion on the part of educationists is overwhelmingly against

them. If they now Choose to force the miserable system on us, merely because

it is cheap, I, at least, have freed myself from responsibility.

March 18. 1864.

G.R.R. C[oGkbumj gives me a hint that my acknowledgement in my lette

to Min. of Ed. that whatever government ©r parliament finally determines I shall

be prepared to carry out to the best of my ability, has upset the plot of

Mr. V.G. and the native party, who counted on my quarrel with the government.

March 28. 1884.

Long interview with Atty. Gen. Nothing definite as yet about \diat

is to be done, in the matter of co-education. It is to him a trifle, of no

political moment; and in ^ich the opinion of a girl outweighs the judgment

of experience. I have given him distinctly to understand that we shall look

for an Order-in-Gouncil before we do anything. A radical change of that sort

is beyond the Province of the College Council. However, I must learn what are
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the ideas of the Minister of Education when he returns from Ottawa, where he

now is*

Long walk with Principal 3 [J.P. Sheraton?]. In course of our

talk got a peep into certain motions. Professor Metaph. it seems was amoitious

to he PreH. Moved himself; had a metaph. following active on his behalf.

His lack of friendly bearing toward me, even very unfriendly conduct at times,

has surprised me. Accounted for it by the underhand influence of The Snake.

That has not been wanting, I know. But this accounts for some things that have

surprised me; as 1 had reason to look for friendly leanings towards me, such

as have been conspicously wanting. The science of mystical intangibility is

not very conducive to active or generous sympathy with others; but it need not

beget such paltry meanness, so unprovoked too.

April 2. 1884.

Very satisfactory interview with Minister of Education. Must not

count too much on favourable promises; but so far as I can see the outlook

is much more hopeful than I had reason to anticipate, both in reference to

the Lectureship in F. and I., and to co-education. The iatter matter, at

least, I have his assurance, is to stand in statu quo for the coming year; —

which is much, as it will compel a reconsideration of the whole question by

the Legislature. Mr. R[oss] even hints at a distinct Ladies' College. We

shall see. The financial aspe:ct of the question is the lion in the way. But

it is satisfactory to find that my "Letter" has not been wnolly in vain.

April 5. 1884.

Placed in the hands of the Minister of Education the application

of thirty candidates for the Chair of French and Italian; naming two good

Italians at head of the list. This is his first exercise of patronage. It

will be a test. Strong pi-essure is brought to bear on behalf of , a

most wretched appointment if he yields, and one for which there is no just
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excuse or pretence, except this miserable nativism,

April 18. 1664.

Minister of Education dined with me. Made himself very pleasant, won

the good opinion of the ladies. The Minister — if he is to be relied upon —
is sound on the goose

J

May 6. 1884

Borrowed from the Bursar the Lease of President’s House For a

term of five years from 1st «june, 1883....” The lease terminates 1st June,

1886. It will more than last my time, assuredly, as President, if not as

present entity in this probation of lifeJ

1884.

Interview with Attorney-General and Minister of Education about

new Lean. A.G. goes for M. and M.E. for B. We shall seel

1884.

Interview with "^he Beast”, Gawth, the Snake, the Gorilla, and Eg

all working like so many moles in the dark. But their noses will peep out

at times, even when trying the wire-pulling from behind. I wish I were well

out of the endless intrigue.

May 24. 1884

A long struggle and endless intrigues, V/hat will come out of it

remains to be seen. But I have taken strong ground in consequence of the

dishonest, underhand doings of the Native Know-nothings party. The Attorney-

General has agreed to back me up in consequence of the exposure I have made

of their doings; and here comes to-day the Telegraph from Washington, "Will

start at once. G. Verreziani." I am fully aware of the responsibility I

assume. But if this candidate whom I have summoned here to a personal
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interview at all comes up in other respects to his testimonials, I shall

not shrink from any amount of responsibility in urging his selection.....

But we shall see what is the final result. If it only be for the true good

of the College I shall be abundantly satisfied. But whatever the end be,

that is certainly a very secondary thing in the aims of certain schemes at

present.

May 26. 1884.

Carlo Veneziani a good man, but not sufficiently strong to justify

my incurring the responsibility of urging his appointment, with results

necessarily uncertain, and the antagonism to a foreigner is bitter. By

letter of complaint from Mon. C.H. Pengge [?], a candidate who had withdrawn,

and now returns me the Minister’s letter accompanying his returned testi-

monials, I learn that all such have been returned; so that there is an end

of the matter: - a refusal to give any serious consideration to their

fitness for the vacant lectureship; or as the Minister himself calls it now,

the Professorship of the Romance Languages.

Alay 28. 1884.

What may be considered an official announcement in the Globe of

to-day is so far satisfactory as indicating the giving up of the points I have

insisted on relative to Classical Tutor and College Registrar; and the con-

ceding my claim to make temporary arrangements, as in the case of the Italian

lectureship. But this Jesuitical paragraph is too transparent:- "We under-

stand the Government has considered the propriety of appointing a Professor

of the Romance Languages, but owing to the extreme difficulty of making a

choice where so little was known of the many applicants, the matter was post-

poned for another year."! To complete the paragraph, it ought to have been

added that the testimonials of the many applicants were returned unread, and no
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attempt made to ascertain anything about them.

[Appointment of Dale as Classical Tutor, Baker as hean,

and Keys as Lecturer in English and Italian, announced]

Minister of Education, at College, hints of co-education. Any

clap-trap bit of popularity-hunting sure to be in favour; and no reliance

to be placed on present promises as any guarantee for the future.

June 12. 1884.

A long letter of preeminently coarse insolence from W.H[ouston],

champion of co-education, demanding a reply. The brief acknowledgment

with thanks , must have put him out a little.

June 20. 1884.

Addressed a long letter to the Minister of Education. Throw on him

and on the government the responsibility of all action in reference to co-

education; will do nothing without an Order-in-Council

.

June 26. 1884.

A letter from my good old friend, James Stevenson. Among other

things had from him "Aux jours du bon vieux temps", a French version of "Auld

Lang Syne". But the Scots version ran in this fashion:-

"And we’ll hae a richt gude Wulliewacht" &c.

What is a "Wulliev;acht" with its capital W? asked I. In French it runs:-

"Vidons encore un bon petit verre.”

A waught is a drink, I presume from the A.S. waet — drink, liquor; weaht,

moistened. David Laing gives in his glossary to Dunbar:- "Y/auchtit , quaffed,

took large draughts." The woi*d j.s constantly used by the elder poets in this

sense. There is no such word as "Y/illiewaught . " What Burns wrote was simply
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a waught, or drink of right good will. So I wrote to ray good brother Scot,

W.S.; and he writes rae back a comical account of a meeting of brother Scots

at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, to ponder over this solemn question; doubt-

^
less not without some practical wau^ting; and says he, in conclusion; ”I

fancy the Montreal Scotsmen are now better informed!”

July 3. 1884.

Delivered the address, or ’’Oration” as they called it, Monday,

June 30, anniversary, or rather semi-centennial celebration of Toronto as a

city. Yesterday’s "News” denounces my U.E.L. Toryism; to-day’s "Mail”

challenges my good word for the Republican Rebels I I must have hit the true

mean, surely.

ily 18 . 1664.

In the evening at the Chancellor’s to meet the representatives of

the Baptist College, and discuss a proposal of University Reform. Scientific

teaching is to be put under a theological censorship fully as admirable as

that of the Dominicans of Florence in Galileo’s time. Nobody is to venture

to disclose any truth of science till it has been tested by the theological

square and level. The rudimentary pass work under certain grave restrictions

is to be left to University College, but all instruction calculated ”to form

the mind” (1) is to be retained in the hands of the D.D. ’s.

July 24, 1884.

Conference at Education Office with Heads of Colleges, on confederation.

When all are agreed on what they mean by Confederation, it will be time enough

to say what we think of the plan* Mean^vhile much talk and not a little

sectarian bigotry.
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September 9. 1664.

Interview with Minister of Education. Have succeeded in shelving

co-education. I think for another year at least.

October 1. 1664.

College term begins. On the 9th of last month the Minister of

Education for the third time gave me official, though unfortunately only

verbal assiirance, that things were to go on in the College without change

for another year. Ho lady students. But "The World", "The Hews", and

also, as I learn, certain Hamilton papers, have been abusing me with all

their vii*ulence, and calling on the Minister to "show some oackoone", which

he accordingly does by changing his mind once more, and we are to have an

order in Council for the admission of women as students. We are to have it;

for actually College opens before the Ministry have made up their minds;

and so we shall have to admit young women without even the rudest pre-

parations for needful accommodation. Politics leave no room for the timely

consideration of such trifles as College matters.

October 17. 1884.

Convocation Day. Students very noisy. Minister ot Education

present, to my satisfaction, as I had a word to say specially for his ear

and that of his colleagues.

[Convocation address follows. It deals with co-education,

and with Confederation proposals]

[Follows article by Coldwin Smith in The Y/eek of October 2S,

1884, on Wilson’s attitude to co-education, and on the

subject of co-education .

J

October 18. 1684.

Consecretion of new chapel at Trinity College, 10 a.m. till after

2 p.m. Then luncheon, speeches, till alter b p.m. Then dinner at Moss Park.
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A weary day of it; "but good in one point; for Lir, Kelles let the cat out

of the bag, and I caught itJ Here is how the Mail reports him;-
r

[Extract from Mail follows, in which he says, ’’He wished

them, (i.e. Methodists rallying round Victoriac) increasing

usefulness, and he prayed that that great seminary of

learning, whether independent or as associated with the

national University, would, &c...”]

Kovember 2. 1884.

Hallowe’en, ^Ist October, as usual a time of trouble with the

students. After an attempt to get into the College, in which they were

happily foiled through the vigilance of McHim, they carried out a grand

project by firing off the two Sebastopol guns in the park, marched into

to’vn, and ended in collision with the police, in which one of them got his

head broken by a policeman’s baton — and another, the son of Chancellor

Boyd — was arrested and subsequently fined by the Police Sriagistrate.

So to-day a notice was stuck up on the College board inviting all to muster

at the corner of Jarvis Street and V/ilton avenue, where the students of the

two medical schools would join them, and'’then to proceed to the Adelaide

Street rink, where a demonstration will be held. This is a matter in which

you are all personally interested. Bring your heaviest sticks with you .

College boys will meet at the gymnasium at 7 o’clock, and then join the

Medicals.” When they reached the gymnasium they could not get in,

the President being there before them, who gave them a word or two of

common-sense, on the great wisdom of fighting the police whom everybody

but thieves and housebreakers thought their friends, and their coming home

with a broken head, or getting a shake-do’wn in a pdlice-cellJ They gave

him three cheers and marched off to join the Meds.

November 3. 1884.

The Police it seems were on the look-out for the young gentlemen.
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who did not succeed in having their demonstration, and sneaked home rather

ignominiously , cured of such folly, let us hope, for the time.

November 7, 1684.

While our students were busy with their Hallowe’en celebrations.

and our sound Churchmen with their All-Saints' vigils, one of the latter

was penning the following pious lucubration, it seems

[^Follows letter from Mail of November 4, signed "A Christian

Reader" on the godlessness of the University]

The production struck me as eminently contemptible, and I flung it aside

as beneath notice. Professors Young, R. V/ri^t, and Loudon, however, have

all spoken to me of it. Outsiders also agree with them in calling on me

to answer this most Christian correspondent, and so, I take pen in hand

this Friday, November ?, and wasting an evening on the stupid work of

braying a fool in a mortar.

November 8. 1864.

Took in hand to try if public liberality can be got to aid us in

furnishing tlie physical laboratory with electrical apparatus. Expended a

Saturday's holiday, got a few nibbles (promises), and $100. A small

beginning, but better than none.

November 10. 1884.

I felt this morning, on taking up the "Mail" somewhat tenpted to

use the words of Cromwell at Dunbar, when he waw Lesslie's army coming

down from the heights to be "delivered into his hands." The arrant fool had

become so Jubilant in ti.e assurance that his letter was to remain unrefuted,

that he rehashed it under the heading "University College and Christianity"

with ail the old bigoted stupidities reproduced; and loi in another column

my letter, with the sensational headings of a friendly editor

[Follows D.W. 's letter from the Globe . 1
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November 12. 1864.

A letter from the Provost of Trinity College. He demands an

explicit answer on two points, ho I refer to him and his friends as the

"gentlemen” who played the part of begging impostors? and if so, name my

authority* So I have answered him. It is a nice attempt at raising a side

issue, but a little too transparent. Comical, in factJ

November 13. 1864.

Pleasantly employed in trying to unravel the marvellous intricacies

of a Mohawk verb, and here comes the worry of another newspaper letter, which

must needs be put right. The bother of newspaper controversy grows more and

more distasteful to me. There is no evading a certain pugnacious excitement

which one is ashamed of; considering the contemptible character of the anonymou

assailant usually requiring to. be met, and the mean tactics of such cowardly

assailants. But if it must be done, it has to be done creditably.

A visit from Jr. Oronhyatekha, ray Huron friend; a long talk

as to whether the Huron or Mohawk babies are any way less able to pronounce

the labials than ourselves. He insists they cannot.

November 15. 1884.

A long letter from the Provost, to which I reply in briefest

fashion, with full permission to publish [Poem follows]

But the angry gales wonH be hushed. to sleep. Here comes the letter from

the Provost — a long one — dated yesterday, but only handed in late this

(15th) afternoon. He "asks permission to send this correspondence to the

papers"; to which I reply: "You have my full permission to give it every

publicity". But I hate newspaper controversy, even v/hen, as in this case,

I feel confident that my cause is just.

November 22. 1884.

Yesterday a sederunt from 2 to 6 p.m. at the education office with
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the representatives of ail the colleges — Qpeen’s, Victoria, Trinity, St,

Michael’s, Knox, Wycliffe, McMaster ~ all mot in conference to consider the

possibility of University confederation. The feature to me was my first

meeting with the Provost, since ho got himself laughed at by publishing the

correspondence between "The dear President and the dear Provost"! After a

moment s hesitation he took my offered hand, and the difficulty was over,

parting he volunteered, like a worthy gentleman, to help me on with my great-

coat. As to confederation, we should be a happy fsimily truly!

Decmber 5. 1684,

An interview on University federation with Dr. holies, Professor

Burwash, Principal Caven, Llr, Mulock, and Professor Loudon. More and more

convinced that the scheme is neither more nor less than a revival of the

old attempt of the Methodists to lay their hands on the University endowment.

There are other Jesuits besides those of Rome,

December 6, 1884,

Cheered by a gift of $1000, for the University College apparatus

fund from Mrs, Alexander Ggimeron; a fair morning’s work,

December 12, 1184,

Day of weary College affiliation conference. Prom two to six p,m,

in Senate Chamber with Dr, Nelles and Professor Burwash clipping and paring at

poor University College to cut it down to a Victoria measure. Principal Caven

and Professor Loudon contra Dined at the Club by invitation of the V,C,

with the same gentryl and clipping, sheering, paring, once more; got home to

bed before one a,m. I wish it v/ere possible to get a decent retiring allowance,

and be rid of political and clerical tricksters alike. But I must hold on; and

hold them off, I did it effectually before; why rot now!
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Pecember 14. 1884.

Sir John A. Macdonald back from England and yesterday at

a great gathering in the Opera House, amongst much that was wholly out

of my line, the following morceau is noticeable and for me specially

worth making a .note of. Vide Mail , Thursday, 18th.

•’Puring the short time I was in the government [in 1847]

a little less than a year, I introduced three measures which if carried

would most likely have made a great difference in the educational system

of Ontario. At that time . . . . .&c'* [proposed endowing, out of the

University’s endowment, Victoria College, Queen’s, Regiopolis College,

besides retaining the King’s College as a Church of England institution,

and the balance was to be given to support of grammar and common schools.]

This is a statement worth noting; for when I went to Quebec

to defend the University against its sectarian assailants in 1859, — and

succeeded, — I learned from Mr. Langton that, but for our good fight,

this was the very thing Sir John then proposed to have done; hnd now,

after another quarter of a century, we are drifting back to the old time.

A weak, temporizing government has reopened the question under a new

guise, shall there be a confederation of all colleges, denominational and

otherwise; and here vre are at endless conferences to try if Methodists

and Anglicans can find, or wheedle us into a scheme which shall revive

denominational endowment in disguise.

Pecember 20. 1884.

On Friday, 19th, a conference at 2 p.m. with Pr. Nelles, Provost

Body, Professor Burv/ash, &c ; and then a dinner at home at 7 p.m. Mr.

E. Blake, Mry LIulock, Principal Caven, Professor Loudon, and Principal

Sheraton, to meet the Minister of Education. Kept it up to 11.45. To-day
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an interview with the enemy from ten to one, and then a conference from

two to six p.m», adjourned till Monday at ten a.m.; an endless amount of

talk and jesuitical trickery.

December 22. 1684.

A weary sederunt over this endless question of University con-

federation. Met in the Speaker's room of the Legislature; Minister of

Education presiding. Queen’s, Victoria, Trinity, Knox, St. Michael’s,

V/ycliffe, McMaster, and the University and College all represented. Talked

from ten a.m. to near seven p.m», with a frief luncheon interval. Spurts

of furor, sparklings of fun, douses of prosy verbosity; and in the end a

kind of amicable compromise that will please nobody However, it has

still to be discussed by college councils, presbyteries, synods, Methodist

conference, the public, and the parliament. Blessings on them; I fancy

1 may be done with it for good and all, before they agree. But compromise

is the aim; and little good comes out of that. Drift with the current,

float hither and thither with the tide; if the vessel won’t go where you

should, let it go where it will; keep it off the rocks; and let the strong-

est tide, or the sum of all the tides, rule; and the outcome of this is

called administration! Statesmanship!

January 9. 1885.

Grand scheme of confederation of all Ontario universities and

colleges submitted to-day to our College Council and to the University

Senate, as well as to Victoria, Trinity, etc. What the latter will say

to it remains to be seen; but there is little appearance of statesmanship

in the patchwork thus far.

March 5. 1665.

Letter from Minister of Education. The solicitor in the case of

Mace V. Vines sends in his little bill, ijflOOO. costs apart, apparently, from
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fees. V/rote to say it was a private suit with whioh the college has

nothing to do*

March 6* 1885*

College Council. Trouble of the M. v. V. claim. Evaded the

issue*

March 14. 1885*

The funeral of poor Col* Moffat — a fine man* V/alked with

V/.H. HLowlandJ and learned something of ministerial plans for University

federation. Timid, half-hearted policy as usual. A vote to be taken for

founding a Reformatory School for boys; Mr. H. to undertake to negotiate

with the Methodists. $20,000* to be offered for Gobourg College grounds.

The government thereby evading the giving money to a denominational

college* The remainder being made up by a gift of a sitd in the University

grounds, which the government can only do by deliberate confiscation; and

as I trust not without a row that will scare them. But even supposing all

this dona, where is the money for the new Chairs, &c. &c, without which

federation is worse than meaningless? My sincere hope is that they will

be foiled in their beggarly trading for Methodists votes, in which our

V.G. is not less deeply interested, nor less ready to sa^-l his Alma Mater

for the mess of political pottage.

An interview tith the Commissioner of Public V/orks about pro-

vision for lady students. The Minister of Education is once more reckless

of all his promises; as I shall not fail to remind him. Yet would any change

be better?

March 27* 1885*

When the Ontario Legislature resolved in its wisdom that women were

to be admitted into University College, the Minister of Education was profuse

in his promises of liberal expenditure; a thoroughly efficient outfit; timely
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notice before any change, &c. The last promise was utterly falsified, when

an Order-in-Gouncil hastily adopted after the College had opened, in

October last, forced them in on us without any opportunity for preparation.

Then came fresh promises; it was a mere delay; and now parliament is about

to be prorogued, with every promise falsified. But next year there is to

be great expenditure on the University^ The Honorable Minister is going to

carry out federation of all the Colleges, and malce a new Canadian Oxford in

Toronto! Old Oxford has had two successive Commissions, that of 18o4 and

1681, each composed of men of high academic training, great experience,

statesmanship. Our Commission will have no difficulties. It will consist

of one country schoolmaster who never was at a college in his life, and

cannot be got to comprehend what a University is; and for his advisory

council two Methodist parsons, and possibly that sublime embodiment of

narrow-minded bigotry, the Rev. Professor McV[icarJ. V.hen the new order

of things is fairly inaugurated, happily for me, the sands of time will

have run so low in life's hour-glass that it will be a matter of small

personal significance; But I would not willingly see U.G. undone, if

wise counsel can save it from fools and bigots, and such communistic

revolutionists as S and H[oustonJ et hoc genus, and such

political time-servers as M[owatj and Mjulock].

March 28. 188b.

A Saturday evening gathering of my Second Year's men. But mean-

while news has come of a rising of the Half-breeds in the N.W. under Riel,

the old leader of the rebellion of 1670. The militia and volunteers are

called out for active service, and among the rest some twenty-seven of our

own young fellows. Company K of the Queen's Ov.'n are selected for active

service
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April 2, J885.

Much wrath among the students owing to an ill-timed attack on them

in the Globe for some effervescence of youthful excitement in a march of the

whole band of undergraduates to the Union Station to see their class-mates

off. Wrote to the Editor, who has inserted a shilly-shallying paragraph,

worse than none. Sent him a sort of ultimatum, in shape of an article on

"Our student soldiers" — insert or not as he pleases; but to make enemies

of the whole body of students is unwise.

April 4. 1885.

In the morning at the V.G.’s a meeting jf Victoria College and

other College representatives about confederation. We are being sold. Very

contemptible.

April 11. 1885.

Friendly conference with Drs. Gaven, Gastle, Sheraton, and Professor

Loudon on University confederation. A growing sense of suspicion of Victoria

College, and some development of much needed backbone.

April 20, 1885.

A letter from Dr. Anderson of the Scottish Antiquaries, A lady asks

him to became my questioner on her bahalf. She is the enviable possessor of

a Cockatoo ’which belonged to Charles Kirkpatrick^ Sharpe ;
and as the old

gentleman died 34 years ago, the bird has attained to years of discretion

whatever its present owner may have done. She wishes to know if I can tell

its age; ho’v long C.K.S. had it, and if it was considered an old bird in his

lifetime. I have referred the good lady to a passage in a letter of C.K.3.

of the year 1811, in which he refers with ironicAl contempt to the comet

whose tail was at that date sweeping the heavens to the wonder of all star-

gazers; and vows he would not give his parrot’s tail for all the comets’
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tails in the universe. Let who can prove that this same famous tail was not

that of the present venerable cockatoo, even then perhaps in mature years I

So I suggest.

,685.

Pro V.G. to-day at Gonvoc. for ri.D. and M.B. degrees; first step

towards taking the wind out of the sails of the V.G.

.885.

Letter from my kind old friend V/illiam Nelson. "V/e have taken Glen

Groshan, six miles from Oban. How delightful it would be if you and llrs. V/.

and Janie would come over and pay us a visit at this Highland home.” V/ould

it not* I feel strongly tempted. But this weary University confederation

plot, I much fear, bars the way. Meth. Jesuits would not hinder my going

by any means. But I might find things done that I could not undo on my return.

Gould the way but be opened for going home for good and all.

June 8. 1885.

Long interview with three students, two failed in honours, one

Alexander Gampbell — plucked. Llade only 44 per cent, in maths, where

50 per cent, was necessary, to get into second class. Has lost his third

year. But what does that matter. He tells me he will go up to Trinity

Gollege next eiam. and take his B.A. I shall keep a look out for him.

June lii. 1885.

To-day after a long interview with the Minister of Education have

decided to take llaggie and bybil with me to pay one more visit, in all

probability the last, to dear old Scotland But before [sailing on July ll]

I must see much business safely settled in the senate if I am to leave with

an easy mind. As to confederation, the Minister gives me his word tliat nothing

shall be done till I return. Perhaps in that case the best thing I could do
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would 56 never to re turn

J

June 18. 1885.

The Methodist Conference in session, the question of University con-

federation sure to come up; so addressed a letter to the Globe., professedly

in reference to one from Principal Uelles, but incidentally taking higher and

broader ground. It has proved a most opportune shot. ”A lively discussion on

University confederation" was reported in yesterday’s paper; and to-day I have

the satisfaction of seeing that they rejected the scheme by a large majority,

my object was to let them know that they were being deceived with false

promises of concessions altogether beyond the terms of the schemie of compromise

and to which we would never submit.

^^uly 5. 1885.m
Private letter to-day from Pr. Uelles, very friendly. Evidently

finds that the correspondence on confederation set agoing in the papers does

not help the Methodist plans for having it all their own way. Replied in

friendliest torma; but refusing to recede from the point I have insisted on

that we will tolerate no tying down the Senate to three-fourths votes or the

like schemes for giving it up to the rule of a Victoria College minority.

J-^ly 4. 1865.

A triumph of diplomacyl Got home before one a.m. having succeeded

in carrying through their second and final readings at the University Senate

four statutes which nobody there had the least thought of being passed that

sederunt. SAt from eight p.ra. till near one a.m., let them talk, wearied them

out, and then asked them to swallow the whole at a gulp: So now I am free for

the Sardinian on the 11th. Hurrah!
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October 6. 1885.

Finished to-day the rough sketch of my Annual Address. Should

not wonder if it set both Victoria and Trinity folks agog, for I go in for

secular education pure and simple as the better, the more excellent way.

October 16, 1885.

Convocation Day. The text of my address was a word in season.

Our system is purely secular, and as such is thoroughly in accordance with

the whole spirit and tendencies of the age.

[Address follows on Confederation]

October 27. 1885.

Made the mistake of fancying I was convener of Committee on

^ affiliation of Knox College, having been asked to name the committee, and loJ

whewJ prerogative encroached upon. Such warnings are useful hints to remind

me of the sort of clay that is to be manipulated. Not porcelain by any means.

November 7. 188b.

Protracted Senate meeting. The would-be professor pf Political

Science, with a packed meeting. But happily defeated. Never surely was a

mortal more utterly devoid of the elanents that go to the making of a gentle-

man. Charges that would make most, men blush pass over him as zephyrs over a

pine forest.

November 10. 1885.

Settled with Minister of Education the appointment of Tutor in

Oriental Languages. Saw Dr. Caven, Llr. Mulock, the Rabbi, and sent off

advertisements to the papers. If scholarships are abolished, we shall secure

the income for better College purposes than feeing a broken-down Grit political

hack to teach what he calls "Political Science."

jj02ct a round of guns with Mr. J. C[ameronJ editor in chief. They,
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forsooth, have oeen thwarting me in the work — irksome enough without any

extra impediment —= of trying to get our monied men to endow some College

scholarships. He promises amendment. I have asked for, as practical evidence,

the insertion of an article, urging a liberal response to my appeal. We shall

see if he will eat the leek.

November 11th. 188b.

Which he has done! In to-day’s Globe , and in the Ivlail also,

excellent articles urging a liberal response to my appeal.

November 15. 1885. [Mrs. Wilson dies suddenly]

December 1. 1885.

T/anted a tutor in Oriental Languages. A candidate, Rev. G.

B[urnfieldJ, whose grand claim is that he is one of our own graduates; in

other words, a student trained under a most incompetent teacher. He has

worked since undoubtedly; has travelled in the Hast, mastered Arabic

colloquially. But for all that is not fit to hold a candle to Dr. McCurdy,

formerly Professor At Princeton. Nevertheless the lieutenant-governor,

Hon. J.B. Robinson, urges his eminent claimsi A long interview with the

Minister to-day. Got his promise to appoint the right man, in spite of

graduates, M.P.’s, &c. &c. There will be a grand row, I know. But the case

is a clear one; and I care not how they storm and rage, if only the Minister

be firm.

December 4. 1885.

Hint of hazing proceedings to go on in School of Science to-night.

Took steps accordingly
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December 5. 1865.

The drawings of Hippolyte «) . Blanc, ij'.S.A., for the restoration

of St. Margaret's Ohapel in Edinburgh Castle, which i discovered in 1847,

and which my good friend William Kelson undertakes to repair — reached me

here on the 17th October [ sic , but evidently a slip for November] With

^ what delight, under all ordinary circumstances, would I have welcomed this

reference of such a matter, by the British government, to me. But alas! ere

the drawings arrived the light had gone o\it from my hearth The drawings

have remained unopened, and the letter unread. But the work had been referred

to me; and it was a most honourable responsibility. To-day I took it in hand.

The venerable chapel has surmounted the old Castle rock for 900 years. The

generations rise and pass away. I am glad to think that, after restoring this

historical relic to the knowledge of one generation- I may be successful in

\ preventing the obliteration of its genuine characteristic features; and securing

its transmission to many a future generation, s'or all that is now needed to

secure its preservation is to let it alone.

December 9. 1685.

Letter to Minister of Educatioa. A wretched political underling

has been a nuisance to us for years as caretaker of the School of Science.

Detected him at last in leagiie with the students, doubtless for a bribe, in a

ffiolish "hazing" freak. Reported him — for dismissal, as I trust.

December 12. 1685.

Special Council meeting. Got full pov:er to deal with the dtudents

in the matter of hazing, and to v/ithhold from them the use of Convocation Fall

for their public debates
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Jamary 16. 1886.

See by papers that Dr. Schurraan, whom I did my best, in 1882, to

secure for University College, as professor of history and jurisprudence, has been

secured for Cornell. We might have had him at a small salary, and he would have

been a great acquisition to the College.

February 15. 1886.

Meeting of George Brown memorial committee. Treasurer reported a

balance of $1100. affeer paying all expenses of bronze statue, pedestal, etc.

Had the great satisfaction, after much manoeuvring, and diplomacy, in getting

$1000. appropriated, and ordered to be paid over to the Bursar, for a scholar-

ship in University College for history and modem languages — which happily

outwits another intrigue of the Gorilla [? Houston], and will greatly help me

in my College plans. How I shall go to work and get the medals organized.

March 8. 1885

Deputation on University matters to wait On the Ittorney-general

and Minister of Education: Drs. Gaven, Sheraton, Castle, Father Vincent, and

myself. On the whole, I trust calculated to secure a reconsideration of the

preposterous demands of the graduate clique. The Gorilla, as usual, ready

to play Bottom, and undertake all the characters.

March 13. 1885.

A session of University Senate and so an end, having negatived

withdrawn, or toOherwise disposed of eleven statutes, motions, etc. of the

irrepressible W.H[oustonJ, including one that "phonetic spelling be accepted

at University examinations" I I had to preside; so could not escape.

March 20. 1885

Mr. Bishop, the member for 3. Huron, in our Ontario Witenagemot

visited — as it seems — the University buildings a day or two since, asked
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for the key of the Tower, without telling who his high mightiness was; and

not receiving the prompt attention which a free and independent citizen

ought to receive from the servants of the public, we are arraigned before

the august tribunal of the provincial Legislative Assembly accordingly for

want of courtesy or worse*

April 2. 1886,

Invited to the Education Office to meet the Attorney-general and

Minister of Education* My concurrence v/anted in a proposal to concede

everything demanded on hehalf of Victoria College; especially to allow of

the separation of a dwarfed abortion, v;ith a ridiculously inadequate staff,

under the name of University College, from the larger and more important

chairs;- the latter to be called the University Professoriate; and to agree that

the government shall have power to appoint a different person as President of

the one and Chairman of the other* This is in absolute contravention of the

agreement in the terms of confederation as finally adopted by Victoria, Queen’s,

Trinity, d-c* Also they distinctly aim at taking the building from University

College. Absolutely refused to concur in any such concessions. Have since

written to the Attorney-general, offering to resign, if provided with fair

retiring allowance, and so clear the way for some better arrangement on the

basis of a new President acceptable to the thodists. If it ware God’s will

I should rather hold on to duties which I like, and remain President of the

College till Death relieve me from my post. But I dread the chance of dismissal

on some paltry allowance, such as, with my liie policies, would make penury

the close for us if the evil days are in store for me of protracted old age*

But «niy times are in Thy hand.” I have surely learned the lesson to be careful

for nothing, buttrust all to Him;
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[Following is a copy of his letter to the Attorney-General

j

3rd April 1866.

My dear iir. Mowat,

One of the proposed concessions to Victoria

College to which you appeared to attach special importance

in yesterday’s conversation was the abandonment of the con-

dition that both the University Professoriate and that of the

Qollegce shall remain in the present building undergone head*

The proposal seems to me to involve a breach of faith. The

clause was most carefully considered, and was accepted by the

Victoria representatives as the condition essential to our con-
'

senting to a division of College and University professors. The

thinkg to be called University College under the proposed scheme,

if separated from the University professoriate, would be below

the rank of a good High School. The only reason for its main-

tenance would be to magnify Victoria by the contrast with sxich a

contemptible abortion. In other words, they propose, instead of

helping Victoria to rise to our present level, to drag us down

below theirs.

This confederation scheme — now that it has shrunk into

the mere proposition of a quasi-inion with Victoria College, and

paying all her expenses to enable her to escape from Gobourg to

Toronto — is one that may be purchased at much too dear a cost.

As, however, you are urgent for it, allow me to suggest a different

proposition, I have served the College faithfully for thirty-

three years. The death of my dear wife has altered the whole

aspect of the future for me, I am now in my seventy-first year; and.
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(Letter to Llr. Mowat, - continued)

though still not only as capable as ever of carrying on the

duties devolving on me, but finding the work congenial to my

tastes:- Nevertheless, if you are willing to make me a reason-

able retiring allowance, I shall place my resignation in your

hands. You can then easily make terms with the ..Methodists that

would enable you to obtain their co-operation in preserving the

National University, the trae interests of which are in imminent

danger. Give them to understand that the union of the provincial

staff of professors — however you may style them — is a sine qua

non. Refuse to listen to any propositiflin for dividing the

Presidency, but offer to appoint to that office a good man entirely

acceptable to themselves.

With their otto man as president they may even be induced

to reconsider the question of reorganizing the whole on the national

and defensible basis of a University professoriate common to all the

Colleges; and under the government of a Senate on which all are fairly

represented. If you can succeed in organizing a University which,

while truly national and unsectarian, shall embrace Episcopalians,

Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, and R. Catholics, with a common

professoriate for all, you v;ill accomplish what will be a lasting

credit to you as a statesman. I see great danger in the present make-

shift scheme of alienating the R. Catholics.

With a University so organized, and commanding the united

syiSr^athy of the leading denominations, you could easily bring, such

dissidents as Trinity College to terms by enacting that only the

degrees of the National University should be recognized as legal

qualification for High School Teachers, (Sc.

Yours faithfully,

(sgd) Pan. Wilson
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[To which the Attorney-General replied as follows:]

Private » April 5th, 1886.

My dear Dr. Wilson,

I have your note of the 3rd. The only point in it

which I answer just now is what you suggest as to your

resignation. Such a step is not to he thought of. Instead

of removing difficulties it v;ould intensify them manifold.

I know of no available man whose appointment would be proper

in other respects and would have any such effect as you

mention. I hope that you will be President of University &

University College until after I cease to be Premier.

Yours truly,

(sgd) 0. Mowat.

April 5. 1886.

Learned that the Attorney-General and Minister of Education have

had separate interviews with Dr. Gaven, Dr, Sheraton, and Professor

Loudon — probably also with others — feeling their pulse as to the proposed

Methodist grab. I doubt if they have gained much by the move; but forewarned

is forearmed. I see that I may have to face a repetition of the old battle of

1860, After proving a match for Ryerson, Mr. G.V7.R[os 3] need not bo regarded

as a very formidable opponent; though he has proved himself fully as capable

of duplicity. I fear however there is another year of worry and controversy

in store. The whole policy of the government is one of negation and compromise.

The very vote for indispensable heating apparatus in the School of Science

iias been shirked because of "Methodist” opposition.
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April, lii. 1666.

Letter to Minister of Education, pressing for dismissal of Llanly,

School of Practical Science. Vid, Lecember 9,

^April 21, 1686.

For once the "Dominion Churchman"
, the embodiment of High Church

bigotry, has done me a service. Mr. H[ouston] flattered himself he had

outwitted me by starting a Political Economy Club in the College. He was

elected President, and had things, as he fancied, all his own way. V/ith

the subject included in the University course it cojild not very well be

interdicted in the College. But among other characteristic proceeding

waw the invitingoone Alfred Jui*y, an infidel tailor as I am told, to address

them on the subject of workmen’s grievances and the Knights of Labour. Give

him rope enough! Ddm-n comes the "Churchman" on the godless College for

suffering such a thing. The Presbyterian Review and r.Iail follow; and here

-*<!-to^day, in the nick of time — come a deputation of students to submit

to me their programme of lectures, and what not, for next year. I recognized

Mr. H’s handwriting, as I return it to them unread; and told them that I had

decided that the Club should hold no more meetings in the College. They

had arranged, they said, for lectures by the Minister of Education, the leader

of the Opposition &c., but I was inexorable. Thanks to the "D. Churchman"

their case was hopeless.

May 20. 1886.

Letter from V/.H.C. Kerr engaging to found a gold medal in Classics,

in the College. Had a good deal of negotiation to secure it for the College

and not the University, to ^^ich he had actually assigned it in a letter to

the Registrar.

Letter about Political Science Association with programme of lectures
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for winter, including women, &c. Saw Minister of Education, who is one
.

of them. Shall have trouble, but can manage tlie affair I dare say.

June 17. 1866.

An interview with the Attorney-General yesterday. Mr. Alfred Jury,

the infidel tailor and communist, continues to be a trouble, which Mr. H[oustonJ

is resolved not to allow to quiet dovoi, To my surprise the A.G. tells me that

Mr. A.J. is a very respectable man, a man of ability; an avowed infidel, it is

true; but — I was somewhat taken aback. Politics go a far way; but that

Mr. Mowat, a Christian, as I verily believe, a good Presbyterian, should come

to look upon openly avowed infidelity as certainly an impediment to his success

in public life — so he put it — but apparently no reason why he should not

address College undergradniates, did take me abackJ And here comes this morning’

Mail . The Rev. hr. Sutherland was addressing the Methodist Conference last

night; and he also had something to say about The Godless College and the

infidel Tailor: - ’’V/hen a notorious infidel and political charlatan can be

invited to lecture in the College V/allsJ” &c. I copied out the nice little

morsel of malice and sent it to the Attorney-General.

September 16. 1686.

Here is University Confederation adopted — though by a narrow

majority — by the Methodist Conference; and involving much anxiety and

trouble in the coming winter. The Minister of Education is ready to promise

and to concede tTne College lands, the College professorships, the control of

ohe Senate, the endowments of Upper Canada College — anything and everything,

in fact, except public money; and there lies our hope.

October 15. 1886.

Convocation hay Bev. hr. Nelles and hr. Potts and hr, Bewart
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responded graciously to our courteous invitation, and so we start on a friend-

ly footing, with Confederation in prospect. I am not blind to the fact that

something very like a conspiracy between Queen's, Trinity, and Victoria, for

gaining the control of the Senate of our University has been foiled for the

present. But we are not in smooth water yet; with a po'rerful and arrogant

denomination bent on winning in some way the supremacy, and conciliating

its own adiierents to a reluctant acceptance of this concession to the demands

for an unsectarian system of national education in the highest as well as in

all other grades:- and on the other hand a timid, time-serving pack of

politicians ready to win the favour of the Methodist body at any sacrifice;

and a Minister of Uducation wholly incapable of appreciating the mischief that

may result from the sacrifices he is now ready to promise wholesale. Ur. Nelles

referred to the purposed rivalry of Victoria, in a way I ttilly comprehended,

and which he will find is not to be on his plan. He also went out of his

way with an inopportune reference to the flames and faggots of the martyrs.

It v;as all concocted beforehand, and he had not counted on having Hather

Vincent, the head of 3t. Michael's R.G. College, sitting next him.

[Follows his own Address from the Globe ]

October 2<i. 1686..

The second meeting this week with the Brovai Memorial Committee.

In February last the Committee voted ^1000. to found a George Brown

Scholarship in the College. But the Treasurer, Mr. David Blain, reiuses

to pay it over unless we guarantee eight per cent., which w© won t. Mean-

while it has been con5)eted for, and won by a lady student. Had a worrying

meeting. Told them I would pay the sum myself, and publish the fact that

the scholarship was withdrawn. The whole Committee, however, was with me,

and I fancy the Treasurer will have to pay up.
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(OctoDer continued)

Meanwhile I have had the pleasure of paying over to the Bursar the

sum of ^{^2000. the gift of Mr. William Christie, to found one or two

scholarships in the Katural Sciences. He wishes his ovm name withheld, and

desires that the SScholarship shall hear the name of the Daniel V/ilson

Scholarship, and so he associated with the name of one whose example will

furnish an honourable incentive to the young men of Canada to follow in

his steps.'* The gift is peculiarly acceptable at this time.

October 24, 1886.

A visit from Goldwin Smith. He is stirred by the announcement that

Y/oodstock Baptist College is about to demand University pO'A>ers] The

institution has not heretofore occupied the rank ol a respectaole grammar

school.

December 1. 1886.

In the fine art gossip of the Athenaeum for November 20th, is a

notice of the death of T.A. Prior: the writer says;- ” He was the last

survivor of the line engravers after Turner'*. So we see, I have long been

dead and buried, with my old Turner adventure of '*Regulus'*

December 10. 1886.

Horae about 1 a.m. from the Undergraduates’ Dinner in Convocation

Hall. Some 225 mustered, a most hilarious assembly. The arrangements were

amusingly characteristic. Mr. A.H. Young presided at the high table with

the guests of the evening, i.e. the undergraduate representatives of -IcGill,

Victoria, Queen’s, the Medical Schools, &c., on either hand, V/e professors

were relegated to a lower table — to the huge disgust, as I afterv^-ards

learned, of Dr. PikeJ But the young gentlemen found last year that, in

giving place to the Dons, the latter did all the speechifying — in which

case, what v;as the use of having a dinner at all? This time they wisely
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decided to do all the talking themselves

January 6. 1887.
1887

January 15

A paragraph in to-day’s Mail notes the death of an old lady

[Maria Sophia, daughter of President Josiah QuincyJ whose name recalls

some pleasant memories. In the Christmas if 1663 I went, by invitation,

to Boston, zo give a course of lectures at the Lowell Institute. The Hon.

Josiah Quincy, then in his 91st year, showed me special courtesies, and

as both Maggie and our dear Jessie Eleanor joined me, they shared in the

hospitalities of the venerable representative of an elder generation, who

talked familiarly of General L'ashington, and of his friendly relations with

Benjamin Pranklin and other Pathers of the Republic I have referred to th

stately old President in speaking of C.K. Sharpe, in my "Reminiscences of

Old Edinburgh.”

, 1887.

Upwards of a month ago news was cabled across the Atlantic of the

death of ray old Colleague H. Alleyne Richolson, who succeeded the late

Professor Hincks in the Chair of Nat, Hist, here, and resigned to accept

the chair in St. Andrev;s. Prom that he went to the University of Aberdeen.

Our relations were always most friendly here; and I wrote his widow a kindly

letter of s^mipathy, written from gdnuine feeling for her, with her young

orphan boys, left I knev; not how. Here comes to-day a letter from the

Professor himself. He vov/s he is not only alive, but in excellent health —

rather an odd experience for him, his "widow", who had received sundry other

sympathizing letters — and nov/ for me also.

February 8. 1887.

Among the men who have come under my notice in Canada, one very

noticeable specimen is Dr. Egerton Ryerson, who is anew recalled to me by

certain notices in yesterday's Globe . A movement is on foot for putting
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up a statue in his honour. My name is printed as one of the Committee

— very certainly without my sanction — and urgent circulars come from

time to time asking for a subscription to the fund. I have taken a

look into George’s [Wilson?] letters. In 185? Dr. E.R., chief super-

intendent of Education, having decided on establishing a Model Grammar

School, and being about to visit Britain in search of a suitable principal

to organize his school, he asked me for introductions, and — amongst

others — got ane to my brother, I had written to the latter, shortly

before, to look out for a man qualified to take the English Department

in U.O. College. This I did at the request of Mr, Langton and the U.G,

College committee, of which I was then a member. Mr. Gockbum was

selected by him, strongly recommended, among others, by Dr. Schmitz, then

Rector of the High School; and so, while he waited our reply. Dr. Ryerson

turned up, was introduced by my brother to Mr. Gockburn, as a young man

about, as he anticipated, to go out to U.G. College at Toronto, and so

v/ould be glad to tear all he could about Canada.
,
Dr. R. forthwith offered

him the new Rectorship, and secured him* Both George and I thought it a

bit of very sharp practice at the time — scarcely what, under all the

circumstances, was to have been expected of a gentleman. I find George

writing me, Eobruary 12, 18 d8, - ’’If Ryerson finds Gockburn turn out the

wrong thing he has himself to thank for it." The salary offered was

large compared with what we could give him, and so we were outwitted for

the time. When, by and by, Mr. Langton and myself fixed on him as the

proper person to take the place of principal of U.G. College, vacated oy

Rev. Mr. Stennett, and applied to Sir John A. Macdonald to make the

appointment, the statement of the above facts removed all objections urged

to the transfer to U.G. College of the man Dr. Ryerson had brought out

from England. When Rev. W.F. Checkley, Head Master of Barrie Gramnar
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School, was selected to succeed Hr. Cockbum as principal of the Model

Grammar School, in the circular of August 1861 he is announced as "A

Colonist by birth and early education.” It was a characteristic touch.

What every Canadian was expected to assTime from it is obvious, but the

real fact v;as that he was a West Indian, and so "A Colonist.”

Dr. Ryerson’s wrath -'^as great at the loss his school sustained,

and at the gain to U.C. College at a critical juncture, of a man of

approved administrative ability and financial skill; the elanents then

specially in request there. It chances now, twenty-six years later, that

Mr. Cockbum is Conservative candidate to represent Centre Toronto in the

Dominion Parliament. The Globe , which in 1861 was bitter in its assaults

on Ryerson, and so the champion of Cockburn, is now the assailant of the

political Conservative candidate, chooses to forget and hopes that every-

body else forgets, what its role then was; and so brings up against its

present object of vituperation the following bit of just such another sample

of truth as "the Colonist by birth and education.” To me, fully conversant

with all the facts, the preceeding of the journal seems characteristically

base; and as to the insinuation that Dr. Ryerson might have had Dr, Temple

of Rugby, or Professor Goldwin Smith of Oxford, but preferred instead the

inexperienced Scotch youth "without a degree” I I well remember the sense

of mingled absurdity, and purposed fraud which it suggested at the time.

For it will be seen that he does not exactly say, t?at when "they conferred

with me on the subject of this appointment” they were candidates. Oh, noJ

Yet if it does not mean this, what does it mean?

.... But here it [i.e. the Globe’s article on "Mr. Cockbum the

Tory Candidate in Centre Toronto is making great use of his connection

with U.C. College”] is, a specimen of party biiiterness and shameless

dishonesty on the part of the organ; as well as a specimen of the chief

superintendent’s honest ways, recalled now from the old Duried past, ^just
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when a different sort of a monument is proposed for him.

[Follows the article with its extract from the evidence

given hy Dr. Ryerson on January 19, 1869, before the

Education CommitteeJ

I had forgotten this old story. It recalls much else in my intercourse

with Dr. R. As Chief Superintendent of a national and altogether un-

sectarian system I welcomed his advances when I first came to Canada, and

communicated with him on College matters, in full belief that he, as one

of the then members of the University Senate, before I had a seat there,

was peculiarly worthy of reliance, I learned to loiow in him the most

f

unscrupulous and jesuitically untruthful intriguer I ever had to do with....

He was a man of great administrative ability, and organized the School

system of Ontario very effectively, but his ideas scarcely rose above the

requirements of the co&raon school.

February 2b. 1887,

A long interview ibith the Minister of Education about wants for

School of Science, which Principal Grant is doing his best to undo. Also

about proposed MacMaster University, Produced the terms of covenant in

the deed of sale of land in our University Park for Baptist College:

’*A Theological College or Seminary for the education and training of

students preparing for the Ministry of the refuilar Baptist denomination."

Wrote also to Hon. Chancellor Boyd — a Baptist and member of its Board —

urging that they are guilty of a breach of faith. He is an honor graduate

of our own and, I thought, loyal.

March 1. 1887.

A highly satisfactory reply from Chancellor Boyd; thoroughly loyal

to his old Alma Mater. Despatched a very strong letter of remonstrance to
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the Attorney-General, enclosing my correspondence with the Chancellor.

March 7. 1887.

Arrangements completed for Dr. a. Russell V/allace. the alter ego

of Darwin, to lecture in the College this v’eek. The "Arcturus" is out with

^ an article hinting that the unsoundness of our lecturer on Biology is

driving the Baptists into setting up a University of their ovTn. The very

title of his first lecture: Darwinism, is enough to oring the clergy down

on us in full force, for the very name of Dar-vin is to most of them like

a red rag to a hull; and the greater their ignorance the more pronounced

their dogmatism.

March 10. 1867.

^

Alfred Russell V/allace lunched with me to-day, and with him my good

friend Horatio Hale, and Dr, McCurdy. Dr. Russell Wallace, the co-discoverer

of the Darwinian system which has revolutionized natural history as a science,

and gone far beyond that legitimate sphere,, in the hands and heads of Herbert

Spencer and other metaphysical evolutionists, is one who unquestionably takes

high rank among men of science. Personal intercourse with him, however, leads

me to class him very far belov; Danvin. He is taken up with sundry crochets,

has made "spiritualism” his religion, appears to be an extreme communist,

and personally has left the impression of a selfish man, somewhat cooly trading

on his name in a money-making tour. Above all, I was greatly disappointed

with the definition of his ideas as to the inspiration of man in his latest

evolutionary stage with the higher moral and intellectual elements of the

rational and responsible being. His idea places this acquisition far within

the lov/er races of the present day. They are seemingly soulless. His theory

is utterly untenable
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March 16. 1887.

Received from the Minister of Education the draft of the new

University bill, a piece of wretched confusion in which University and

College functions are jumbled together like the conflicting atoms of

primaeval chaos. Sat over it till midnight. Have fashioned a University

Council out of the proposed new professoriate, the College Council, and

the School of Science combined; transferring to it all the old powers of

the College Council, But Victoria has to be consulted; and the more such

an improvement promises to benefit the University in its teaching capacity,

the less they will favour it,

P.M. Have had a long interview with the Minister, who jumps at my

proposal, as a means of clearing up what he had found to an inextricable

confusion. He favours nearly all my suggestions, but insisted on confis-

cating the scholarships to make up for the money — more than $6,000, —
foolishly thrown av;ay in the shape of a bribe to the Methodists, relieving

the students from all University fees.

March 18. 1687.

Yesterday received proofs from Minister of Education. Has adopted

most of my suggestions, and even goes bej'^ond them in the matter of absorbing

the College Council into that of the University. I heartily approve of it,

were it not that I fear it will awaken the opposition of the Victoria people,

and in his desire to conciliate he will give up all. The difficulty is to

get him to comprehend the essentially distinct functions of University and

College. He had put in a clause giving the students an appeal from the

Council to the Senate. After some arguing about it, I ended by telling

him, if it is retained, it will be a question with me whether I shall not

immediately send in my resignation. Discipline would, or at least might,

be made nearly impossibly with such divided authority. This everlasting
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tinkering at University matters by the Legislature is most distracting

and mischievous, and for myself, on whom the burden falls, it involves

much anxiety as well as labour. Sir V/illiam l)a(§^on, in writing me to-day,

says; "V/e, as well as you, are looking forward to the close of the College

session, which however culminates in a frightu^ amount of work and

responsibility, from which I shrink more and more as I become older." I have

an idea that my work and responsibility both, with a Minister of Education

and a political Chancellor and Vice-chancellor, an i the endless worry that

Senate and political intrigues create, must be worse than anything that

Sir William has to encounter. But we have each our own burden to bear, and

ate naturally apt to think our ovm load the heaviest.

^rch £3. 1867.

Busy yesterday from noon till far on in the night at a final revision

of the new University bill of which the Minister of Education sent me the

proofs marked "Confidential" To-day had to leave my class without a lecture,

to spend it with the Minister talking him into my views. If I could only hope

to have it pass into law as he has nov; accepted it, I should be well content.

There are of course concessions to Victoria College — notably that of fees,

equal to a loss of fully $7,000. — a gfievous loss, for which it remains to

be seen what equivalent we are to have. But if my "University Council" escapes

unscathed I shall be content. But that all depends on the Victoria men

failing to discover my aim. I think I have seen through their schemes all

along. They were bent on dwarfing University College. I have lent a helping

hand to an extent they little dreamt of. But they are keen, and have their

own aims and ends to serve, and the Legislature are capable of blundering into

any folly. I can out v/ork and hope for the best.

March £5 . 1687.

A visit frcan the Minister of Education yesterday. The Methodists of
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Victoria insist on the members of the College Council being excluded from

the University Council. I expected this. To yield it is as the Minister

of Education sees, to destroy the symmetry of his B|_ll, but I have antici-

pated this from the first, and consequently eo encouraged and abetted their

determination to dv;arf University College that they will only exclude one

I

professor from the University Council by this move. I doubt if one of them

has an inkling of this so far. My only hope is that they will not find it

out until too late.

Have written at length to J.M. Gibson, M.P.P., an honor graduate

of our own, to secure his maintaining the independence of the University

Council, and prevent any appeal from it to the Senate. Learned from the

Minister of Education that he was disposed to yield the point, but took for

granted the contrary, as I don’t mean to yield it. It will be a triumph if

I can succeed in nominally giving up the powers of the College Council and

preserving them amply with a mere change of namel
\

March 2b, 1887.

hr. V/allace and Darwinism, and University College, have come

under discussion as I expected. Long letters in the papers But here

comes a long letter to myself from one of our own graduates, Edward Ponton,

LL.3., "Estate agent". He protests against the use of our Convocation Hall...

for sustaining "a theory having for its aim the overthrow of the doctrine

of a creation and the establishment of atheism." Having so delivered his proem

Mr. Ponton thus proceeds: "Through the beneficent teaching of the Holy Spirit

I am, I believe, enabled to explain some of the mysteries regarding the

Creation, which so far as I am aware have not hitherto been comprehended,

particularly with regard to the time occupied in it, which is evidently

necessary to be understood in order to a proper understanding of the theory

of evolution. I would say then that, as I understand it, the whole time

occupied in the Creation, from the beginning to the creation of Adam, was
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41,996 years, and to the creation of Eve, 42,000 years, the day of creation

being 7000 years. This proposition, which is I believe new to the world, leads

of course to the conclusion that the Sabbath of Ood was also 7000 years,

which is equally true, being that period allotted to man on earth before the

final destruction” &c, dc

I have written the good man a soothing little note, and I shall be

well pleased if I hear no more aoout it.

ilarch 29. 1887

V/ith Minister of Education all morning, at Committee of Legislature.

Interviev; with ?.G. afterwards. The Methodists have only to ask what they please

in re University Confederation! Moloch is a treacherous god who has sold hiaself

for votes, and now the pledges are being redeemed. The Quean’s men are at it

too with some telling statistics. I see, for one item, our 1401 graduates gets

down, by a mere printer’s error no doubt, to 1041; a convenient misprint!

April 5, 1887

Home at a late hour last night from an anxious discussion with the

Attorney-General, the Minister of Education, the V. Ghacellor, etc. about the

new University Bill. The V.G., it seems, undertook to pledge the Senate, in

a letter of his O'm, written to one of the Methodist officials, when the

question of Confederation was up before the Methodist Conference and now he

claims that we sustain him. As the pledge was to allow the Methodist Board of

Victoria College a veto on certain actions of the University Senate, I absolutely

refused, and declared that if the clause wore introduced into the Bill I should

immediately attack it in the public press. The Attorfley-General was taken aback

at this, but I think I satisfied him that a vital principle was at stake in

reference to National education
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April 6. 1887.

Learn to my surprise, from the morning papers, that the Bill was

read a first time last night. Certainly — unless the Minister purposely

deceived mo, which I do not at all believe — he had no thought of doing so

when we parted on Monday evening. I shall be anxious till I see in what shape

it was actually introduced,

April 7. 1887.

Got hold of the Bill at last. On the whole the various points

retained as settled at our last interview. Amused to see how each professor,

the VJycliffe College Men, Principal MacMurchy, &c. &c., each has hie own

little point about which he is anxious. Nobody cares even to take the trouble

to master its bearing as a whole, and therein lies my hope of satefy. Though

I shall be anxious till it is fairly through the House; every change is to be

dreaded now, as the changes I should desire certainly will not be conceded.

April 16. 1867.

Returned last night from the Parliament Buildings, after seeing

the Committee of the whole rise and report the University Confederation Bill,

on the whole in as satisfactory and workable a shape as I could well hope for.

It is now safe, I hope. The only point seemingly in danger in the third

Reading is the power given to the affiliating Theological Colleges to confer

L.D. degrees. The Bishops and High Churchmen are so wroth that I should be

sorry they had their own way; but so far as the real interests of the University

are concerned a rejection of that point need not greatly trouble us. The

Minister of Education drove me home, and I had the pleasure of saying to him

in all sincerity that I had appreciated the frank straightforward manner he

had dealt with me throughout. He very graciously acknowledged my services

in the matter; and so we parted on the best of terms.
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On reaching home found to my surprise the good Bishop of Algoma rrait-

ing for me to talk over this matter of the theological degrees. There has,

I fear, been some bungling in the way it has been gone about, through the

eagerness of Mr. S.E. Blake, I fancy. I had no hand in it, and I fear it may

occasion much trouble to V7ycliffe College. We must try above all things to

pursue such a course as can be openly defended by all, as honourable men.

The history of this whole Confederation movement is curious to

look back upon. It was marvellously like a conspiracy in its earlier stages.

I was kept entirely in the dark. So late as November 4, 1864, I was shown a

printed document of date July 21st, under the belief that I nrrst be familiar

with it. It was the "Report of the sub-committee appointed to draw up for

the benefit of the Conference" — preparatory to a meeting to be held in

September following — "a memorandum of what has been generally agreed upon at

this meeting" &c, <S:C. ^The document v;as marked "S'tric.tly confidential" and was

signed by "G.Y/. Body, Chairman, N. Burwash, Jno. H. Castle.", i.e.- by the

Provost of Trinity College, one oi' the Paculty of Victoria College, and the

Ppincipal of MacMaster Hall. All this had been going on with the full cogni-

zance of our Vice-Chancellor and continued so to be, while I was kept as far

as possible, in total ignorance of it. The consequences have been that he got

hikself entangled in all sorts of promises and pledges, which I have felt

myself perfectly free to ignore and resist. I have thus ccme in at the last

unshackled, have manipulated the whole Dill, and I think on the whole, though

it is not the scheme I should have framed, it is such as I can worr, satis-

factorily, and in ail friendly desire lor the accomplishment of true federation

of the denominational colleges with us. I obtained sight of the strictly

confidential" report from Rr. Sheraton, Principal of \/yclifie College, who

had obtained it from Principal Gaven of Knox College, and took for granted

that, as it was then in print, I must oe familiar with it. It is dated July

21, 1684. I saw it for the first time, and was allowed to ta>:e a copy of it.
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on the 4th ITovember. She first interview with the Denominational repre-

sentatives of Colleges was on December 20 of that same year.

April 23, 1687.

Returned home last night from the Legislative Assembly after

seeing the University Bill safely through its Third reading. A clause

introduced at the special desire of Hon. Edward Blahe, designed to confer

on Uycliffe College the power of giving degrees in divinity, was so amended

as to defeat his purpose, doubtless to the great sorrow of all friends of

Wycliffe, myself included. Cince the plan was proposed, success was most

desirable, for failure puts us in very hostile relations with the Bishop;

and gives to all the opponents of Wycliffe a sense of triumph. I saw the

danger from the first, and never thought the object worth the risk run. So

far however as the actual University measure is concerned this Divinity

Degrees clause has served, like a red herring drawn across the course, to

divert attention from the main issues, and let the Bill pass untouched in

all its essential points. The scene in the house was a curious one. The

Bishop of Toronto, Algoma, luron and Niagara entered and found seats near

the Speaker's Chair; my ovm being offered to Niagara whom I observed

standing. Llr. Meredith, leader of the opposition made a telling speech

on their behalf, and asked that they be heard at the bar of the House. This

the Attorney-G-eneral declined, adding that he could by no means admit the

force or trath of Mr. Meredith’s arguments, and altogether speaking in a tone

that left no room for doubt that he was prepared to redeem his pledge to

Hon. 3. Blake, and carry the point as part of a government measure. But

it was six o’clock. The House adjourned. I was there again before 7.30.

The members slowly mustered. The opposition in full force, while the minis-

terial Denches remained empty. The Speaker appeared, ready to take the ciiair.
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and waited in vain. Hon. Llr. Pardee slipped in and whispered to me that their

supporters had Deen talked over, and they doubted if they could carry the

point. Another long pause, and the Hon. Mr. Hardy came and asked me to come

to the Council Chamber. Here I found the whole Ministry in deliberation.

The A);torney-General told me that so many of their supporters had told them

they could not vote on behalf of tl)e clause that they did not deem it safe

to risk a division. Mr. J.K. Kerr, representing the absent Mr. Blake and the

cause of V/ycliffe College, protested indignantly. I said I v;as there not as

the representative of Uycliffe but as President of |^niversity College.

Nevertheless I said what I could on its behalf. But the matter was obviously

settled and I was only sent for nro forma . I returned to the House, to find

a lady in my chair, and to take my seat on the steps below the Speaker's

Chair. Presently the Ministers filed in. The Attorney-General spoke, but in a

marvellously subdued tone; the Minister of Education moved an amendment which

in reality yielded all that the Opposition insisted on, and the Bishops had

it all their own way. The Opposition were content. The Minister moved that

the Bill as amended be read a third time; and so this anxious process of

gestation is over. Had the vote been taken before six o’clock the \7ycliffe

Clause would have been safe. But if, as I assuredly believe, nothing happens

by chance, and we do really believe that the good work going on at V/ycliffe

College is blessed of God, and done in His Name, let us not douot that in this

also He has ordered all for the best; and indeed I see that we took a false

step in the move, though 1 am innocent of any share in its inception. As

to the University Confederation Bill, so far as the University is concerned,

I have every reason to be well content.

June 14. 1687.

Had a long interview, first with the Attorney-General and then

with the Minister of Education yesterday aitemoon. relative to a propoSSil
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to abolish the College Residence. The motives are merely to make another

cheap move by appropriating the Residence building for the Science lecture rooms.

It is utterly unsuited for any such purpose. I have given in writing my strong

protest against the abolition of the Residence as "a serious injury to the

College. The influenee of the resident students on the esprit de corps and

the general conduct and feeling in relation to College questions" — as I have

written to the Minister — " very far exceeds that of all the other students

combined. Through their means the whole body of the students is influenced.

In the College Societies, the Gymnasium, the Games, in Convocation, and in all

general action of the graduates in the interest of the University, the influence

of whe resident students is great. Its importanC'e is greatly increased by

the peculiar constitution of the University with its affiliated Colleges; and

this therefore would be a peculiarly unfortunate time to make such a change

at the very period when affiliation is being largely extended and efficiently

organized" &c., &c.

So I wrote to the Minister. But I find that the vulgar prejudice against

anything approaching to caste or class renders my arguments in favour of a

select class of inore refined students, under strict College discipline, an offence

instead of any reason for maintaining the system. "I have no hesitation in

saying that you will lower the tone", so I wrote to the Minister; but "Lower

the tonei" \Vhy, who wants tone? Everybody is as good as his neighbour. V/e

shall see; but I fear it is a losing fight. I have, however, resignation always as

my dernier ressort. Buf there are things he hints at which I must sift to the

bottom, Therels a Toad sits at the ear of this Ministerial Eve, and I fear a too

willing ear is yielded to its venomous whisperings; for "Eve" is v/eak, and inno-

cent as Adam himself of any knowledge of what College life means.

15. 1687.

Wien I prepared my first College Calendar in 1880 I had the Arms
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cut for the title-page; but the wood engraver made poor work of it, and con-

verted the symbolic crest of the burning lamp into something more like a butter-

boat This new Federation Bill restores to the University teaching powers.

and when fairly and fully in force, with its University Faculty and University

Council, will more nearly approach my idea — though by no means my ideal —
of what it should be. University College is still to survive, but maimed and

crippled as a lame horse, purposely handicapped with a view to Victoria College

outstripping it in the race. I think I have provided against that. Our policy

is to sink the College as much as possible, and develope the University with

its Council and Faculty. To indicate and perpetuate their practical unity

I have superseded the College Arras by the impaled shield of the University and

College, and replaced the Lamp and motto of the latter with the umbrageous

University maple and its motto; Velut arbor aevo .

June 20. 1887.

I Addressed a long letter tothe Minister of Education to-day

repelling charges of lax discipline and misconduct in the Kesidence. Unfortunately

Mr. Baker, the Lean, is absent; but I have written to sundry parents and old

students, and meanwhile I indignantly protest against the slanders. But it is

the old trick. It suits the cheap scheme of University reform to confiscate

the Residence for needed lecture-room accommodation; so the game now is: "Give

the dog an ill name and hang himi" I fear it is doomed. My feeling is one of

indignation, with a disposition to resist. But I get such poor bacldng that

I question how far it is v;orth while spending my strength for naught. There

is such a narrow selfishness. Each man thinks of his own Department and that

only.

[Long letter from Annie Dowie about Scottish antiquities]

June 22. 1887.

An interviev; with Mr. V/.B. Nesbitt, the "Grand Mufti" in Residence;
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and learned from him confidentially all that can possibly be charged against

the Students in Residence. According to the ideas of my own younger days,

they lead a wonderfully orderly life. A glass of ale seems to be their strong-

est potation, and that in their o\to rooms when .they have a friend to dinner.

But according to the latest standard of teetotalisn ino distinction is made

between beer and whiskey. ITo doubt they are better without both; but if —
as I believe — the truth has been told to me, there has been no intemperance

in any true sense of the term.

June 29. 1867»

July 12 .

The Chancellor has written a spirited letter to tie Minister, most

unexpectedly, but to my great satisfaction. Also the graduates and the Senate

have both taken the Residence question in hand, and whatever comes of it the

Minister will not be allowed to do all this mischief without some hint of

his evil courses. But unfortunately it is not that he means evil, but that

he is hopelessly blind to the mischievous effects of his revolutionary scheme.

1887.

Wrote to-day directly to the Attorney-General on the subiect of the

threatened abolition of the College Reisdence. calling his attention to a

letter addressed to the Minister of Education on the 20th ult., to which I

have received no answer.

July 13. 1887.

Thermom. 93° in the shade, and worried with conflicting sche.mes.

Minister seemingly persistently perverse; and graduates in their friendly

zeal difficult to restrain within reasonable bounds. But from the attitude

which the Attorney-General now assumes I hope to escape next week to the

mountains with matters in such a slnape that I can leave cares and thermometer

both behind me.
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July 16. 1867.

Posted letters to Z5 old graduates about threatened abolition

of Residence.

July 18. 1687.

A visit from Rev. J. Garaeron, to introduce to me a gentleman vdio

had established to his ovra entire satsifaction the source and duration of the

interglacial period, and submitted to me the modest request that I would read

over a bulky manuscript which he produced, and give him my opinion as to its

value. I pled ignorance of the full compass of the subject, want of time, &c..

But what were his special qualification and training? V/as he a geologist,

or a physicist, or what? Rol he did not pretend to more than the reading

of some popular works. I demurred to the probability, under such circum-

stances, of his finding a satisfactory solution of so difficult a problem;

but would he briefly explain to me his theory? Oh yes I it was very simple.

The interglacial period began v;hen the sun stood still upon Gibeon and

hasted not to go down about a whole day, until Joshua had smitten the Amorites

in the valley of Ajalon. This derangement of the solar system originated

the interglacial period which lasted until the shadow went back ten degrees

on the dial of Ahaz to furnish a token of conformation to King Hezekiahl

Mr. Cameron told me that he had read the manuscript carefully through — it

formed a pretty thick volume — and he thought his friend had proved his

theory very satisfactorily! I bowed the worthy gentleman out as graciously as

possible, pleading the impossibility of my giving the needful time to the

study of this novel solution.

September 19. 1887.

A visit to the College on Saturday of His Highness the Makori Sahib

of Lirabdi, an Indian prince on his ^vay home from the Queen’s Jubilee. Dined
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with him in the evening at the Attorney-General’s. Tallied with him of the

education of women, the administration of justice, British male in India.

He did not speak of Lord Lufferin with special fervour, much preferred his

predecessor Lord Ripon, hut v’as heartily in favour of British rule. He is

suprdme judge, and constitutes the court of appeal in his own territory. He

stated that he listened to the advocates for both sides, and then adjudicated

to the best of his ability on principles of justice and common sense, always

keeping in view the recognized ideas of the people, which regulate so many

questions of succession, tenure of land, and other property, marriage, etc.

The prince wore a robe of richly flowered silk, with white silk vest and

trousers, embroidered and jewelled. He had a brown silk turban with gold

beads which was never removed. He wore the same turban when at the College,

with a military dress. His manner is very frank and simple, and he enjoyed

^ j ’ laughing heartily and illustrating the like from the habits of his

own people. His Highness told with charming naivete that he had three wives,

and might possibly find he had a fourth on his return home. He would greatly

prefer to have only one, and if he had had one he would have brought her with

him to learn the manners and habits of English ladies. But he had to conform

to the ways of his people, though they were gradually modifying their opinions

and habits under English rule.

[notice of V/illiam ITelson from the Scotsman pasted inj

Octber 10. 1867.

On the 6th we had the inauguration of the restored faculty of

Medicine v;hich went off exceedingly well. His Honor Sir Alexander Campbell,

the new Lieut-Governor declined to countenance us, lest he should offend

Trinity College: I knew he was in the hands of the Chancellor of Trinity,

but scarcely fancied he would be quite so weak. His absence did not matter

a straw.
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October 11. 1887.

I have dined with a live Cardinal [TaschereauJ . There in the

drawing room of the Rossin House, sat enthroned His Eminence dressed in

scarlet from cap to shoe. One after another v/as presented, each kneeling

and kissing his hand, Hon. Mr. Plumb, Speaker of the Senate, a Protestant,

for one. I watched Hon. O.W. Allan, and to my relief he contented himself

with shaking hands. I followed his example, and then sat wellnigh throu^

a weary hour, while the same process was going on; K.C. priests and laity

profoundly elated. I hope his iininence found in the honour and glory of it

all some compensation for the penance he was subjected to The Cardinal

looked refined and intellectual, in spite of his absurd dress.

ctober 18. 1887.
Unexpected news of the death of L'r. Relies, the principal of

Victoria College.

October 20. 1867.

Started yesterday morning by the early train [to funeral of Dr.

Hellesj The funeral services very long Of Dr. Relies my recollections

are pleasant, as of one with whom I had been brou^it repeatedly into con-

flict and controversy in reference to University matters, but with whom

nevertheless all my personal intercourse continued to be genial and friendly,

November 4, 1667.

An interview with the Attorney-General on the Minister's proposal

to abolish the College Residence. Read to him letters from parents, graduates,

from Sir V/. Dawson, Sir William Muir, Principal of Minburgh University, d-c.

&c. Left the whole correspondence for his perusal.

November 8, 1887.

Long letter to-day from Hawarden Castle. Gladstone finds leisure
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to discuss at length The Lost Atlantis, in aclcnov/ledging my paper on the

subject. He appeals to Homer in confirmation of his Ideas as to geological

changes whereby central Europe was submerged during the human period. I had

noted this idea already in his ''Juventus Mundi". But his geological ideas

are amazingly crude, and his conception of geological time is evidently such

as could be embraced in a fev- additional centuries. But he is at home with

Homer,

1868

January 11. 1888

Deputation of the V.G. LIr. A.H. Campbell, Mr. V/illiam Christie

and self from the university Board of Trustees to get a settlement in the

matter of payment for Old King’s College site in the Park, appropriated for

that of new Par* Buildings. The weaker ever goes to the wall, and I fear v/e

shall have a hard struggle to secure anything approaching to a just settlement.

January 13. 1888.

Deeply interested in Darv;in*s Life; a man of rare worth, fine genuine

simplicity of character, most faithful to truth in all his researches, and

a marvellous contra'®t to Carlyle in all his domestic and social relations;

far more than Carlyle a life-long invalid, yet gentle, kindly, considerate, and

lovingly self-sacrificing in all his relations with wife, children, servants,

and friends. But then certain elements, besides a most generous, kindly

natural disposition, have to be kept in view. Dan^un had children — sons and

daughters — who grew up to cheer his hearth, sympathize in his work, and

engage the true womanly sympathies of their mother in healthful home-life

a terrible want in the Chelsea home, and more so for Ivirs. Carlyle than for

him, though he too would have found their presence an invaluable training.

With the shouts and merry-making of the nursery, he would have ceased to
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fret over his neighbour's cock-crowings I Then too Jarvrin never knew the

struggle for existence, that dreadful battle of a literary man for bread,

while all the promptings of his genius impel him to the production of

priceless creations, that cannot be coined into the needful market currency.

What a difference it would have made to Carlyle had he started in his career

like iiarwin, free to follow the bent of his genius, and grow healthfully

according to natural evolution. But the spiritual phase in both is a study

full of meaning. Carlyle trained under stern Scottish Puritanism

"austere and grave

And fearing God; the very children taught

Stern self-respect, a reverence for God’s word.

And a habitual piety, maintained

With strictness scarcely known on English ground",

Carlyle could never emancipate himself from this influence. But I cannot

think that in that respect his wife’s society helped him, Ee drifted into

Theism, and she would not have held him back had he gone farther. As for

Dar^vin he ended as "one who would peep and botanize", and believe in nothing

but what his scalpel and his microscope could demonstrate; lost faith, not

only in a personal God, a beneficent God, a divine Pather, but in any

certitude of a spiritual world at all, or any hold on a hereafter. Man

was the mere latest phase of an. evolution from lowest animal existence,

an evolution as little complete as ever He developed the inductive

observations of the man of science, to the neglect of all else, till he

speaks of the dying out of all appreciation of the imaginative element

as a literal atrophy.

February 11. 1868.

Notice advertisement in Athenaeum January 26, for Professor

of Political Economy
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February 22. 1888.

Interview with the Attorney-General and Minister of Education

on the University claims. Present the V.G., Gol. Gzowski, Dr. Larratt

Smith, Mr. A.H. Campbell, and Mr. Hoskin of the University Board of

Trustees. Gonfined ourselves to a claim of eight years' interest on the

price of old King's College plot. Have good hope of success, and if this

were well settled, then I hope to have them with me on the greater claim.

IJIarch 16. 1888.

An interview with the Minister of Education relative to our

claims for King’s College site, appropriated for the new Parliament

Buildings. They offer $20,000. We claim $30,000. including interest.

But the Minister is a cypher in the matter. So went to the Attorney-

General and had to devote the afternoon to putting in writing the

argument I adduced, with a viev; to his reading it to the Council, He

is friendly; so I hope we may succeed.

March 21. 1888.

Ministers have capitulated. A letter from the Attorney-General

informs me that the Order-in-Gouncil has passed for passing our claim of

$10,000. or $30,000. in all for Old King's College Block, which will put

us in funds for our new science building,

March 26. 1888.

Amused by receipt of a letter from hew York. An unknown Yankee

cousin claims kini Mrs. Julia Kelson writes "I am distantly related to the

great Christopher Horth, Professor John Wilson of Edinburgh,"" She has

only recently learned that old Christopher has a brother living in

America, at Toronto; and so she proceeds to tell me about our kinship...

Possibly had I claimed kin with the belligerent old Blackwood reviewer and

Tory assailant I might have sworn by the great man. But liaving no other
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relationship tl’^n our oelonging to the very miscellaneous V.'ilson clan

I have always wondered what people found to admire in his literary pro-

ductions; or v.’hat he did, other than being a most tiniculent Tory penman,

to merit the beautiful statue by Steel in the Princes* Street Gardens. Any

reviewer who wrote in his style now v/ould be excluded from the pages of all

but the most virulent party hack Journals. But the name has got a halo of

glory about it, and his fame is taken on trust oy hundreds — if not thousands,

who never have read more than perhaps his single sonnet of ’’A Cloud.” As for

his "Isle of Pa ”, better poems are written and forgotten yearly. Itly

fair cousin goes on to say, ”I have long wanted to possess something that had

belonged to Professor J, Wilson; would it be asking you too much to send me

some little trifling thing, a pen that he had v/ritten with, or his autograph,

or any little thing that had belonged to the great man;” and then the good lady

becomes ccsmplimentary to myself. Gould she have my own photo? She is herself

of distinguished race in other vrays, married hr. Kelson, "son of hr. Rooert

Kelson of Montreal, the- most celebrated physician of his time; who, v’ith

his brother Dr. Wolfred Kelson, headed the rebellion in Canada in 1837”. \*hat

would the famous old Edinburgh Tory have thought of such rebel kith and kin?

I must have been the youngest brother surely; for I see that old Christopher

whom I remember very well, with his flowing locks, and leonine head — was

born 18th May 1785, i.e., just 103 years ago: I am getting somewhat venerable

myself, but that sounds a little more like ray father's than my brother s

birthday; as this worshipful cousin might have surmised for herself. But she

will be contented with his ox, or his ass, or anything that ever was his.

March 30. 1888.

A letter from the Minister of Education - ”I shall comply with your

request respecting Profeqsor Hutton”. This is an important point yielded at
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last. By his appointment as titular Professor of Comparative Philosophy

he will become a University professor, and so have a sdat on the new University

Council. The only reason for any further recognition of the myth of University

College consequently disappears^ Whether the Victoria men will find out the

illusory character of their pet scheme remains to be seen.

April 1. 1888.

The Victoria University authorities have, it seems, been foolish

enough to notice a criticism in 'their students* College paper Acta Victoriana.

on the lecturing and examining procedure of Professor Haanel, a sort of German

Dousterswivel — if all accounts are true — who instructs in mineralogy and

Insists on every student making 100 per centi Two of the delinquent critics

have, it seems, been expelled. The whole body of students side with them; and

tO“day I have a letter asking if we will admit them ad eundem statum to the

University. Answered with politic caution, recommending loyalty to their

own Alma Mater.

AprSl 9. 1888

Here comes a letter from the other side. Principal Burwash wishes

to know how we discipline sTich flagrant delinquents J I fear he will be shocked

to learn that we should never dream of taking the slightest notice of their

criticisms. He makes a bad start in his first year of office.

April 19. 1888

Long interview to-day with Minister of Education at his invitation.

Professedly inclined to prefer Mr. Ashley, Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford,

for Political Science Chair, but has others also in view, and is altogether

mysterious. Evidently strongly prejudiced against Dr. Bell. Named W. H[oustonJ

for a lectureship in Law, against which I protested, and shall do so, still

more strongly. Also intimated an intention of making Rev. Geo. Bumfield
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lecturer in Orientals, Hirscnfelder to retire; and the Deanery to be triven

to B. as a make weight, an arrangement not to be thought of. There is

trouble brewing for it is politics, not Oriental literature
, that is at the

bottom of all this.

21, 1888.

An interview with the Attorney-General, and learned to my surprise

that Burnfield s appointment was actually agreed to at a meeting of Council

yesterday. Discovered also the politics. Fraser's constituency is Brockville

Sent the Attorney-Ceneral a copy of a pretty stiff protest I had va*itten to

the Minister, who I now see was playing me false. V/anted to be able to say

at the Council, if asked, that he had advised with me.' He may find that he

had blundered. I gave him credit for acting straightforwardly. I shall know

better next time.

April 24. 1888.

Visit from Professor Young; sent by the Minister to try to get me

to approve of Burnfield as Dean I A most unsuitable man, I feel assured.

If heoreports fairly the result of the interview it will be cold comfort

to the Minister.

April 26. 1688.

A satisfactory interview with the Attorney-General. Nothing v/ill

be done at present.

April 29. 1886.

One of my Fourth Year's men put into my hands at lecture a copy of

no. 7 of "Humboldt Library" published in Hew York, which bears to be f sic I

Anthropo low-7 , by Daniel V/ilson, LL.D., and he asked me very courteausly

if I would explain the grounds on which I stated that "the first appearance of

man, though comparatively recent, is so remote that an estimate between twenty
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and a hundred thousand years may fairly be taken as a minimumi^" But I never

made such a statement, I replied. '’\7hy. Sir, here it is in your 'book.i*

said he, and sure enough there it; v;as. I was puzzled, begged the loan of

the book, and found on examining it that they had taken my article

"Archaeology" out of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and superadded to it

some papers, I fancy, of E.B. Tylor on"The Antiquity of Man", "Man’s Place

in nature" &c.. The need of some system of international copyright is very

apparent. I shall not be surprised to find the "Dominion Churchman" or the

"Christian Guardian" dovmi on me for some of Tylor’s free talk. Men may

venture on sayings in the orthodox precincts of Oxford that dare not be

whispered in the State University of Ontario.

May 17. 1888.

^ Inteiwiew with Attorney-General. B[urnfield} pressed on us after

all. Told him it was making the University a refuge for the destitute. I

thihk he feels ashamed of the procedure. But I fear politics is at the

back of it.

June 2. 1888.

A telegram from Sir John A. Macdonald, announcing ray promotion by

Her Majesty to the rank of Knighthood. Replied expressing my grateful thanks

to him for having named me for such an honour, but declining the rank of

ICnight Bachelor, as a slight upon letters and science when men who have

attained to eminence in political life are admitted to one or other of the

Orders of Knighthood, The news has got into the papers of this morning,

and I have been receiving congratulations on all hands, but pleasantest of

all is a cable message of congratulation from Mrs. Oliphant and from all

at \7indsor
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[Copy of his letter to Sir Jolm LlacdonaldJ

Toronto, June 2, 1868.

My dear Sir John,

I have just received your telegram, and oeg to return you

my hearty thanks for your kind congratulations on the honour offered

to me... I trust yoti will not think that I put any slight upon them

[i.e. services in submitting his name to Her Majesty] in asking per-

mission to decline the rank of Knight Bachelor. .1 assume that I have

been selected for this mark' of Royal favour rather from my official

position, as in some sense the representative of letters and science

here than from any personal claims. I feel therefore that if letters

and science are to be distinguibhed by a mark of Royal favour it ought

not be less than tiiat which is conferred on men who have attained to

eminence in political life. I am an old antiouary, very familiar v/ith

the relative value of the various Orders of Knighthood, and could

scarcely feel myself to have received a distinction in the acceptance of

a title that v/ould stamp me with inferiority in the presence of any

K.G.M.G. of the Dominion or elsev;here.

I mention tlds only to prevent misunderstanding. I regret

that I did not know in time to prevent any publicity to be given to the

proposed honour, as I have no sympathy with the feeling that would regard

such Royal favours as less suited to Canadians than to Englishmen at home..,.

June 5. 1888.

k hugh envelope arrives, large enough to hold the largest foolscap

sheet unfolded, in which the Clerk of the Privy Council at Ottawa encloses

to me the copy of a code telegram from Lord Knutsford: "Her Majesty
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approves knighthood Chief Justice Galt and Doctor V/ilson. Telegraph name of

agent authorized to pay fees" J Mean\while telegriims and letters of congratu-

lation come sho\’7ering in , involving an amount of correspondence which is

penalty enough, without paying My Lord Knutsford his unnamed fees.

5. 1888.

A letter from Sir John A. Macdonald discloses the fact which I had

not realized before that it is to Lord Lansdowne’s interposition that I owe

my offer of kni^thood. I'eel annoyed at the possibility of seeming to do a

churlish act in retumo for his constant courtesy: ~ thought for a moment of

accepting, rather than wound his feelings; but I cannot overcome ray repugnance

to such a sham knighthood as the mere Bachelor title amounts to, and so I shall

adhere to ray first resolution. And in truth knighthood in any form could only

be a trouble to me. \/ere it worth having at all, it comes too late, but truly

the title of President is more honour by far.

[Letter to Sir John in answer to the one alluded to on June 4j

Toronto June 6, 1888.

My dear Sir John,

I have to thank you anev; for your kind letter just received. I should

be grieved indeed to give the slightest cause of annoyance to Lord LansdovTie,

whose extreme courtesy and uniform kindness have left a most gratefnl impression

on my mind. I greatly regret that I did not have an onportunity of preventing

the publicity of the proposed honour, as it pains me to seem to slight any

honour graciously conferred by Her Majesty. Had I been consulted I should have

stated at once my unalterable objection to accept the rank of Knight Bafhelor.

I shall nevertheless alv'ays retain a grateful sense of His Excellency's kind

intentions on my behalf, and no less ee of your courtesy.
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[Sir Jorjo’s letter to which the preceding is reply]

Ottawa, 4 June, 1888,

My dear hoctor V/ilson,

I have yours of the 2nd inst. and regret that you feel you

should not accept the rank of Knight Bachelor. The truth of the

matter is that you should have been spoken to upon the subject before

the nomination v;as made. I should certainly have asked you, but I

assumed, wrongly as it nov; appears, that Lord Lansdov.ue had ascertained

that the position would be agreeable to you. The misapprehension arose

from the fact that in discussing the honours which probably vrould be

conferred on the Queen's Birthday, His Excellency suggested that the

President of the University of Toronto should receive the same nark of Her

Majesty's favour as Sir William Dawson, the head of McGill College, enjoyed.

V^lien he consulted me upon the subject I at once said that the suggestion

met with my hearty concurrence, and I have him my official advice in its

favour. It never occurred to me that some comrrranicat Ion had not taken

place between you and the Governor General, or I should have written you

as I did my friend Chief Justice Galt before mentioning your name. I fear

that Lord Lansdowne will be a good deal pained at your non-acceptance ol the

position. However, it cannot be helped.

Believe me. My dear Dr. Wilson,

Very sincerely yours,

(sgd.) John A. Macdonald.
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June 18. 1888.

Start at noon to-.iay for Princeton, N.J., to be present at the

inauguration of Francis L. Patton, P.P., LL.P., as successor to President

MQCosh in Princeton College. He is an old student of my own, so the

occasion is a pleasant one.

June JO. 1888.

Letter from the Attorney-General, now in England, announcing the

appointment to the new Chair of Political Science of Mr. \7.J, Ashley, Fellow

of Lincoln College, Oxford, a selection from which I hope for excellent results

in all ways.

July 7. 1868.

Receive to-day a mysterious cable message from the Attorney-General

"London, July 7. Please reserve answering negatively my last v;eek’s letter

until you receive another written to-day."

July 9. 1888.

The riddle is solved sooner than I expected by the arrival of

letter no. 1., and also a most kind remonstrance from Lord Lansdov.ne, which

places me in a most unpleasant predicament. I cannot accept the title now,

and yet it seems ungracious, and indeed churlish — after his exertions to

obtain it for me — that I should refuse. As to the Attorney-General his

interposition on my behalf has been most friendly, but I suspect that there

is also a feeling that my refusal may be a bar to the nruch coveted Sir

Oliver and Lady Mowat by and byj I must tarry to learn what more no. 2. may

have to say, but the whole matter is a bother and a nuisance.

July 11. 1888.

Find myself on the horns of a dilemma. V/hen Lord Lansdowne condescends
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to appeal to rae as a friend not to compromise him "by refusing an honour

which he exerted himself to induce Per Uajesty to confer on me as a

special mark of favour, what can I do? I have in a long letter of

explanation and apology to him offered this compromise: "In v;riting to

Lord Knutsford 1 did not refuse the dignity conferred by Her Majesty, but

simply asked permission to retain my present style. At this late date,

after the sxibject has been matter of comment in the press and elsewhere,

I fear it is impossible for rae to assume the title. But I gladly respond

by every possible concession to ^our Excellency’s request. I have already

written to a London agent to pay my fees at the College of Heralds, and by

this same mail I write to Lord Knutsford unconditionally accepting the

offered dignity. I shall be much gratified if this suffices to me‘'t

Your Excellency's wishes."

I insert here also the Attorney-General’s friendly remonstrance,

letter no. 1. v;hen letter no. 2. arrivds we shall see if it adds anything

fresh to this beknighted comnlication, which so far ends in my distinguished

friend, with the most kind intentions, involving rae in a penalty of, i

believe, ^500. — a sum I can ill spare at present. But when Lord Lansdov/ne

says that my refusal of the honour "will probably much increase the difficulty

of obtaining in future cases a suitable recognition for ser vices rendered

in the Lominion " it would be churlish to bar the gate of honour against

younger aspirants because I have outlived the caring for siich prizes in

this strange lottery of life.

[From his letter to Lord Lansdowne quoted above, the

following passage is interesting]

"The aspect of Imperial honours in reference to science and letters has

much interest for me. Unfortunately the dignity of G.M.G. was accepted by

Lr. Lawson at the same time that that of K. G.M.G. was conferred on Sir Hector

It was keenly felt at the time that — whether looking to the
Langevin

.
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services of the t'.vo in their respective departments, of science and

politics, or to the value to be attached to either department — the

conjunction v/as most unfortunate, as the result was to stamp Canadian

science and letters with an Imperial badge of inferiority. It would

have been gratifying to those of us who heartily sympathized in the

bestowal of any honour on Sir William Dawson, if when he was knighted

the disparaging discrimination had been removed, if not by his reception

of a different title, at least by his advancement to the higher rank in

the order in which he already held a lower grade."

July 16. 1888.

The Attorney-General’s letter reaches me to~day, but it does not

greatly change the aspect of affairs, except in so far as it indicates

that Lord Znutsford as well as Lord Lansdowne exerted himself on behalf

of the ungracious recipient of Royal favour. The whole matter, however,

is a tangled business at best, A word from Lord Lansdovme the last day

I dined with him would have saved both him and me a world of bother. But

his motives were the most kind and courteeus. My letter to Sir J ,A,M.

was a huge mistakel The probabilities are that he only yielded reluctantly

in a matter which, being non-political, the Governor-General felt himself

qt liberty to press.

July 23. 1868.

Start at 9.p.m. for Montreal, on our way to the White Mountains.

September 1. 1888.

Back from the White Mountains whither [?whence3 I hastily returned

yesterday in obedience to a summons to a special meeting of the Board of
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trustees on important business connected v;ith a proposal of the Mayor for

a comprornise in the litigation about the lease of the College Park. I

trust we shall be able to carry it out. A perpetual grant of .ip6,000. per

ann. offered for the endowment of two chairs.

September 11. 1888.

To-day the stupid business of Knighthood has been brought to an

end by my surrender. Lord Stanley, our new Governor General, visited the

University and I had to read the loyal address from the Faculty and

graduates. As he told me afterv;ards he was fully informed of the correspon-

dence that had passed between me and the authorities at home. He had no

doubt got a hint to .press the matter, which he did effectually by, in

his reply, congratulating me and the University on the dignity conferred

by Her Majesty. To persist, in further refusal vrould be liable to mis-

interpretation in a way very displeasing to me; so I give in, and here I

am knighted after all.

September 14. 1868.

An important interview with the Mayor, G.F. Clarke, Esq., a man

quite above the average Mayoralty standard. Y7e have carried the City into

the Courts for breach of coweraants in the capacity of lessors of the Queen’s

Park; they allowed the matter to go by default and we have claimed forfeiture

of the lease. A compromise is now offered, the most important feature of

which is the endowment by the City in perpetuity of two Chairs at ^3,000.

each. But the City claims to determine what the chairs shall be "with a

view of extending the benefits of the national University to t}.e wage-earning

classes who have not hithbrto shared in an equal degree with the rest of the

corifnunity its educational advantages." The ob. ect was to try and secure a

useful application of the money. I put in for a Chair of English language
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and literature for one, and for another suggested '^Applied Eleotricity”,

I have undertaken to write a letter to the Mayor to he laid oefore the

City Council, recommending the ahov-e, as the most desirable application

of the money. But the credit of this satisfactory compromise is mainly

due to Mr. John Hoskin, S.C., who has given us his valuable services

gratuitously. The V.C. has held entirely aloof, anticipating failure,

and dreading unpopularity; and now that it has succeeded without him he

is disgusted and would upset the whole if he -well could. But after a

correspondence w’ith Mr. Foskin which led the latter to send in his resigna-

tion as a member of the Board of Trustees, Mr. Mulock has tendered a humble

apology, and may by and by claim credit for the success of the whole! If

we only get the endo’jmaent, they shall have the credit who like. But ^ should

wish to see our first LL.d. conferred on Mr. Hoskin as an appropriate

acknowledgment of his valuable services to the University, The fact is,

our old Bursar, Mr. David Buchan, a most careful and honest custodian of

the funds, was one of the most unconciliatory of men; and in his intercourse

with the City authorities developed the maximum of possible friction. Mr.

Crooks followed, as the first Minister of Education when I refused that office

and his v;ay was the opposite of conciliatory, nevertheless he was a gentleman,

which could not be said of Mr. Mulock, when he became Vice-Chancellor and

united the rudendss of Buchan to the high-handed obstinacy of Crooks. Happily

out of those evils a deadlock came at last out of which we bid fair to come

with better fortune than could have been hoped for. Though it is a lamentable

blunder ever to have leased the Part to the City.

October 15. 1968.

After having consulted both Dr. Reeve and Dr. Ryerson about my

failing vision, saw ijr» Burnham to-day and learned from him what I have

suspected for some time; that cataract is forming on my eyes, and that

inevitable blindness .awaits me before long, unless the happy release comes
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before to dismiss me to that land where there is no more night.

October 20. 1866.

Yesterday v’as our Convocation hay. Tried a new plan v/ith the

^
students, who have sho^vn a growing tendency to disorder on such occasions,

and among other features were disposed to intrude College songs at in-

opportune times. So I made music part of the programme, handed over the

gallery to the Glee Club, and holding them responsible for any disorder

there. The result proved in all ways satisfactory. The songs were a

relief to our somewliat formal routine, and the legitimatizing of the singing

enlisted the best men on the side of order. The Convocation proved an entire

success

.

^ [Follows his Address]

Koveraber 3. 1686.

A long consultation with hr. Reeve about my eyes. It is beyond

question that the sight of mj,'- right eye is gone. If I close my left eye

I "see men as trees walking", that is really all, and the left eye, I fear,

is going the same way, at what rate the doctor will be able to say somewhere

about Christmas. Ee talks with pleasant composure about gouging out my eyes,

by an operation that in a certain number of cases succeeds.

Kovember 12. 1686.

Visit from Minister of Education. Undertook to write to hr. Hair [?]

and sound him as to accepting the new English Chair with possible succession

to the Presidency! It is a little like arranging for my funeral.

November 14. 1866.

The Advisopy Co:nmlttee and the College Board of the Methodist Church,

to whom the final carrying out of University Federation had been referred.
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adopted a resolution last month in favour of taking iimiediate steps towards

confederation, and it was assumed oy the Minister of Education that the Act

would he proclaimed, and come into force in Llay next. But the Advisory

Committee most unwisely, as it seems to me decided to refer their decision

to the Senate of Victoria College for confirmation. It seems to have heen

known all along tl at it would vote against it, hut it was apparently assumed

that the bitterness of opposition was past, &nd that under cover of some

formal protest, they would how to the Church’s decisions. Instead of this

the opposition was hitter. The opponents mustered strong, while some of the

foremost men in support of Federation were absent; and the result was a hitter

discussion of five hours, ending by a vote of to 14 condemnatory of the

Federation Act. If this should lead to the abandonment of all thought of

federation by Victoria with the University, I shall regret it. But the

bitterness of sectarian spirit manifested by a number of their leading men

is such as to reconcile one to the failure of a scheme for union that

threatens to import into the University most inharmonious elements. Under

any circumstances prolonged delay in bringing the new Act into full operation

is calculated to be very injurious to the University, and^ I shall act

accordingly.

November 16. 1888.

The Mail of to-day has a good resume of the steps taken with a view

to federation.

[Follows article "Victoria College and Federation" from Mail 1

November 16. 1888.

A visit from Goldwin Smith to-day. He claims whatever credit may

be due to the origination of the scheme of University Federation, but admits

it to be a failure. The Methodist element would have been safe with the

counterpoise of Trinity and Queen’s. But alone he recognizes its narrow
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sectarian spirit, and its low educational standard. Judging from the tone of

their recant deoates, one may anticipate a heresy hunt at brief intervals

whenever a professor nas the honesty to be abreast of the scientific standard

of the times. Goldwin Smith proposes to announce his verdict as to the failure,

and the wisdom of abandoning this poor last shred of the abortive scheme. He

will write either in the '’\/eek'’ or the "Mail”. I counselled the latter. Mean-

while I have appealed to the Attorney-General against the injustice of in-

definitely delaying the proclamation of an Act which nevertheless has been

practically Drought into operation in the establishment of two nev/ i?'aculties:

Medicine and Law; and the construction of a University professoriate while the

University Council which the Act creates as the governing body has still no

legal existence.

I shall look With interest for Goldwin Smith’s pronunciamento on

the collapse of the federation scheme. If it is really abandoned, v.’e shall be

the gainers* _Hestored Medical and Law faculties, increased resources from

U.G. College, and the creation of a teaching Faculty in the University, all

great gains. V/henever fresh legislation is attempted it is to be hoped that

the ridiculous simulacram called Univ->r3ity College will receive its nuietus.

But that I must leave to my successor.

1889 .

January 18. 1889.

Have been doing the work of a police detective for the last week...

Some foolish "hazing" carried on among the students was made the subject of

unfriendly comment and gross exaggeration by the press. Then came a letter

from a country Methodist minister telling me his son carried a revolver, and

had his permission to use it under certain circumstances, in self-defence.

Succeeded in ferreting out two of the culprits, and had them up before the

College Council. Hope that the scare they have had, and the resolution adopted
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"by the Council, will have some good effect. But I could not induce the

Council to adopt the strong measures I thought advisable.

January 21. 1689.

Discussed with the Minister of Education the relative merits of the

^ various candidates for the English Chair. The advertising has been so limited

as necessarily to confine it to Canadian candidates with the one exception of

Hursley of Owen's College, who sent his testimonials in response to my letter

to Professor Skeat of Cambridge. But the Minister is scared by the "native"

cry fostered by a designing wouldbe professor. But I think I have settled his

chances, and narrowed it to two; with tolerable certainty of getting the best

man that has offered. But, with proper advertising, and due time, better men

than any of them might have been had,

^January 22, 1669.

Received from the Minister the draft of a proposed Order-in-Council

imposing all sort of absurd restrictions on the professors, and requiring each

to report on his own department direct to the Education Office. Wrote to the

Minister telling him I recognized the prompter of this precious document,

it being none other than an attempt to make a tool of the Minister in order

to gratify the grudge of Mr. William Mulock against Professor Pike, certainly

a troublesome gentleman enough. But if the Minister had kno'vn his true place

and been guided by proper feeling he would have referred I.Ir. M. to me; or, if

Mr. M. had been a gentleman he v^ould have needed no hint to do so. The Council,

however, will pass no such Order. Told the Minister tnat the pro. essort, could

only report through the President or the Council. If they were required to

renort direct to the Education Office I should forthwith send in my resignation.

The scheme also proposed to put the College Council under the authority of the

Senate in certain matters.
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January 25. 1689

Adjourned meeting of the Council. Three more culprits up before

us on charge of hazing proceedings. ITot v’ithout hope that a v:holesome terror

has been inspired in their breasts. One first year’s man, ^^ho had been assailed

by them, charmed me by his moral courage in undertaking to give evidence against

them and defy the consequences. I look forward to Mr. Peter McArthur proving

himself one who will win his way both in his College career and in later life.

A fine, bold, manly young fellow, whose progress I shall watch with interest.

Janaary 30. 1889.

Announcement to-day of the appointment of iT.J . Alexander B.A., Ph.P.

to the Chair of English Language and Literature. Fred. Hursley. a good Anglo-

Saxon scholar, strongly reccramended by Skeat of Cambridge, and I believe a

really able man, but the Minister had not the moral courage to entertain the

thought of an Englishman; so I believe we have got the best man available and

one that I have reason to hope will not discredit us. V/e have, moreover,

escaped the chances of a wretched creature, who employed all the unscrupulous

tactics of a skilled ward politician in the detraction of hts opponents

especially for Keys — and in enlisting a phalanx of political allies on his

behalf. So the agony is over and I am contented.

February 19. 1889.

A disappointed candidate for the English chair or one of his allies

figures as my assailant in the Mail to-day.

[Follows letter signed Torontoniensis]

A spiteful letter of the same type attacking the Minister and signed ’’Baltimore

I ascribed to Lhetham, and I found others had done the same. This amiable

gentleman I fancy to be Stevenson, also of U.C. College, both worthy allies of

W.H[ou3ton]. When the ostrich has got his head in the sand, he is fully
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persuaded that nobody can see him. Yet I may be unjust, and so had oetter

dismiss the paltry slanderer with his quietus, and so leave him under a cloud

February 11. 1689.

Here is my reply and with it an unexpected supplement by Professor

Young, who chivalrously comes to the rescue.

[Follow both letters]

February 15. 1889.

Here in to-iiay’s Alail comes Torontooensis with an eye (i) knocked

out, and with him his alter ego. A worthy pairi It is a nuisance to have to

waste time over such contemptible slanderers.

[Follow letters of Torontonensis no. 2, Torontonensis, and

himself, the two former dated February 11, his own dated

February 13.]

An.-ally of V/.Houston comes out to-day in the Ivlail, dating from V/est Bruce, under

the very learned nom de plume of Studiosus literarnus. He regrets that his

friend Mr. Y/illiam Houston did not get the appointment, and in the course of

some not over-refined critical abuse, discloses some of the secrets of the

education office examination conclave, under the direction of Mr. Seath.

I shall use the statement to good effect in an article I have in hand for the

''Educational Monthly" on Matriculation examinations. Nothing more to the point

could well be desired. I have said that many of the questions were riddles

to the candidates, but Studiosus lets out that they were riddles to a good

many of the examiners also. The High School men were keen to have Mr. Seath

appointed to the Chair of English, and the Minister would not have been unwill-

ing to comply. The grand device of a grammar that has no practical bearing

on the daily use of language either in speaking or writing would have flourished

in luxurious bloom had they succeeded. No wonder they attack me bitterly.

[Follows a letter of his to the ..lail dated February 14,]
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February 22. 1689.

Received to-day the sorrowful tidings that my old friend and

colleague. Professor Young, has had a stroke of paralysis. He has been unwell

for some time, and was apprehensive of heart disease. But the doctor had

^
examined him carefully, and siatisfied him that his fear was groundless. Only

yesterday he spoke to me hopefully, and in response to my urging him to take

a few days* rest, he said he found no difficulty in lecturing, and preferred

going on as usual. His loss. Doth to the College and myself, will be very

great. He was to have dined with me to-day to meet Professor Ashley..... He

is my Junior by, I think, four years.

February 26. 1889.

This morning about 9 a.m. my old friend and colleague. Professor

Young, entered into his rest, A fine simple-minded genuine man of acute

critical powers in his own hazy region of metaphysics, and a man of sterling

uprightness and worth. He was a born teacher, possessed of that capacity for

communicating knowledge and the accompanying pleasure in his work which no

pedagogic or university training can bestow where it is v.^anting. \7e shall oe

fortunate indead if we can find a worthy successor to fill the vacant chair.

In the Ber^eleyan tendencies of his metaphysical speculation the visible world

in which he moved and worked was to him altogether relative and subjective.

The unseen rea,lities of the higher spiritual life were the objective realities.

March 1. 1889.

The funeral day of my old friend and colleague, a public funeral,

and a very solemn and appropriate service in the Convocation Hall. A public

funeral I greatly dislike; but if such a mark of respect is to be made, it could

not have been more reverently and heartily carried out by his colleagues, his

students and all concerned. The. namerous floral memorial gifts did not seem
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out of place on such an occasion, anii the Hall draped with black oy the

students seemed to }iai*monize with the genuine grief in which so many shared.

Once more that feeling comes over the mind: only now, when he is gone, do

we realize his real worth,

March 12, 1889,

See hy this morning’s paper that yesterday Mr, Meredith, the

Opposition leader moved:

’•For a return of copies of all correspondence between any

member of the government and the President of University

College, or between any member of the government and

Professor Schurman, or between the President of University

College and Professor Schurman, touching any proposed appointment

of the last named gentleman to any position in the University

of Toronto jr University College, Mr, G,\V. Ross said there

was no correspondence,”

My anonymotis assailants, after exhausting their invectives about the English

Chair, got up a story of a supposed conspiracy in conjunction with Professor

Schurman of Cornell University to make him my successor There was however

some grain of truth in the bushel of chafi , The Minister of Education was at

Cornell this s’ammer in company with Professor Galbraith, in search of

information relative to the extension of ths School of Science, Pr, Schurman

as a Canadian, naturally showed them some attention, \7hat passed between

him and the Minister I know not, but Professor Galbraith must have some inkling

of it. Probably Schurman was communicative to him, and he belongs very specially

to the little "native” clique, with Professor "Mole” as secret wire-puller, I

have had an inkling all along of who were the movers in the paltry slander,

but let them go on uncontradicted. Uo line ever passed between Professor

Schurman and myself on the subject. Hie emoluments at Cornell are indeed, if I
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mistsike not, much better than any professorship here; and as to the presidency

it would be a little cool to write to me asking after my old shoes I

March 23« 1889

Conspiracy came to a height to-day. Have been treating it with contempt.

^ But the enemy is unscrupulous and indefatigable. So appealed to Bunting, and I

think not without effect. But we shall see.

March 25. 1889.

The Mail makes amends for publishing a succession of anonymous

abusive letters, making personal charges of vile motives ^ and reiterating

others after they had been specif i call:’’ denied.

[i'ollows leading artic’le from the llail ]

March 27. 1889.

Among the anonymous letters in the Mail of the 23rd was one signed

"Medicus", making a lying assertion as to my persistent opposition to the

appointment of Dr. llacallum to the lectureship in physiology. My first

resolution was to break through my rule of leaving the slanders unheeded

and reply. Happily I changed my mind, spoke to Professor T/right, and learned

from him how hr. Llacallum’ s mind had been poisoned by cunning falsehood. T/rote

to the Minister of Education and have to-day been able to produce a clear and

explicit statement by which the vile conspiracy is checked at the fountain

head.

April 4.1889.

Served with a s’ummons to—day by a baliff for a debt of and costs,

being arrears of the undergraduate dinner in the Hossin House, at which I was

an invited guest, and took the chair at the request of the students, because

the Arts and Medicos could not be got to agree on an undergraduate acceptable

to both I regard it as a pettifogger's attempt at blackmail, and shall

treat it accordingly.
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April 13. 1889

' Lectures will Le over for the session next week, \7hen I fully realized

in November that my sight was so hopelessly failing me, I abandoned hope of

further literary work. Beyond the sense of light, the wight of my right eye

is totally gone. I cannot, with the help of the strongest magnifying glass,

distinguish a letter in large print. The other eye is impeded, with motes and

opaque streaks, But I find I can still write — write indeed, unhappily,

much easier than I can read, a very unprofitable stage to reach ITov; V7ith

the prospect of a little time at my command the old temptation of authorship

besets me, in spite of seemingly hopeless impediments, and to-day I set my

pen to the first lines of an oft-imagined project: "America before Golumbua."

What of history had this so-called New \7orld? Is there an Old World in the

New? Perhaps my old eyes — or rather 3ihe half of an eye that is left, will

allov; me to work out this problem in some very partial way ^t least. At any

rate I note here that on this Saturday morning I have made a beginning. If

it comes to nothing there will be one book the less, and that will be something!

April 20. 1889

A letter from Horatio Hale, anent British Ass. Explorations in the N.W.

and Brit. Col....He accompanies the business portion of the letter with a

pleasant little bit of autobiographical gossip His mother it seems was

a woman of exceptional gifts, as befitted the mother of the gifted ethnologist

of the famous U.S. Exploring E^q^edition to the Antarctic Pole and so many

other points, under the conduct of Commodore Wilkes, of more dubious fame in

the Llason and Slidell arrests. I met Wilkes in Albany in 16o6 at the Amer,

A. A. 3. There was not much of the man of science about him, but a jolly frank

sailor. He took me down with him to a seaman’s howff [?] on the Hudson and

treated me to lager beer. Mr. Hale thus invites in his appreciative fashion:

"In your double capacity of poet and philanthropist [I] you may find something
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to interest you you in the curious controversy which has heen going on in

Boston about the authorship of my mother’s little poem "Llary’s Lamb." The

poem, though not a great one, has commanded enduring popularity among the

little folk f'or whom it v.’as designed; and had my mother been the author

I should certainly have maintained her claim. And my dear mother did vn'ite

verse and might have made h^r mark. But her life was a troubled one. full

of cares and sorrows, and it was not her gift either to take cares lightly

or to help others to do so, though I have cherished her excellent practical

maxim, which she failed to apply to personal account: never to sup sorrow

with a long spoon

J

[I’ollows Hale’s letter to the Boston Transcript, on the

authorship of Mary had a little Iambi

April 26. 1889.

Received to-day my commission under the new University Act as Pre’sident

Met and took the preliminary steps for organizing the new University Council,

embracing the three Faculties of ^rts. Law, and Medicine.

May 4. 1889.

Ten years ago on the 24th of January, 1679, my friend Sandford Fleming

wrote me from Ottawa confiding to me the secret that so long ago as 1853

he had effected an insurance on his life for £1000 currency, i.e. J4000.

[for an endowment for the Can. Inst.j. In writing' to me in January 1879 my

friend said... Keen it strictly nrivate This secret I have accordingly
\

faithfully kept to myself alone for upwards of ten years. But yesterday came

a letter removing the seal of secrecy. "It occurs to me," ;vrites my friend,

"That the sum could be usefully employed by the Institute if made available

at an earlier date than in the course of events it will become payable, and

perhaps no b tter occasion will arise tlian on the 40th anniversary." oo I

have Just returnea from the Institute where I had the gratification of
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announcing to them the stroke of good fortune#

May 25# 1889.

The occurrence of a sketch or professed portrait of Turner, in the

^ Methodist Magazine has revived inany curious memories of the old London

days when I was young and sanguine, Just entering on the "battle of life,

full of undefined, ara"bitious longings and vague aspirations which have ended

so diversely from anything dreamt of. There is a likeness of Turner in the

national Gallery, painted "by himself in very early days. Another portrait

of him was painted "by Lauce and has been engraved. He \ms then in his 26th

year. The elements of the vulgar prosaic features of the poet-painter, as I

remember them, may be traced in the handsom young face with large nose and

somewhat sensual mouth. The forehead was receding. In fact, physically,

intellectually, and morally, he was an enigma. Lauce ’s portrait was the last

for which he sat, the only one, indeed. He took a keen interest in photography

when first brought into use, and was repeatedly photographed; but he took care

to have all the negatives effaced. liThat his precise motives were it is hard

to guess. But he had an invincible repugnance to having his portrait preserved,

nevertheless he could not enforce an injunction on the friends of his brother-

artists, and his strange uncouth figure, as I remember it, presented an equal

terrptation to the sketcher and caricaturist. It is well known accordingly

that he was repeatedly sketched by Lauce, Gilbert, Maclise and others. So

doubt the above [cut from Methodist Magazine

1

reproduces a sketch from life.

I recognize the figure more than the face, but both are true, though the

latter is refined on the original.

It was in the year 1830, I believe, that I first looked upon a drawing

by the graat master of landscape painting. In that year I was entered as a

pupil in the studio of Uilliam Miller, the eminent engraver, with the idea
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that art was to be, in some form, my life-pursuit. There stood then on an

easel in the studio one of Turner's large water colour drawings — a view of

the Tov/er of London from the Thames, which ilr. Hiller was engraving on a

large scale. It has been a lesson to me for life. To my uneducated eye

it seemed a daub. But the time came v;hen I fully sympathized in the earnest

appreciation of Turner which v;as a characteristic of V/. Lliller, and enjoyed all

the beauty and artistic power of the pictures to which I was then blind. In

the studio at Miller ii'ield Turner could be studied in all his best phases.

There I saw some of his finest large watercolour drawings. Then came a

succession of the exquisite little gems furnished by the artist to illustrate

Rogers' Poems. IText we had the large oil painting of the Grand Canal, Venice,

engraved by V/.LI. on the largest scale. Then came the beautiful small drav/ings

for Scott’s works, and then the strange productions for "The River Scenery,’’ of

Prai^ce." llo one who knows them only through the medium of the engraver’s art

and especailly the elaborately detailed frontispiece by Figham of Rouen

Cathedral, and the beautiful distant view of Rouen and the valley of the Seine,

engraved by W.M. in his best manner, could imagine the strange aspect of the

artist’s sketches. They are probably long ago mounted and treasured in some

collector’s folio, among his most prized possessions. But they were little

calculated to win popular favour as they then appeared. They were executed

in v/hat seemed the most slovenly fashion, on coarse blue paper, such as a

grocer uses for wrapping up his sugar loaves. The edges were rough and ragged,

as if carelessly cut by a paper folder; and the style of work reproduced,

on a small scale, that of the scene painter. The sky and many of the middle

tints were produced by the blue ground of the paper, over which the yellows,

reds, and greys, splashed in what seemed the most haphazard style; 7/et with

the marvellous results reproduced in some — though only in some — of the

engravings. The style of art might have served to inspire one phase of
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Oliver Wendell Holmes’ ’’Gontentraent":-

**Of pictures I should like to ovm

.... .One Turner and no more

A landscape:- foreground golden dirt.

The sunshine painted with a squirt."

More slight or slovenly sketches of effect could not well be imagined; and

as to detail that is due to the engraver, who in his effort at supplying the

detail which his art rendered imperative was in danger of sacrificing the

atmospheric effect and real beauty of the slight drawings. V7.M. knew well

how to avoid this danger. The "Rouen", another of the plates engraved by him,

with the Cathedral, a prominent object, and a rainbow of the left, reproduces

with admirable effect the artistic handling of the body colour worked over the

rough blue paper, so as to suggest the richness of detail without its actual

elaboration; the result of which in the hands of inferior engravers is the

sacrifice of the tone and breadth of effect in ^nhich all the real work of the

sktches lay. I wdll remember v;atching with curious interest the translation

of the bedaubed scrap of coarse blue paper into the beautiful engraving of

Rouen. Thus educated into some adequate appreciation of the great landscape

painter, I went to London in 1837, eager, enthusiastic, sanguine, bent on

winning some prize in the lottery of life. I had already like Aurora Leigh

"Learned the use
Of the editorial we. in a review"

by and by indeed reviev;ed Ruskin’s "Modern Painters" in the British Quarterly.

But my aims were more artistic than literary, though I wrote a tragedy and

submitted "Evelyne" to the kindly critical censorship of Macready. I was eager

to engrave a Turner on the largest scale, and I succeeded. The sunshine of his

"Regulus leaving Carthage" (the original of which hangs unheeded on an upper

line in the National Gallery) now lights up my Toronto drawingroom, and wins an
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admiring glance from appreciative visitors who take no note of my name in

the righthand comer with a date half a century ago. It is indeed like a

dream to recall those old days and doings.

I was young and wholly inexperienced in the world's ways. I had

left the old home with five pounds in ray pocket, and all the world before me

where to choose my place of work, and Providence my guide; as with the first

pair V7hen turned out of the old home. I scrambled along, with experiences

to be smiled at now. The mail brought welcome letters from her who was already

the lodestar of my life. The chances of being able to set up a home of my

own seemed remote enough. But after unsuccessful attempts in various directions

I introduced myself to Alderman Moon — then foremost among art publishers,

and by and by Sir ifrancis Grahame Moon, Lord Ivlayor of London. His place of

business was a small old-fashioned nook behind the Old Exchange which was burnt

down while I was leading bachelor life in London. In the cldarance that

followed for the new building and the widening of adjoining thorou^fares

Moon's old nook in Threadneedle Street vanished. In the privately printed

memoir of Uilliam Miller — a quarto that would have benefited by condensation -

is a letter of W.M. 's addressed to "The Great Art publisher" on the 22nd of

eighth month 1839, in which that liberal patron of art is most wisely bound

down in very specific terms of 650 guineas as the payment for the engraving of

Turner’s "Modern Italy" on a scale of 24 inches by 17. But V/.M. stood in the

fore front of engravers, and had to be sued, not to sue. I presented myself

to the Alderman hat in hand, as a young adventurer, with ray reputation to win,

soliciting his aid to help me to the opportunity, I found him a wonderfully

oily, fair-spoken gentl^anan, delighted to patronize rising talent, as long as

he saw a reasonable prospect of coining his patronage into gold! He invited

me to dine with him at Einsbury Square, a most patronizing act of condescension,

T7e discussed Turner and high art, fame, fortune, and futurity; and it was

finally agreed that he was to secure the copyright of one of Turner’s pictures
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which I was to engrave on the largest scale for £100, and if successful it

was to he followed hy another at £500. Had I been rich in the world’s

wisdom I should have insisted on reducing the terms to writing. But the money

element was of small account with me then, not that I was trouble with any

excess of itJ I was eager to he allowed an opportunity to try my prentice

hand; and that secured I had no fear for the nature. The "Moon” in later years

figured in "Punch" and other comic sheets as foremost among the City luminaries.

He had succeeded to the -shop and business of the more famous Alderman Boydell

in the quaint, crooked, and narrow old London thoroughfare which vanished half

a century ago. Fortune smiled on him. He achieved wealth, a knighthood and

vyhittington *s civic chair. I read in later years in the Athenaeum of the death

of his son and heir by his own hand. He was not held in honour by the artists

whom he patronized, and occasionally with ostentatious display. But he was a

shrewd man of business, knew what would sell, could diagnose the aesthetic

susceptibilities of art patrons, feel the pulse of the public, flatter the

weakness of a sanguine aspiratt for fame, and with the help of his own moonshine

turn all into gold.

Under the guidance of this civic Apollo I drove in a cab to the

dingy old mansion, 47 Queen Anne St. West, to have my first introduction to

the great painter, and if possible obtain permission to engrave one of his

pictures. I had been a devout worshipper of him before the "Oxford Graduate"

undertook to be his prophet. But I was also familiar with the stories of his

excentric vagaries, and his parsimonious greed. Had I known his better qualities,

as I learned afterwards to appreciate them, I would have gone directly to the

painter, and probably fared better, His old housekeeper, a queer bundle of

wrappages, opened the door and after some parleying ushered us into a room on

the groiind floor. The shutters were only partially open, and the window-panes,

obscured with dirt, admitted very imperfectly the light of a gloomy Hovember day.
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After what seemed a long delay the door was abruptly opened by an old,

slovenly dressed, slouching little man, as remote frcm the ideal of artist

or poet as could well be conceived. Yet even then I noted the wonderful

flash of his keen grey eyes, vAiich redeemed the otherwise vulgar and sensual

look. They were very odd eyes, very partially opened, and shining through

the two little chinks below his eyebrows in a very cunning and irate fashion.

The alderman had been condescendingly patronizing me in a very ostentatious

fashion, to x^ich, as became a humble suppliant, I meekly submitted. But

so soon as the painter*3 eyes were fixed on him all this vanished. Turner’s

style of address was abrupt, if not insolent. He was dealing with one of a

class who made money out of him, and would overreach him if they could. So

he abruptly addressed Moon: ”V/ell, what do you want?” , pretty much in the

style that one would use to a begging imposter, and the Alderman’s patronizing

airs vanished. He became cringing and obsequious. The interview, however, was

not unexpected. Turner was only revenging himself for old experiences vhen he

had to go, hat in hand, to such patrons. I trembled for my chances of success,

but his manner to me was more gracious, and after inspecting some specimens of

my handiwork he responded with an amiable grunt, I was introduced into the

gallery cumbered with the treasures of art that now fill the Turner galleries

at Trafalgar Square, and he indicated the picture he chose to let me have. It

was not the one I would have chosen, but it was tritunph enough to get one of

his choice. My youthful ambition was in fair way of realization. With all the

enthusiasm of a young dreamer I stole into St. Paul’s, and at the close of the

service knelt at the altar rail and prayed for success in what seemed to me then

a great undertaking. And to a youth dependent on his own pen and pencil for

bread, a work that involved the labour of many months was no trifling undertaking.

The door of the strange house in Queen Anne Street was no longer

' closed to me. I paid repeated visits there, found that the great painter could
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"be kind and even genial to an enthusiastic youth, while grimly ridiculing his

enthusiasm. I was privileged to enter the "Inaccessible gallery" where, in

dust and damp, were piled against the wall some df the choice pictures seen

by me for the first time after they became the property of the nation.

As to "The embarkation of Regulus" on which I was allowed to try my

’prentice hand, it is one of a class bluntly characterized by Ruskin as "nonsense

pictures", and when in later years the great art critic commended my translation

of the picture, he added: "But it is labour thrown away; for the picture is one

of Turner’s grand mistakes, an artifice, not a study." As a piece of sunlight,

however, it is a wonderful study. It lights up my room as though I had learned

in those old days the art of extracting sunbeams from cucumbers.

The "Regulus" -Khich Turner entrusted to me was first exhibited at

the British Institution in 1837 , and did not meet with a purchaser; nor is it one

that — even were I a wealthy man — I would select for myself. It is one of
'

his "Claude" compositions; though, as I found, nothing could ineense him more

than to hint at any trace of Claude in his pictures. It is an artificial -vista

of architecture and shipping, arranged after the fashion of the side scenes,

on the stage; but redeemed by many apt minor details, and above all by the

marvellous glow of sunshine. In the "Memorials of Hope Park" the privately

printed memoir of William Miller and his kin, is a letter from theerainent engraver,

Pye. Mr. John Pye wrote to Y/.M. inviting him to engrave a plate from the pictures

in the National Gallery of "the picture by Claude (perhaps the most perfectly beau-

tiful specimen of that Master) of v;hich the accompanying is a memorandum". The

memorandum sketch accordingly shows the pillars of an impossible ruin marshalled

in stage fashion at one side; a pillared facade meeting [matchingj it at the other;

a tov7er with an archway beyond; and the blazing sun with its bright illumined path

over the waters. If it were designated the Claude receipt for landscape composition
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— as it well might he — then Turner’s "Regulus" is undouhtedly fashioned after

the same prescription, though much less artificial and irnprohahle. But both

painters went direct to nature for the mastery of sunshine and atmospheric effect.

After criticism has done its worst, the beauty of the Rational Gallery Claude as

a grand triumph in the representation of sunlight charms every lover of true art,

and makes him indifferent to the theatrical disposition of the scenic display.

It is greatly to be regretted that W.M. was unable to undertake the encrraving, and

so to have fulfilled in another and more durable form the ambition of Turner to

marshall his own best works in rivalry with those of Claude. But in one respect

at least the artist of Lorraine has Time on his side. His pictures are solidly

painted, with enduring pignents. Turner would seemingly make any sacrifice to get

the effect he aimed at. He had, moreover, worked so much and on so large a scale

in watercolours that he was prone to resort to the same processes when painting

in oils. The ’’Regulus'* is hung too high to admit of any close inspection; but

judging from its general effect, I fancy it is still much in the same condition

as #ien I was familiar with every touch on the canvas. But should it ever pass

into the hands of an unwary picture cleaner, ray engraving may acquire a value as

the memorial of a lost picture. There was a story current anong the artists of my

early days of V/allis having obtained one of Turner’s pictures to engrave, and

rashly setting to work with sponge and water he washed the clothes off the principal

group of figures and otheiw’ise reduced the picture to a condition that compelled

him to return it to the painter, and put an end to his chance of ever engraving

another "Turner”! The story has every probability in its favour. My own

experience was that in making a sli^t attempt with the wet corner of a silk

handkerchief to remove a spot of dirt, I made the discovery that if my operations

were extended the whole clouds and tinting of the shy, with much else, would vanish,

as they are all painted over an oil ground in mere size colours. These had obviously
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darkened, so that allo^^rance had to be made for this in finishing the engraving.

The great African city v;hich somehow impressed itself strongly

on Turner’s imagination, is symbolized by palatial architectural piles, and

shipping of archaic form and rigging crowd the harbour. As to Regulus, the

small figure in Roman toga descending the grand flight of steps of the palace

on the right, he is not likely to be noticed in the original picture — is indeed

out of sight as it now hangs. In the final touches as the engraving drew to

a close. Turner gave more prominence to it in the touched proof. In a group

of sailors on the left in the foreground, the barrel of nails is introduced in

a much more prominent fashion, in allusion to the cruel fate of the Roman Consul

on his return; while — according to the mitto composed by Turner for another

of this class of pictures, his "Decline of the Carthaginian Empire";-

"YVhile o’er the western wave the ensanguined sun

In gathering haze a stormy signal spread.

And set portentous".

He was indeed a true poet in the rendering of the ideal of his subject through

the medium of his art, making slcy and cloud, sunshine or gloom, harmonize with

the theme and embody a story that needed no interpreting motto. But as for his

attempts in the peot’s art with pen instead of pencil, and an inkbottle super-

seding the palette, they are the most singular demonstrations of a poet "wanting

the facility of verse", and in truth any command of language.

The Claude-like composition of the "Regulus" so impressed my mind that

soon after my first visit to the Gallery in Queen Anne Street West, I devoted

a day to the study of the Claude engravings in the print room of the British

Museum; and on the whole regarding it as a commendable mark of zeal. I mentioned

it to Tumor on my next visit. To ray surprise he assailed me in the wildest

manner. liJuch good Claude would do meJ What did I mean? Did I intend to copy

his painting? What did I know of Claude? etc. etc. I was alarmed lest
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he should withdraw the coveted painting, just as my ambitions were on the eve

of realization; and after soothing his ire to the best of my ability, I took

good care never again to mention the name of Claude in his hearing. But

thenceforth I fully appreciated his sense of rivalry with the great French

landscape painter, and was in no degree surprised when, in making tha splendid

bequest of his gallery of paintings to the nation, he conditioned that one of

his ’’Carthage” pictures, and a beautiful sunrise, should be hung between

Claude's two great pictures "The Seaport” and "The Hill”.

The gruff onslaught on me for imagining that anyhelp could be got,

in the translation of his work, by a study of Claude, led to another and

equally characteristic scene. Ke demanded of me what were to be the propor-

tions of ray reduction of his painting, and scornfully resented the idea that

that depended on those of his own canvas. So I undertook to submit to him my

reduced drawing. In my subsequent interview to settle the proportions of the

engraving I ventured to take with me an artist friend, James Giles; and a

letter of his written at a long subsequent date, describing this as the only

time he ever saw the great painter, recalls to my memory some forgotten

incidents of the interview^. The original picture was unusually high for its

length; though this seems to have been a shape favoured by him. The propor-

tions of his famous "Slave Ship” in the Boston Gallery are such; and on

looking at it I feel that it would be improved by covering up a portion of the

sea in the forefront. But Turner had ideas of his own about the proper

proportions of an engraving, and was prone to demand the impossible feat of

realizing his ideal without varying from the actual proportions of the

original. There was no disguising from oneself that, however marvellous the

intellectual powers of the great poet—painter in his own special line of art,

ho had in his later years given himself up largely to sensual indulgence. The

fine gold was woefully tarnished and overlaid with dross and slime. J.G.
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J.G* describes the strange, slovenly, uncouth figure, of which the foregoing

sketch [from the Methodist llagazine] is a flattering presentation. He had a

besotted look, partly due to the fact that he was suffering from a bad cold.

Shabby in dress, with dirty linen, a large coloured handkerchief tied like a

poultiiEie round his neck, and into which his chin was sunk, the figure was

completed by an old slouched hat drawn over his eyes. I had by this time become

so familier with the strange excentric artist that I was less impressed with his

grotesque contrast to the ideal formed in the mind of any admiring student of

his works. I was now more at my ease with him, knowing his gruff ways, and that

”his bark was waur than his bite’*, as the old Scotch proverb has it. So I

inquired as to his health, and accepted the bluff response, '*0h, very bad”.

I had brought a memorandum of the dimensions of the picture with the reduced

drawing, which h.e at once declared could not be correct. ”I tell you it is

the right shape”; and when I evaded the contest on this point and indicated

the desired change, the response was: ”It can’t be done; I tell you it can’t

be done.” I had by this time come to know his wmys. There was no use meeting

his absurdest misstatements with a direct contradiction, but after an anusing

wrangle in which his irritability exhausted itself, he ended, "Well, if it

must be, leave your drawing with me and i’ll do it. But I tell you its right

in the picture. Your drawing must be wrong. There’s some mistake.” When I saw

him shortly after he had my drawing before him. I made no reference to our

previous conversation. Had I ventured to hint that the proportions of my

drawings were the same as his picture, the old wrangle would have been renewed,

and he would probably have insisted on the production of his ideal proportions

without deviating a hairs breadth from the actual picture. But having thus

given free vent to his humour he took my drawing in hand and did all that I

desired. In the picture as actually engraved it is not only reduced in height

by taking a piece off the sky, and also I think off the foreground, but it is



lengthened on both sides, thou|^ chiefly on the left. There Turner drew in

additional masts and rigging; and told me to be sure to return the drawing

to him when I had made the transfer for my etching. The actual dimensions are

22 1/4 by 15. Miller's engraving of the "Grand jCanal, Venice" iss 22 3/4 by

14 7/8. For the one I got £100., for the other W.M. received $500. — certainly

not too large a price for the laborious industry prolonged through many months

which resulted in an engraving of which Kuskin says; "There is no better

representation of Turner's work by line engraving. The sky especially is

exquisite." The painting was sold ultimately for 7000 guineas.

As my months of patient labour drew to a close Turner's hints and

touches on my proofs Were very valuable. His skill in this respect was

marvellous. The engraver’s art is not a mere copying. The painter has all

the advantages of colour, and aims at reproducing Nature in her own garb and

atmosphere. But the engraver's wohk is equivalent to that of the translator

of a poem into another language. His is a translation in which the equivalents

of colour have to be rendered by texture, and light and shade; to produce by

mere variations of one black tint the effect achieved by the gorgeous colours

of a Turner. It is a severe tost to the painter, but tried by it he far

surpasses Claude. He never lost his command of atmospheric effect. The most

extravagant vagaries of his latest stage of flaring colour, \'7hen reduced by t' e

process of the engraver to their true equivalents of li^t and shade, revealed

the power of the great master of chairoscuro —"the Prince of the power of the

air", as one of his old critics aptly styled him. Vi/hen my ambitions under-

taking was finished. Turner expressed himself, in his gruff way, as pleased;

-

"Better than I expected of you" were his parting words; and so i saw my

last of the strangely gifted artist. As for Moon, he gave me a note at three

months' date for ray poor little hundred pounds. It was the first of my
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eaperiences in "paper", and I did not know what to make of the mysterious

substitute for my hardf-earned shekels. As for the promised new plate at a

remunerative price, the hope of which had buoyed me up through many a long

day’s woi’k, he shilly-shallied, and when pressed to fulfil his bargain, could

not remember that he had ever made such a promise. As for me, I went down to

Scotland where my ever kind uncle cashed my note for me. I produced my

"Regulus" as a proof that I had "won my spurs", claimed my own Maggie for my

bride, and ere long turned to letters. Had Moon kept good faith with me it

might have altered the whole subsequent course of my life. Ho thanks to him

that I then caught the tide which taken at the height led on to fortune....

The sketch of the strangely gifted excentric genius with whom I was

thus brought for a brief period into intimate relations, has beguiled me into

a reverie, and reillumined an early, half-forgotten page in my life. As

for the "Moon" transaction, and the liberal dealings of that patron of art, I

noted long ago, in the Athenaeum of I-ferch 14, 1874, when Messrs. Christie,

Manson and Woods sold the fourth portion of engravings from the works of

Turner, first on the list and at the highest price were "Ancient Carthage"

engraved by D. Wilson: artist’s proof £12, another £12; proof before letters,

£10, another £11." So that four proofs from the plate realized at that sale

very nearly half of the whole sum paid to me for engraving my first and last

Turner
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June 7, 1869.

University commencement. A gala day. LL.D*s honoris causa conferred

for the first time. It fell to my lot to make the first presentation: Sir John

A. Macdonald, CJ.O.B., for ’’eminent public services". The vice-chancellor in his

Address undertook to reply to the offensive charges of "lowering the standard" ~
the old story, now brought up once more by the Principal of Queen’s. The facts

advanced by the V.G. are unanswerable. The charge is ridiculous, and Dr. Grant

knows it is false. But the belligerent personal tone was far too much in the style

of an Ottawa political party contest for University Convocation Hall. It is the

first shot in what will most probably prove a bitter strife.

June 22. 1889.

Dined at Goldwin Smith’s. Principal Grant of Queen’s, Provost

Body of Trinity, Princiapl Caven, Professor Clark, Professor Ashley, Mr.

Justice McLennan. The host was in the best of spiri ts. . . .On adjoining

to the Library our host brought us face to face with the purpose of the

gathering. Here were representatives of Queen’s, Trinity, etc. Could we

come to terms about a common matriculation examination? I disclaimed all

representative character, spoke only for myself, discouraged the idea of a

conference of heads of universities, having the best of reasons for believing

that much more was aimed at than a common entrance examination. The only

common plan I saw feasible was a final examination at the close of the High

School work. If they send us men ill prepared we can ^luck them at the end

of the first year; and shame the schools that systematically do so by

publishing their nanes with the number rejected of each. Parted with all

professions of the most cordial amity. The Queen’s principal is to issue

his new manifesto forthwith.

July 2. 1889.
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July 2, 1889.

Yesterday was Dominion Day, our Canadian feta, and for the first

time celebrated with somewhat of genuine heartiness, and what pleased me

no less, with a loyal spirit to the deal old Motherland. The alien spirit

of French-Canadian , Ultramontainism is producing a healthful reaction which

I rejoice to see Had counted on a quiet day at home, for such holiday

demonstrations are generally considered the servants* perquisites. But the

civic managers of affairs set me down for a speech and I must needs go....

Once on the [Exhibition] grounds there were bands of music, games, a

grand procession, costtimes of all osrts, kilted Highlanders, Foresters in

green, Orangemen in yellow. Militia in red and blue; and better than all,

boys and girls of the public schools, got up in shov;y uniforms; frocks

and ribbons for the girls, and light summer costume for the boys; with

competition prizes for calisthenics, races, singing, etc., a banquet for

a select two hundred and fifty or so,whom the aldermen saw fit to honour,

and then came the rhetorical fire-works. The theory was excellent, A grand

amphitheatre occupied one side of the great can^^us provided with tiers of

seats for the annual spectacle of the provincial show; and here in the open

air and under a bright July sun was the platform for the orators of the day.

The presiding alderman and Col. Denison shrieked themselves hoarse, while

from time to time the shout rose from the spectators of some game afield,

or the drums and fifes went banging and tootleing to the hopeless dis-

comfiture of the speechifiers. I abandoned the attempt to reach the expectant

ears of the crowded amphitheatre , and contented myself with a hearing from

the reporters and company on the platform; while the boisterous shouts from

different quarters told of much more enjoyable fun and merriment than

listening to anybody’s speeches. But all was good humoured and genial.
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September 26. 1889.

The interval since I last noted anything has been a waary round of

hard work, wor^’y, and finally a "breakdown. Dr. Temple called in; "but what

can a doctor do to cure overwork, and worse, care? Principal Grant of

^ Queen’s sees the advantages of the situation consequent upon our loss of

Professor Young, and has strengthened the lepartment of Metaphysics and Ethics

by divid ng it and appointing an additional professor to the good one they

already have. Here meanwhile the "Native party" have taken up the cause of

J.G.H[iiraeJ, a young graduate of undoubted ability. But the idea, at such a

crisis, of putting a raw inexperienced youth into the chair of ilental and

Moral Philosophy shows to what lengths such folly can go. Have had repeated

interviews with the Attorney General. Drs. Ca^en and Sheraton urge the

^

appointment of Professor Baldwin, a Princeton man, and one who would, I believe,

prove a good successor to Young. But the Government are timid, temporize,

propose conqpromises, thou^ the Attorney-General would do the right thing if

his colleagues would yield. He urged a compromise to-day, and assured me

that his experience taught him tliat compromises were often the wisest

course. In politics they may be; but in University patronage they mean

MEDIOCRITY.

September 27. 1889.

Received late last evening a confidential note from the Attorney General:

"Only four of us were in Council to-day, and I failed to convince them. There

was no choice but to let the matter stand over." Tried this morning to obtain

an interview with Col. Gibson, who may be said to represent the native joarty

on the Council, but he is off to Hamilton, purposely, as I suspect, to secure

delay, as the Minister of Education will be out of town next week. So we

shall certainl- open on October 1, with the chair unfilled, though the death

of Professor Young took place so far back as February last. Have written a
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long letter of appeal to Gol. Gitison, with Mr. MoT^i'at’s approval, and do not

despair. But the evil of being in the hands of politicians is more and

more apparent, intensified as it is by a self-interested political Vice-

Chancellor and "The Mole'* working along with him, and through him, with an

eye to my old shoes!

October 2. 1889.

Yesterday convocation went off very successfully. The occasion was an

unusual one,. For the first time for 36 years the three Faculties of Arts,

Law and Medicine met. All was jubilant, and the undergraduates behaved

exceptionally well. . .One old colleague. Professor Young, was missed, and it

is a weakness and trouble to us th^it his chair remains vacant. Trouble I shall

have, I doubt not, and possibly the mortification of some miserable appointment.

But meanwhile we start hopefully with the new Professor of English Literature.

October 4. 1889.

Just home from a long interview v/ith our University Chancellor. Truly

I may well wish that we had reached the last vacant chair under my regime

as President. A successor has to be found for Professor Young in the chair

of Metaphysics and Ethics. The heads of Knox and V/ycliffe Colleges are

naturally keenly interested, and after being perhaps unduly consulted at an

early stage are now unwisely slighted. So here have I got to coax and cajole,

reason, persuade, and threaten by turns all round. First I have had to try

and talk over the Minister of Education, who set out with the desire to plaase

everybody, and now goes in for a cheap make-shift; appoint a lecturer at a

low salary and leave the chair vacant; — which means: get a cheap bit of

mediocrity and saddle us with him for his life. Next there is the Hon. Col.

Gibson, M.P.P., a graduate, and worthy fellow in the main, but bitten with

"nativism", and the mere echo of ’’The Mole'*. So there is nothing to be
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thought of hut one of our own native gradsi Then comes the attorney-general,

most honest and v;ell meaning, anxious to do his best, but a great believer

in compromises. Evade the main issue, if possible! I tell him that means

mediocrity, which in University matters is disastrous. But no! Gan I not

suggest some third man; anybody rather than Professor B. Say S— of Cornell?

I went at his request to Col. Gibson, talked him over to the appointing of

B[aldwin[, and making prospective provision for our graduate H[ume]. There

seemed a ray of hope. But now comes the attorney-general: somebody must

stand between the government and public opinion. So the proposition is to

refer it to the chancellor, vice-chancellor, and myself . Thev.C. goes "native"

of course. The U. won’t go at all; declines responsibility, will see iir.

Mowat, and so matters once more hang fire.

October 12. 1689. In the "Mail" of to-day and in the "Globa" also is a long report

of the meeting of the Advisory committee of the Methodist General conference,

called by the Board of Kegents of Victoria University, fram which I clip

the following very no.table paragraph :-

"Rev, Dr. Potts said it was due to him to make an explanation.

Arbitrators were appointed to decide the value of the land

[at Toronto on which the University was to be built J, After

they had arbitrated he found that they had put a value of

1889 instead of 1887 upon the ground. That was the reason

there was delay. The attorney-general had given him a letter

to the effect that the value of the land should be that of

1687, and that meant a reduction of $20,000, The commercial

value that had been placed upon the land was $105,000. Deducting

from this 25 per cent, which was allowed for academic purposes,

would bring the price to $70,000 [sicj. If the letter from the

attorney—general was worth anything it would effect a further
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’’reduction from ^70,000. to ^30,000. [sicj for the land.”

If this is allowed to remain unchallenged it gives up the whole case, and

after defeating the denominations when they assailed the main entrance

will let them [inj at the hacli: door. Have forwarded it accordingly to the

Board of Trustees for needful action.

October 17. 1889.

To-day the Board of Trustees approved of a strong remonstrance to

the attorney-general, drawing his attention to the statements of hr. Potts

and saying: ’’The Board of Trustees offer no objection to the proposed

appropriation of certain land in the University Park as a free site for

Victoria College on the conditions provided in the University ifederation

Act, But the valuation of the land by the arbitrators referred to by hr.

Potts was with a view to determine its value and the price to be paid for it,

if at any future time Victoria College shall withdraw from federal relations

with the provincial university. Under such circumstances it would be a great

injustice to alienate any of the university’s lands for such a purpose, except

at their full value at the time when the arbitration should have been held.

A reduction of twenty-five p.c. is spoken of in view of the application of the

land to academic uses. But the only legitimate academic uses to which it is

applicable are those of the provincial university. To transfer it to the

denominational university of any church except on the conditions prescribed

in the Federation Act is in direct contravention of the Act of 1853, and all

subsequent legislation, and practically revives the scheme for a division

of the national endowments for higher education among denominational colleges”

etc. etc. This is to be sent forthwith to the attorney-general, and his

attention is called to the use of his name, and the necessity for a timely
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contradiction of the misleading statements. But I fear, if the next general

election can he secured at any sacrifice of our funds, we are in a sorry case.

October 19. 1889.

The agony is over, and Professor Baldwin of Princeton takes the vacant

^ metaphysical chair. It has been a prolonged struggle of two months, since

my return from the White Moi;ntains. The Minister was bent on a miserable make-

shift arrangement, J .G. H[umej, an honor student, having given good evidence

of ability by carrying off an Ethical Pellowship at Harvard, was to be made

lecturer, leaving the professorship vacant. This would prevent his availing

himself of the Fellowship, bring his post-graduate studies abruptly to an

end, and place an inexperienced, untried youth in sole charge of this most

important department; with the certainty that, whatever he ultimately turns

^ out, the whole influence of the "native'* crjr would be used, and used success-

fully with a weak Minister, to secure his succession to the chair. Principal

Grant sees his opportunity, and has strengthened his department at Queen’s by

dividing metaphysics from ethics. I recommended as a compronise the holding out

the prospect of the Moral Philosophy Chair to Hume if his future career confirms

his promise thus far. The Minister would not listen to it. So I v,’ent to the

attorney-general, and to-day, at length, after endless vacillations and vexatious

worry he sent for .me to tell me that I had practically secured my point. Baldwin

assumes duty forthwith. Two years hence Hume will return — from Germany, it is

presumed — fit to divide the work with him. The comical feature is that I

have had to undertake, at the special request of the attorney-general, to write

articles for the "Globe" and the "Mail" putting in the most popular and praise-

worthy aspect, with amplest credit to Minister and colleagues, thisresult won

from them in spite of endless intrigue and chicanery. In the whole matter,

however, the attorney-general has honestly striven to do his best.
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October 21, 1669.

It is an amusing supplement to a couple of months’ diplomatic and

intensely irritating negotiations alternately striving to coax, cajole, and

coerce the government to abandon a timid course of temporary expediency and

compromise, and boldly to do the right thing towards the University; to read

this morning in the Globe and Ivlail my ovti articles commending them for the

Judicious course they have pursuedi The editorial we in its magisterial

condescension often disguises under its official robe and mask very odd play-

actors. It has, however, "smoothed the raven down of darkness till it. smiled",

and put me once more on a friendly footing with the politic and political patrons

of university chairs. And now I hope ray colleagues will be considerate enough

to live forever, or at least till I have shuffled off the mortal coil of

Presidency or of life, and so preserve me from another such irritating struggle

to protect the university from being made a mere political shuttle-cock. The

"natives", with the "Mole" as trickster and wire-puller, stuck at no discreditable

device. Baldwin was of the "Scotch school of philosophy" — he was a mere

psycho-physicist, and little better than a materialist’ Sr. Ferguson — save the

mark •— was got to write a condemnatory critique, on his "Handbook of Psychology".

A deputation, outrivalling in its composition, thoug h exceeding in numbers, the

famous tailors of Tooley Street, waited on the government, and Pr. Gavon is my

trustworthy authority for letters shown to him in which the government were

threatened with the whole weight of graduate opposition at next general election

— now near at hand, and warned that Sir P.V/. never meddled in politics, and so

had no weight!

October 22. 1689.

The Toronto World of to-day has Just been sent to me. It is amusingly

wrathful over the appointment of Professor Baldwin. It is — with one exception

the rankest Job in the vra,y of an appointment ever known! "The wcheme, as
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outlined "by the Mall and Glohe, both of which appear to en.ioy Mr. Movat*s con -

f ide.nce* * say — and then come the words, happily diverse, though they were from

the same pen. As for Sir D.W. his ability in his ovm calling is not denied,

but his capacity to select a professor of Metaphysical! Pshaw! And so the

presumptiious President is treated as he deserves by the little World andits

little editor, Mr. W.F. Maclean, B.A. of 1880. His record, I see, stands thus,

poor little gentleman: Logic, 2nd in Class II; Metaphysics, 7th in Class II;

Civil Polity, 10th in Class 1 * "Oliver Movat had better get Sir Daniel Wilson

to draft a bill for him to nail up the doors of the provincial university."

Dear me! One would fancy it was the actual great world that was so moved. The

only little cloud, as big as a man’s hand, is the statement that the Lake Forest

university authorities, taking advantage of all this vexatious worry and

uncertainty, have raised Professor Baldwin’s salary and hope to tempt him to rest

contented with an Illinois chair.

October 24.1889.

Surprised by a telephone from the Minister of Education. Have I written

to Professor Baldwin announcing his appointment*’ Certainly not, never dreamt

of doing so. Thought it over, however, and did write, taking care to show

the letter both to the Attorney-General and the Minister before despatching it.

Mr. Ross, it seems, is sore at having one of the highest prerogatives of his

office practically taken out of his hands; which one cannot wonder at. though

who but himself is toblame. If he would not act, somebody else had to do so,

It looks like a little bit of pet, this having me to announce the unpalatable

appointment. But he will soon get over that,

October 26. 1889.

I begin-to feel a little weary of this endless intrigue. So few

seem disposed to go directly at true issues in an honest way. Here in this
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mattsr of the university metaphysics chair, I have aimed with singleness of

purpose at what I am sure is the true interest of the university, and have won

the hitter oil of an intriguing pack of self-seekers..... The aspect in which I

find myself viewed hy this set as a foreign intruder is comical. I am the last

of the hated Hyksos kings. If they only had me safe in my sarcophagus the reign

of the true native Pharaohs would begin!

October 26, 1889.

Today comes by post the following addendum the latest move of the aforesaid

native gentry. Mr. 3. 0. Smoke, chairman of ’’The meeting of graduate and under-

graduates held at the Rossin House on Friday evening last” by whom he was directed

to hand me this copy of the resolutions passed.

’’Resolved that this meeting of graduates and undergraduates of the

University of Toronto while approving of a settled policy of advance appoint-

ments respectfully recommend that during Professor Hume’s absence ample provision

be made for the teaching of Professor Young’s system of philosophy by the

temporary appointment forthwith of a lecturer or lecturers who have been students

of Professor Young.....”

Having delivered themselves in this oracular fashion I suppose we shall

hoar no more about it till another vacancy occurs. But they approve of a settled

policy of advance appointments! In other words, young graduates are henceforth to

be subsidized, paid to qualify themselves for professor ships and duly appointed

to them in advance; and Englishmen, Americans, and all other foreigners are

henceforth to be warned off the premises! Bravo!!

November 13, 1689.

Today had the pleasure of introducing Dr J. M. Baldwin our new professor of

metaphysics, to his classes. His manner and appearance are equally prepossessing,

and if he only gets fair play at starting all will be well.
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November 16, 1889

»

Spent a weary hour and more in a senseless wrangle of the Board of

Arts and Law Studies as to whether Austin and Pollock should he retained as

text-hooks in the law course. Five minutes might have settled the whole

business. Ended leaving it unsettled. I jested and bantered them in the vain

attempt to reach an issue and get away.

November 23, 1889.

Home this morning from Philadelphia and the centenary of the

American Philosophical Society. A kindly, genial welcome from American friends,

a delightful evening with Dr Daniel G. Brinton, the gifted author and editor of

a whole series of "Aboriginal American Literature" long familiar to me.

December 3, 1889.

Draft from Hamburg from Mr Julius Ross in, ^1,000, for scholarship,

German, with a most courteous letter; pleased to have been asked, and full of

kindly remembrances of his old Alma Mater and its professors.

December 14, 1889.

Browning is dead, a poet whose writings have long been a source of

intense pleasure to me. But he was in his seventy-eighth year; his work was

done and now he will live. Goldwin Smith sat next me at dinner [at Chief

Justice Hagarty’s tonight); and in his dogmatic way denounced Browning, whose

writings it was obvious he had never studied, as they need to be studied to be

understood and enjoyed. His objective power and realization of manifold

varieties of character is altogether raaiwrellous. It is Shakespearean.

December 21, 1889

The public opening and dedication yesterday of our new science build-

ing proved a great success. Professor Minot of Harvard, V/elch and Osier of

Johns Hopkins, and Vaughan of Ann Arbor, gave eclat to the proceedings, as well
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as the scientific tone so eminently desirable on an occasion of the kind;

.... The Globe , which filled half a sheet with speeches, odes congratulatory

poems, and general laxidation of Principal Grant and Queen’s College only a

couple of days before, gives the raeagrest and most miserable report of our

good day’s work. The Empire is no better. But the Mail has furnished a very

good report on the whole.

January 2, 1890*

Copies of ’’William Nelson, a Memoir” to hand at last. The little

volume is nicely brought out, though with some liberties with the text that

annoy me. If, however, it gratifies dear Mrs Nelson I shall be content. For

myself, it is the laurel and the cypress laid together on the grave of a

generous and loved old friend.

«

January 13, 1890.

Professor Baldwin delivered his inaugural lecture in Convocation Hall.

He was unfortunately suffering from the epidemic (influenza) now prevailing; but

in spite of a brief attack of faintness did well. Today ’’The World” a vile

little daily, which has poured out its little vials of vitriol on myself comes

out with a blackguardly tissue of misrepresentation and abuse. I have urged him

to take no notice of the paltry mosquito.

January 17, 1890.

Today comes to hand a report of my speech at the Philadelphia

centennial celebration of the American Philosophical Society. It went off very

well as a bit of rhetorical fireworks in the illuminated and tastefully

decorated banquet hall. But I must ovm to its reading somewhat flowery and

hifalutin—as the Yankee critic would define it.

[follows the speech]
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January 25, 1690.

A letter from Dr Priestly, enclosing notes from the catalogue of the

R. C. 3. Museum, and also a note from Sir James Paget seem to knock on the head

the reported headpiece or skull of Damley. The pencilled notes I copy:

”345 and 345a - A remarkably depressed or tapeinocephalic cranixira and a

femur supposed to belong to the same individual. ... .The internal evidence afforded

by both bones conclusively negatives their authenticity [i.e., as being those of

Darnley] , Damley at the time of his death in 1567 was about 22 years old, and

the bones are those of a man considerably more advanced in line and of great

muscular development. The almost complete absence of frontal elevation, which is

one of the most striking features of the skull, finds no corroboration in any of

the known portraits and descriptions of the young Earl.”

....Judging from the accordance of the possessions of this skull by Eraser of

Lovat with the information given me long ago by C. K. S[harpe], the skull is in

all probability the one originally possessed by James Curayng, the first Sec. of

S. A. Scotland, obtained at the rifling of the royal vault at Holyrood, and

believed by him to have been Darnley’ s skull. If it was really obtained from

the royal vault, who can the low-browed varlet have been?

February 15, 1890.

A frightful calamity. Last evening I looked on while our beautiful

university building was helplessly devoured by the flames. It is terrible.

Thirty-three thousand carefully selected volumes have vanished. The work of a

lifetime is swept away in a single night* a tray of lamps prepared for the

microscopes at the Annual Conversazione upset, and in a few seconds the blaze

defied every effort at its extinction.

We read this morning the beautiful encouraging words: ”God is our

refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble”. I am resolved to face

it bravely. The legislature must come to our aid. I cannot doubt that popular
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opinion will sustain our appeal; and meanwhile I must reorganize at once, and

prove that we are deserving of being sustained.

It is no trifling loss to myself, amid all the work that will devolve

on me, that all my lecture notes liave perished.

February 21, 1890.

A week has passed since the awful night; It seems an age since then.

But we have faced it bravely; professors and students alike have nerved themselves

to encounter the unlooked for catastrophe. It is something now to reflect on with

satisfaction; the building perished in the fire of Friday night. V/hen the Board

of Trustees met on Saturday at two o’clock, the architect, in conjunction with

Colonel Gzowski, had surveyed the ruins, and were able to present an approximate

report; the walls are sound, and admit of roofing in and restoring. Probable

cost, say $210,000, since revised and set at $260,000. The Executive Council, as

we learned, were holding a meeting, V/e sent to ask for an interview, put our

case before them, appealed for aid from the Legislature, and found both the

attorney-general and the provincial treasurer favourable. At 4,45 I was able to

meet the Faculty whom I had summoned at 4.30. Knox and Wycliffe College

authorities kindly placed their lecture rooms at our disposal; and with our own

Biology department happily just completed, the rooms that have escaped the

conflagration, the residence rooms—freely placed at my disposal by Professor

Baker—and the School of Science, we were able to apportion a room to every

professor and lecturer, and to proceed on Monday without the interiruption of a

single lecture. The School of Science and its new Principal, Mr Galbraith,

however, call for honourable (! ) mention. I did not ask leave of his high

mightiness, had not indeed either tire or opportunity to do so had I thought it

necessary, and lo*, on Mr Dale and his Latin classics men presenting themselves

they foiind the door bound with red tape! The Principal must needs have the

authority oi the Minister first—for which deference to his authority the Minister
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has been by no means disposed to return thanks. Then the Donkey was fool enough

to bring up a complaint against me in the Senate because I took no notice of a

letter written by him ed no st facto , to give a show of offering the use of his

lecture rooms to us, after we had found accommodation elsewhere. He got himself

heartily laughed at, and is not likely to hear the last of it soon.

But there is a silver lining to the cloud. To-day’s papers report the

first reading of tiie Bill to vote Jjpl60,000 plus oar insurance. Liberal sub-

scriptions are coming to our aid, and the sympathy is widespread and seemingly

genuine; though the endless letters of sympathy--mere sympathy—words , words* is

trying, especially with the need of replying to the larger number of them. But

Harvard promises effectual aid for our biology and archaeology, and Michigan is

equally liberal, if less definite, in its promise. So I mean not to bate heart

or hope; but trust, near as I am to the goal of life, to see the renovated pile,

in its old beauty and internally vastly more convenient and suitable than before.

[Inserted here Sir Daniel Wilson’s printed letter to the Minister
of Education, dated Feburary 17.]

February 26, 1890.

Wearied beyond measure with the endless correspondence arising from

the fire. But all goes well, the students have fallen into line, and the College

work goes on as if there had been no catastrophe. Presided last night at the

undergraduate concert in the Pairlim, a great success in all ways. Took a bit

of relaxation to-day by snatching time to pen one of my ’’Old Edinburgh Bal lads”,

Mary Stuart , which has been simmering in my brain and has escaped the fire,

which is a marvel.

February 28, 1890.

Wrote to-day to the vice-chancellors of Oxford and Cambrdige, the

Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, Sir John A. Macdonald, Mrs Cameron—at

present in Paris, Andrew Carnegie, the wealthy ironmaster of Pittsburg and a
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good Scotsman still. Hope that all this epistolizing will not prove a sowing

of seed in arid sand. I can beg best in this form. I do hate personal

solicitations, and the reception the vice chancellor and I got at the Grange

from Goldwin Smith was enough to freeze us into icicles. We were literally

shown the door as if we had been a pair of tramps.

March 11, 1890.

Finished "The Old West Bow" last of the proposed series for my

"Memorials" new edition. The writ-^ng of them has been a relief to me amid the

strain of work and worry which this dire conflagration has involved. I still

look with confidence to the attainment of good out of the evil. Improvements

on the building that I had despaired of, will now be secured. But there is to

much friction from rival committees, and wise advisors who could have made the

old building so very much better had they only been consulted in time. Only

unfortunately they were not out of their cradles then.

March 16, 1890.

Hoped for a little relaxation after a week of incessant toil; and here has that

confounded fool, W. Houston taken this most inopportune time to revive his old

move for the abolition of the College Residence. He has primed three ignorant

country farmer M. P. P’s cramming them with the idea that it is a little

aristocratic shelter of undergraduate exclusives. His vulgar nature rebels

against even the aristocracy of intellect and high culture The Minister,

however, has stood very fairly and handsomely by me; which, seeing that he does

not favour the Residence, deserves all grateful recognition.

March 22, 1890.

My poor colleague, Dr Pike, having suffered from the explosion of a

glass Jar in one of his chemical experiments, has to-day to undergo the frightful

operation of the removal of the right eye. A piece of glass has got into it.
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and after some days of hope, he is now threatened with inflammation affecting

both eyes. His- patient, philosophic submission to the inevitable is most

admirable, and brings out the best points of a character which, from his

pugnacious demonstrativeness on most ordinary occasions is apt to be mis-

understood, Poor fellow, I lost my sleep last night with the horrible

operation so vividly and painfully on my mind,

March 23, 1890,

Poor Pike slept well, and is reported on favourably,

March 24, 1890,

Despatched Ballads to Messrs. A. & C. Black.

March 28, 1890.

T. Nelson writes, [condolences on the fire]. T. N. faced courageously a

similar disaster at Hope Park and knows all the trouble it involves....

But he was his own master, could mature his plans and carry them out.

Here am I negotiating with a committee of a dozen, and behind them

Professors, Lecturers, Fellows, and members of senate fully persuaded that

they live not in Canada, but Utopia; that they hold the strings of Fortunatus’

purse; and they are ordained by a wise Providence to anticipate and provide

for the wants of Young Canada in the year of grace 29991

April 25, 1890.

Yesterday submitted the architect’s plans for restoration of University

buildings to the Board of Trustees and got their approval; to-day at 4 p.m.

to the whole Faculty. Dr Oldright very pertinacious. Dr ogden bent on

changes that might suit medical examinations, wholly indifferent to the

actual wants of Arts students or lectures, everybody wanting something. A

motion to approve the plans followed by a countermotion to have them litho-
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graphed and adjourn till everybody could study them and indicate his wishes,

llr Justice Proudfoot, our new professor law, sat next me, o^^t back from a

winter in Italy; so deaf that he hears nothing except what is directly

addressed to himself. I passed to him the motion and amendment, and he at

once indicated that he would vote for the latter. So I wrote a mem. "Plans

have been carefully studied at repeated meetings of the Building Committee

which consists of representatives named by the Senate, Board of Trustees,

University and College Councils, and includes Chancellor Boyd, Mr Justice

Palconbridge, Col. Gzowski" &c., &c. The old gentleman read; quietly said:

"I shall vote for the motion"; and the approval of the plans was carried by

one vote i Mr Pick, the architect, sat in amazement at ray elbow. Never ran

such a gauntlet before.

At 8 p.m. the Senate met to deliberate on the same question; Approve,

or print lighographed copies of plans and adjourn till next month, while this

heterogeneous body of upwards of forty members wasted precious time cutting

and carving and getting into loggerheads over endless conflicting schemes.

The architect volunteered explanations, and in nervous trepidation was eager

to disabuse them of misapprehensions. But I whispered to him, "Let them talk!"

And talk, and wrangle, and contradict one another they did for upwards of two

hours. Then some of the quiet men began to leave, and I got apprehensive that

the malcontents might sit it out and have their own way. At this juncture

J. L[oudon] who wanted to carry "Approve", but who has no idea of ever pursuing

a conciliatory course, got up and irritated the opponents in every conceivable

way; denounced our beautiful old Convocation Hall as a big bam, made a coarse

personal attack on A. B[aker], and did his best to defeat his own aims. I got

them to the vote at last, and retired to rest with a mind at ease. We had

safely run the last rapid and were in smooth water. The vote was "Approve".
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October 22, 1890.

Endless committees. Board meetings &c., superadded to Library and

other correspondence leave no room or time for journalizing. The past week

has been notable for a grand convention of strong minded women. For the

Advancement of Y/oman, with Mrs Lydia [?Julia] Ward Howe as its President.

I saw somewhat of this lady when I was in Boston in 1803, then wife and now

widow of Dr Howe, the teacher of Laura Bridgman. She is a lady of undoubted

ability and a good public spealcer. But I well remember the mingled amusement

and annoyance of the Doctor at some of her escapades. For "The Revolt of

Woman" was then in the furor of its outbreak of bloomers and other semi-

masculine demonstrations, very comical to the mere onlooker.

Here they printed my name, along with that of Goldwin Smith and

Provost Body, on their Reception Committee, without a "by your leave". But

I let them alone and thought all was over; when this morning comes a note by

post. The lady undergraduates have engaged Mrs Kate Taunsett Y/ood of Boston

to deliver an address in the Biological Building and have much pleasure in

inviting me &c.. My response was that no such proceeding could be allowed; and

here is Mrs Kate Wood’s admonition in which she thus informs me of my failure

to appreciate her hi^ status, social and otherwise: "I trust you will believe

me when I tell you that a descendant of Sir John Gilmour Scotland has never

yet sought and never will seek any distinction in the world of letters or in

social life!" which so far as the distinction in letters is concerned can

scarcely be what she means, as she announces at a later point that she is a

lady connected by various ties with many universities &c., &c., &c.,

November 25, 1890.

A class having been organized for Elementary Physics, to meet the

requirements of the new curriculum, both for First Year’s Arts men and for
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the Medicos, I found myself in the midst of a grand scuffle last Tuesday as

I entered the corridor at 10 a.m. to proceed to the Prayer Room. Arts and

Medicos it seems had been in wrathful contest as to who should have the front

seats. With some difficulty I got a hearing and asked them, as an act of

respect to me, to retire quietly. Agreed; but Arts men shall go first.

Thereupon I again put the request to the Arts men, on the same ground, which

was accepted. The Medicos ranged themselves on either side of the narrow

corridor — a legacy of the fire — and the main source of trouble. As they

were walking out, a Medico with solemn gravity addresses an Arts man who was

passing out with his hat on: "Take off your hat out of respect to the

President.’** And as he said this he banged it over his eyes, and of course

all was renewed turmoil. An appeal however to the good faith of the Medicos

on the ground that the Arts men had yielded the point and agreed to go first,

brought the better men to my side: and matters were quieted. ... .1 got an

inkling that the whole band of Medical students were mustering for a field

day this morning. The lecture was from 9 to 10, and at 10 their allies

were to muster in the corridor and overpower the Arts men. I put up a

notice that lectures would not begin till 11 o’clock, locked the doors, and

met the grand rally outside. After a quiet talk with them they found they

were outwitted. The discovery of some police whom I had telephoned for

created a little fresh ire, but by and by they settled down to a football

match, and we resumed work at 11 o’clock in good order.

December 10, 1890.

Have made repeated inquiries from time to time after our University

Royal Charter of 1827. Urged the Bursar to search his strong room. Received

from him a copy, but no original could be found; when, happily sitting next

the Rev. Canon Sheraton, at our Medical Faculty University dinner learned in
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the most casual manner that the Bishop exhibited it as a curiosity, with the

great seal of George IV vdien entertaining the chapter of his St Alban’s

Cathedral at a recent reception in its newly finished choir. Have spoken

to the attorney general, aind followed it up by an urgent letter pressing

him to reclaim it.

December 13, 1890.

Entertained the lady undergraduates, 63 in number, besides the

Professors, Minister of Education, Yc., with their wives. Had the 4 year’s

men on the previous Saturday. Amused to note the essential difference of

the two. The young ladies are much more at their ease, don’t care for

portfolios, albums &c., prefer talking to one another, and are much more

easy to entertain.

December 19, 1890.

Made a report to-day at a joint meeting of the Faculty and the

Library Committee, in answer to some charges of neglect to answer and

duly acknowledge gifts to the Library. The truth is our librarian,

Vander Smissen, is a Dutchman, perfectly content to move along like a fly

through a glue-pot. He found himself suddenly with an overwhelming task

and an utterly inadequate staff and no capacity to deal with the except-

ional emergency. Grumblers, little disposed to help, are very ready to

blame. But finding myself mixed &c.
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March 9, 1891

Have fagged to-day at two lectures, one for my 2nd year on the reign

of Edward III, the era of Chaucer and William of Wykeham, and also of the

Black Prince and Cressy and Poictiers; the other for my 3rd year’s men on

the War of the Spanish Succession, and the brilliant Augustan age of that

poor royal mediocrity. Queen Anne,—a charming subject—both indeed charming

themes, if one had time. But the burning of my whole 37 years of accumulated

lecture notes has been very hard on me. Started afresh; and each day is a

scramble, in spite of a tolerably well-stored memory. I think of poor old

Hincks whom we used to laugh at most unsympathetically as he moaned over the

loss of a box of old sermons that went down in the "Annie-Jane”. But the

old spirit is wanting with which I used to sketch out a new lecture, and

look to polishing and giving it poignancy in future years. I cannot hope

for such now.

March 14, 1891

Last night at a meeting of Senate had the pleasure of producing the

Royal Charter of the University granted by George IV in 1829. It had been

retained by Bishop Strachan on the remodelling of King’s College, and

remained unclaimed and- forgotten. Prom him it passed to Bishop Bethune and

so to his successor. I was stimulated to inquiry after it when I returned

from the induction of President Patton at Princeton. There the Charter of

the College was formally handed to him, and the Governor of the State ad-

ministered am oath of fidelity.

I urged the Bursar to a rigid search among the documents in his strong

room, and made other inquiries all in vain; when I learned by accident that
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Bishop Sweatman had produced the (Jharter on the occasion of a grand

reception at at. Albanls Uathedral on the jubilee of the Bishopric.

I at once called the attention of the Attorney-General to this. Sub-

sequently wrote him strongly on the subject — so strongly indeed that

he returned the letter asking me to modify some of its phraseology. On

his producing Lit] at the Council the following conversation is said

to have passed:

"How in all the world did the Charter come into the Bishop's

possession?”

"By Apostolic succession!”

'•No, no!” responded another, "It must have been by the laying on

of hands!”

Considerable delay following. The Bishop referred the question to

legal advice, to i^r. bnelling, I presume, the Chancellor of the Diocese.

There was obviously much reluctance to give it up. Its possession gave some

colour to the pretense of spoliation and confiscation of the endowments

of a Church university and their alienation to a godless institution.....

March 20. 1691.

Have been reading up the 16th century history, and with special

care what could be had about Henry VIII. So finding my correspondence

unusually small this forenoon, i devoted it to a lecture on Temp. Henry VIII

for my rourth Year. 1 have already treated of the period to my present

class, so it is for next year — if at all. i realized fully the irony

of a man in his 76th year presuming thus to provide for a year ahead!

March 21. 1891.

An interview with the Minister of education. Ottawa R.C. College

has set up a university, but has not power to affiliate Ontario Colleges.
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It looks askance, no doubt, on at. Michael’s in affiliation with us, and

asks to have its powers of affiliation extended, i gave the Minister my

reasons for giving it the strongest opposition, and he promised to oppose it.

March 23. 1891.

Meeting of Building uomrnittee with Architect to approve of plans

for heating and ventilating building, in reality they had already been

approved of by sub-committee, reported to jsorad of Trustees, and contracts

accepted. But Mr. Mole, who as one of the sub-committee had already

approved, must needs play the mole as usual, decline responsibility and

flourish red tape, and make himself as discourteous and cranky as the oppor-

tunity allowed. Happily the Gad was absent — for they hunt in couples.

Got the matter passed after an hour’s wrangle, and also some modifications

of the Library building.

April 11. 1891.

Hnd of a week of endless meetings. The Minister of Hiucation,

under pressure of Dr. Geikie’s Machiavellian craft, is determined to turn

the Medicos out of the new wing of our Hiolog. Building, and transform a

set of laboratories and museum, carefully planned for biological purposes,

into chemical, geological and assaying laboratories, for which they

are in no way adapted. Professor K. V/right, whose department is invaded

is in Germany. The Medicos are up in arms, ao on Thursday the chancellor

and vice-chancellor came to Bencosie, and by and by a deputation of the

Medical Faculty arrived, and we had a talk of some two and a half hours.

Friday: a meeting on finance report at the chancellor's, and then Board of

Arts Studies, next meeting of Faculty, some of them ridiculously

impracticable. After a hasty dinner a meeting of the Library Gommittee,

of the Gommittee on applications and memorials, and then the Senate till
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near midnight. To-day [SaturdayL is assumed to he a holiday. So first

comes 11-30 meeting of wycliffe college committee, then at 2.30 meeting

with chancellor and vice-chancellor, followed by renewed interview with

Medical Faculty, and agreement on compromise proposals about biolog. and

chem. buildings, and arrangements to be submitted to the Attomey-ceneral

next week. If we can get them adopted we shall upset our ilachiavellian

Poctor, and be able to get our Medical Faculty into good working trim.

In the evening at 8 to meet a deputation of High School masters about the

Modern Language lectureships. Messrs. V[ander bmissen], S[quair], and

P[raser] fancy they are managing matters very cleverly to coerce the

government into making them professors. They are in reality exciting a

keen sense of irritation by their indecent intriguing and folly.

April 17. 1891.

Looking ahead. Had the committee of the University Glee Club at

an afternoon tea to consider proper arrangements for our opening pro-

ceedings next October when wo hope to resume possession of our renovated

building.

April 24. 1891.

Horae from senate meeting after midnight, i.e., this morning at 12.20

aubmitted our •'Report on Revenues and Requirements” a document which runs

to 96 closely printed pages, i moved its adoption, but w.H[ou3ton] was bent

on a field day, would needs take it in detail; moved that we shall adjourn

at 11 p.m. to resume next evening, and so die ad diem LsicJ. till he had

talked himself tired. Happily it was much easier to tire out his audience.

J.G[albraithJ however hawked and talked in his tedious fashion, and from

time to time W.H. moved the adjournment. But we voted him down, sat him

out, and got the Report adopted, in spite of a pair of long-eared donkeys.
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May 7. 1891.

Yssterday took th.© chancellor’s place at the Convocation of the

University for conferring degrees in Medicine. The hall of th© School of

Science well filled, and the students wonderfully orderly. Dr. Aikins,

Dean of the Faculty, characteristically catered for the gratification of the

audience the majority of whom were ladies, by a charming disquisition on

amputation at the thigh, and other pleasantries of surgery.

[Follows his own address, from th© Mail 1

May 16. 1891.

I have this winter, in the midst of th© endless correspondence and

meetings of all sorts, due to the restoration of the Library and the re-

buildings, rewritten notes for 72 lectures to replace what perished in the

fire; prepared for the press and read all the proofs of ray ’'Right Hand:

Lefthandedness”; prepared also for th© press my ’’Ethnographic Studies”, or

by whatever other name I shall call my collected "Glimpses of an Old World

in the Dew.” Altogether ray experience is confirmed that one does more in

the spare moments of the busiest times than in all th© leisure of a long

vacation. For in truth the proper work of holiday time is to be idle I

As to title of the miscellany; why not "Glimpses of a lost Atlantis” ?

June 3. 1891.

Waited as on© of a University deputation to-day on the government

on behalf of Professor Ghapnan, whose department has been receiving scant justice,

partly owing to his own want of tact, hut Mr. Fraser, the Grown Lands

Commissioner took occasion to refer to our acquisition of the U.C. Gollege

block, and to what he characterized as ungrounded pretensions to payment

for the site of th© Parliament buildings in the Queen’s Park. 1 was very

glad of the opportunity to state our claims before the whole executive

Gouncil. As to the U.C. block, i claim that we take it as payment of an old
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debt t cancelled indeed by the Legislature, but which we had a right to

revive when it was purposed to alienate the U.C. endowment and apply it

to grammar school or other purposes foreign to its original destination.

As to the Parliament House site, I asserted that they were trustees, and it

involved a breach of trust for them to appropriate University lands for

their own use* 1 put the case strongly, asserting that there was a perpetual

succession in the government as trustees, and that they were responsible

for the act of their predecessors in alienating our land as a public park.

The attorney-general smiled and shook his head, but I do not think that I

had the worst of the argument, hon. lor. Fraser appealed to two Acts of

Parliament confirming the alienation. I replied that Parliament could

legislate away my salary orreduce it to a dollar, that they could abolish

the University by an Act any day. but their power though unlimited could

not alter the force of moral obligations or relieve them of their obligations

as trustees. If I survive to see our buildings restored and our present

obligations to the Legislature settled, I shall press our claim in terms

of the Act of 1853.

June 7. 1891.

As we walked to church to-day a flag at half-mast told the tale.

Sir John A. Iiiacdonald, Premier for so many years, has been lying hopeless under

a stroke of paralysis, and died last night. The clergyman referred in his

sermon to the death of ''the great statesman”, which he certainly was not.

A clever, most unprincipled, party leader, he had developed a system of

political corruption that has demoralized the country, its evil effects

will long survive him. Above all he has taught the wretched Priest-ridden

French their power in the balance of party struggle, wevertheless he had

undoubtedly a fascinating power of conciliation, which, superadded to his

unscrupulous use of patronage, and systematic bribery in every form, has
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enabled him to play off province against province, and. hold his own

against every enemy hut the invincible last antagonist*

15. Id91.

Laying of the foundation stone of Victoria as a iJ'ederating Uollege

of the University, borne very curious statements as to Kyerson's and

Nelles’s efforts at such a union! To me who know how entirely contrary

their every proceeding was, the idea of the sainted men looking down on

the work of to-day as the fulfilment of their long cherished aims involved

some effort to keep a grave face, hut the tables were turned on me when our

own chancellor, the Hon. iidward Blake, Q.C., proceeded to enlarge on the text:

‘*We live in a democratic age, and are a very democratic people; where the

sons of the lowest may rise to the highest positions in the land, we have

a fev; stars, a very few stars, and knighthoods, and orders of nobility. 1

wish they were fewer, ac, &o. The people pay to the aristocracy of learning,

and talent, and not to the hereditary aristocracy, the respect and honour of

the masses" &c, &c, &c. I was sitting next to His Hon. bir Alexander

Campbell, who grimly whispered, "That.^s you and I he’s after.** As I was the

next speaker, it was a comical introduction for the poor beknighted president.

jL»r. Hand of MacMaster follov^ed me. He politely indicated that History had

never yet been taught in Canada, but it is to be done as it ought to be now

that little MacMaster University has got on its legs. Between two such

snuffers i was fairly snuffed out.

However, for all this and much more nonsense, the move is an excellent

one, if with prudence and tact we can tide over the preliminary transitional

stage, and get them into harmonious working order, i say "we", but before

that comes i shall have joined the majority, and other men will enter into

my labours. All success to them whoever they may be.
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But 1 cannot avoid the conclusion that Mr. Blake's talk about this

democratic age, and the distaste of the masses to an aristocracy, &c, furnishes

a key to his ambiguous manifesto at the last election. His marked silence

Mien a reference was made to my "approximating dangerously near to politics

as well as patriotism" made me suspect that the pro-vice, chancellor did not

hit an acceptable keynote. I fear annexation in all its most objectionable

forms excites no such repugnance in his mind as i had hoped it did. The

Victoria College function was obviously an opportune occasion for giving

utterance to the ideas originally concocted for his university Convocation

address. Hence ray loyal appeal to our loving reverence for the dear old land,

and all we owe to it, must have read to him as though, with instinctive

perversity, I had set myself to neutralize every sentiment that he most fondly

cherished. I grieve to see the feeling that thus animates him, for he is a

mem of sensitive honour, generous instincts, and patriotic sympathies.

Unfortunately the latter develop into a narrow Canadian compass — "Narrow", he

would say, "and yet stretching from ocean to ocean?” But a Canadian patriotism

that ignores Mother England is to me like a good husband and father, busy on

a well quipped home for his children, while the kindly home of his own youth,

and the mother that tended his cradle and guided him through years of help-

lessness and immaturity are slighted. Mr. Blake, as leader of the "Young Canada

party may exercise a mischievous influence, kor democratic feeling and the

rule of the masses need no stimulating development. The spirit is rampant

enough in Canada already, and the outcome of its supremacy tius far is not

calculated to make one rejoice at the superseding the influence of an

intelligent middle class, and a gifted few, by manhood suffrage. But here is

the "Globe" s” approving epitome and comments on the chancellor’s democratic

ideal of a national university and its tlrue function and fruits. Open as it

is to all on temrs merely nominal as to fees, but with a good standard as to

acquirements, what need is there for crying up the virtues of a democracy
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and the claims of a poor man’s College, as though we were seeking to

foster some aristocratic Oxford for a privileged caste? The wide

diffusion of education with the increase of intelligence among the

people is the grand |iope of the future; hut the democracy of to-day

is ranpant with such communistic selfishness as was begotten among

the ’’levellers'* of the Commonwealth and of the French Republic. The

speed in that direction is sufficiently high, without turning on more

steam. It is amusing meanwhile to find Goldwin Smith preaching up the

same democratic doctrine, with an open avowal of exchange of our

allegiance and the hoisting of the ’’Stars and Stripes” on the ramparts

of Quebec, and yet denouncing us as overeducating the people

J

September 8, 1891.

But the crowning delight was my introduction to the poet

laureate, and the pleasant visits that followed to his pretty summer

home of Aldworth on the southern slope of fllackdown, with its outlook on

the English Channel, a realization, as it seemed to me, of the ’’Vivian-

place" the poet describes towards the close of his ’’Princess”, no lordly

hall, but a chaste modest poet’s nest. On my first visit i was received

by Mr. Hallam Tennyson, a fine, frank, courteous man. After some

conversation he took me to the drawing-room where Lady Tennyson lay reclining

on a couch, a sweet old lady, retaining unmistateble evidence of early

heauty. After some converse with her I was taken to the Library — up-

stairs— where the poet was resting on a sofa. I found him full of interest

about Canada, and I had great pleasure in disabusing him of the idea that

the Canadian people are bent on deserting i::ngland and casting in their lot

with the U.S. republicans. Tennyson had followed the example of Lord

Salisbury, and, as he told me, had sent a congratulatory cablegram to

Sir John A. Macdonald, to which he got no reply. He was evidently piqued.
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I wonder who Sir John fancied his message came from. I did my best for

Canada's premier, assuring the Laureate that either message or reply must

have miscarried, the signature probably bungled in transmission. They

were thinking at Ottawa of politicians — not poets.

Spoke of iimerson and Longfellow — in strong terms of adiniration

of the latter. Much interested in New England and its people, but broke

out with indignant sarcasm about the intrusions of American interviewers.

The poet is a little deaf, and on catching an inkling of #iat one of those

interviewers was after, he dismissed him — as Mr. Hallam Tennyson said —

in this summary fashion: "I don’t know \\^o you are, and I cannot make out

a word you say.'* Was eager for information about the French Canadians, as

I also found Lady Tennyson was, on a subsequent visit. Keverting to

Edinburgh, Lord Tennyson gave me an amusing description of a visit he had

from Professor Blackie, He described him as taking hold of his coat tails

and skipping about the room, like a girl in a minuet; which anyone familiar

with the ways of the Excentric Grecian can readily imagine. "All sail, and

no ballast" was Carlyle’s epigrammatic description of him. He had challenged

Tennyson's "grey metropolis of the north" as a slander on Scott’s "own

romantic town"; though I was grieved to note the smoky atmosphere that hides

the distant landscape and makes the epithet only too fitting. . . But

Tennyson’s retort was: "Well, take your reprisals: Call London the

black metropolis of the southi'!. . . . As I was leaving he inquired about

Goldwin braith, "that nuisance." He is evidently keenly sensitive about any

movement tending to detach the colonies from the motherland, and when I

expressed the idea that we roust anticipate the time, "far on in sumiers that

we shall not see" —- quoting his own line — when England must be content

to be the Mother of Nations, and see the colonies that she has planted in

every quarter of the globe go forth, like sons from their father's house.
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to set up for themselves, he resented the idea, and claimed imperial unity as

a hi^er destiny for both.

On the 6th [August] Tennyson entered on his 82nd birthday, sybil

and I walked over the following afternoon, but the poet was unwell and had lain

down. Left our cards and turned away a little disappointed, sefore we reached

the gate of the avenue a servant followed us with a request from Mr. Tennyson

to return. We were taken to an upper room and there introduced to the poet’s

daughter-in-law, to Dean Bradley, Stanley’s successor in the Abbey, and to Mr.

Leckey, the historian of the 18th century. The ffiean, a bri^t kindly man, asked

after Ooldwin smith. "AhJ he was always a pessimist. Give him mykindest greetings,

and tell him that it is still a source of pride to me to remember that 1 stood next

below him in the class lists at Oxford.” The historian was pleasant, but he did

not impress L®©] with the idea of his being a man of any breadth.

Tuesday, 11th August, 1 gave the forenoon to Mr. Lowes Dickenson to

make a study of my head in chalk. Walked over in the afternoon to Aldworth and

spent a delightful hoar with the poet and Lady Tennyson. The latter evidently

sympathizes keenly in her husband’s passion for imperial unity, and his dislike

of ”a ran^ant democracy”. A little incident brou^t out a characteristic trait.

He referred to a stanza in his second ’’Locksley Hall” and emphasizing a line of

it he said: ’’That is the line of mine which above all others i most wish the

world to hear.” I asked him to repeat tie stanza that I might note it down, when

he took the little notebook out of my hand and himself wrote the line -

’’Freedom free to slay herself, and dying while they shout her name.”

I received back the notebook, and after reading the line closed it and put it

in my breast pocket; when Tennyson said in a curiously emphatic manner; ”I discover

in you a token of magnanimity which commends you to my hi^er estimation.”

’’May I presume to ask what that is?” I enquired*’ ’’You did not ask me to sign my

name.” And then he told me how he was pestered with endless letters and
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applications for his autograph, ’’and now," said he, "that they have taken to

selling the letters of living men, I get ray son to reply to any that are

to he answered. But the pile is out of all proportion to the possibility of

replying, if indeed they merited any reply." He seemed sensitive and irritated

on the subject of interviewers, intrusive visitors, and autograph-hunters,

whom he characterized as unblushing nuisances..... He invited me to sit close

to him, as his hearing is a little defective. It is the only trace of failing.

He walks firmly, and speaks fluently, with touches of sardonic humour, and sharp

denunciations of unpalatable traits. He has grown conservative, in the sense

in which age develops that feeling; but it is no such revulsion of feeling

and sympathies as that of V/ordsworth. . . . . He surprised me with the remark that

he could never understand why the Queen showed such regard for that upstart

charlatan Napoleon III, and for the impress Eugenie. After Sedan, he said.

Louis napoleon was ready, and intrigued to join Germany against England.

Mr. Lowes ,>I)ickinson told me that he sat next Lowell at a quiet little

dinner-party, after he had been superseded as the Ambassador to St. James’s

by Mr. Phillips. Lowell stated that the American-irish were the real stirers up

of all the trouble about the Canadian fisheries, and that he knew for a fact

that Blaine had fitted out two fishing vessels purposely to stir up mischief.

Monday, August 17. 1891.

Started from Windsor for Edinburgh where on Thursday 20th I received

the gratifying honour of the freedom of my dear old native city.

LPollows printed account from the (?) Scotsman |

October 1. 1891.

Have put off our Convocation to Monday the 5th. Tt is a hard push,

but I resolved to have our University Convocation in the restored building,

in the old Library, where we banqueted under the presidency of Sir Edmund Head,
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and dedicated the building to its high purpose —• the triumphant close of our

long struggle — on 4th October, 1858.

LPollows nev^spaper account of Convocation on October 5]

tober 10. 1891

Horae late last night from a protracted meeting of the benate, followed

by a long sederunt of the Medical Board. The V.C. was so very bland and

conciliatory and so demonstrative in his self-abnegation and desire to yield

to everybody, that I am sure there was some knavery behind it. A private inter-

view with the Chancellor and sundry revelations innocently disclosed by "Kate**

[Mrs. Ramsay V/right] to Sybil, let me into the secret, happily in time, as I

hope, to prevent our losing MoGallum. The Chancellor is keenly alive to the

double dealing and trickery by which the University is being used for political

ends. I am glad to find myself at work with an honest, straightforward ally.

I do detest having to deal with tricksters. The V.C. is alternately insolent,

and oily-gammonish, and the unctuous phase is by far the worst of the two.

October 25. 1891.

Wrote a strong letter of appeal to the Attorney-General on the subject

of filling up the Librarianship. The at tenant is being made to thrust in a

candidate by sheer political pressure. We had Thomson thrust in upon us in

1869 by similar pressure of political and old graduate influence. He closed his

career in a lunatic asylum after carrying a revolver to shoot the Minister of

Education and myself.

November 2. 1891.

The students, it seems, devoted Saturday night to a Hallowe’en riot

and demolished the fence round the Normal School The Minister of Education

revered the old fence. He had other and better uses for his money... and here
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the disorderly rioters have opened a lead that will drain the educational

purse cruelly. No wonder he is angry, and looking about for some one on

whom to wreck his ire, nobody seemed so fitting as myself I His letter is

an amusing outburst. He ascribes the entire work to our University students

[a previous paragraph here omitted quotes the Globe as stating that students

from Toronto, Trinity, the Veterinary College, the College of Pharmacy, as

well as Meds from Toronto and Trinity Schools]. "The matter", he says, "is

so serious as, in my opinion, to demand your attention, as President of the

University. The country will not long tolerate the expenditure of public

funds for higher education if it is to be associated with the destruction

of public property and general lawlessness." I fear my answer will scarcely

satisfy the wrathful minister. But as the proceedings took place about

midnight and the charge — if made against the students of the University —

includes between 800 and 900 in the vague indictment, I contented myself

with ascertaining if any of the students in residence were involved in the

wild proceedings. To my great satisfaction I was able to certify that they

had no hand in it. I felt that I was justified in adding: "It cannot be

supposed that I am to patrol the streets till midnight looking after our

non-resident students." I added an expression of regret at his persistent

opposition to the extension of the College residence.

November 15. 1891.

The adjourned meeting Senate on the 14th] was a needless

task and waste of time, due to the perverse obstinacy of W. H[ou3ton] who

must needs air his economic wisdom on the Finance Committee’s report, and

got snubbed as he deserved by the Chancellor. The latter is taking an

active interest in University affairs now that he has dropt politics. It is

a pleasure to work with a straightforw'ird, upright man, clear-headed, and

seeing through the intriguing policy of the V.C. who simply uses his office
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to help him to win his aim in politics, a seat in a Grit cabinet J!

December 22, 1891.

A long interview to-day with the Attorney-General. A Registrar has

to be appointed instead of Hu^ Langton, and the Minister composedly tells me

there are some seven or more candidates, but does not seem to think it necessary

that I should be consulted, though a bad appointment will involve me in daily

trouble and vexation. Again the new scheme of retiring allowances dis-

criminates cruelly against the olddr men. Professor Ramsay Wright is

'particularly sensitive and irate, and the Chancellor who devised the scheme

is as wrathful as any infallible Pope at the hint of anything short of perfection

in his plan. I am not without hope of some fruit from my interview of this

morning. As for myself I should be very thankful could I be assured that I

should die in harness and owe no grufiged pension to any one.

February 14, 1892.

The anniversary of that calamitous day that two years since reduced

our beautiful University building to a pile of smoking ruins We are on

the whole gainers Even the beauty of the fine building has been increased

by getting rid of the abominable engine-house and chimney-stalk, as well as

of a disfiguring afterthought of Cumberland’s in an ugly chimney near the east

end of the main front.

February 20. 1892.

Shortly before Christmas the Minister of Education placed in ray hands

a printed letter from Dr. Geikie, Dean of Trinity Medical College, headed

'•Medical Education in Ontario". It is addressed to the Attorney-General and

embodies a tissue of vituperative and reckless abuse of the University

authorities and our Medical Faculty. In one respect our v.G. had by his

underhand proceeding relative to the extension of the Biological Building and
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the provision in it for anatomy and other purely medical work, exposed us to

assault..... Yesterday I had the satisfaction of putting into the hands of

the printer ray manuscript of ’’A letter to the Minister of Education on Medical

Education in Ontario”. I rather think the Doctor will find he has got a

Rowland for his Oliver.

March 1. 1892.

Letters from the Minister of Education and the Chancellor. Mr. Ross

"very much pleased. Your answer to Dr. Geikie is full and ccanprehensive ; and

meets the general charge completely.” Mr. Blake on the contrary objects

"You do not refer to the circumstances under which the dissecting rooms, &c of

the Biological building were constructed, as alleged by Dr, Geikie.” Of course

I did not. I could easily have cleared the chancellor and myself from all

complicity in the act. But that was not my object. Dr. Geikie’s statement

could not be contradicted, so I said nothing about it. But my subsequent

arguunents disarmed the charge of all its force, so that any revival of it

would be no help to him. I can see that the chancellor, in his fashion as a

special pleader, would have dealt with Geikie’s letter, paragraph by paragraph,

and would have cleared his own skirts at the expense of the University, or

rather of the delinquent Vice-chancellor. I knew better than pause on such

thin ice. But Mr. Blake kindly recalls the fact that I am just recovering

from a nearly fatal attack, and adds: ”I congratulate you on the style and

tone and spirit of your letter, which displays all your well-known vigour,

ability, and rhetorical power.” How curiously character comes out. The

prudent Attorney-General has only had time to take a hasty glance at the

letter. Is please, so far as his hasty impression goes; but will read it

carefully at his first leisure moment]

March 16. 1892.

Interview with the Executive Council. The Attorney-General and Minister

of Education nervous over a protest of our Board of Trustees against the
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sqaandering of nearly $1000. on so called "equipments'* of U.C. College.

March 25. 1692.

Professor J.M. Baldwin whose appointment as successor of Professor

young involved such a prolonged and irritating conflict is now tempted to

leave us by very liberal offers from Princeton. If we could give him the

indispensable aid of a demonstrator for his psychophysical laboratory work he

would stay. I have been negotiating the measure with the Chancellor, who in

spits of our impecunious condition tried his best. A fellowship of $500. in the

joint department of philosophy falls vacant this term. Add $300. and make it

a demonstratorship. But Professor J.G. Hume has also an interest in the

Fellowship and he now announces that he will tolerate no one in the proposed

demonstratorship who is not a Toronto manS He has apparently pledged himself

to the Fellow, ISr* Tracy, a good man in the department of metaphysics according

to the traditions of Professor Young’s teaching, but without the slig}itest

sympathy with psychophysics.

March 29. 1892.

A visit from the Chancellor. Read to me a letter addressed to him by

the Attorney General with grave charges against the conduct both of the Dean

and students in residence. Addressed to him because Of my supposed state of

health; though how this way of communicating to me lessens the shock I fail

to see. The charges are grossly exaggerated as usual

April 1. 1892.

Had a long interview with Professor Baker called on him for a

report. I had ascertained through George Hare that the spring cart of

Cooley, a Yonge Street Liquor dealer was occasionally, if not indeed frequently,

seen by him at the gate of the Residence, and baskets of bottles carried in.

This the Dean insisted was untrue. I pressed for a searching inquiry, and in
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his written report he explained that some beer had been got by the students,

and the repeated visits of the cart were owing to unsuccessful attempts to

recover the empty bottles J This he stated on the authority of thorou^ly

reliable studantsi I sent for him; told him i intended to produce his report

and warned him of the mischievous results of a statement that would not stand

investigation. He adhered to his statement. I had meanwhile given orders

to Hare to let me know if Uooley's cart reappeared at the door. The Dean was

not half an hour gone when U.H. came into my room to tell me that Cooley’s man

was there now. Off I went, met him in the Kesidence Cloister, returning with

a basket of empty bottles, i forthwith got hold of the Dean, calling him out

from his class. Just as we got into the cloister Cooley’s man emerged from one

of the houses with a second basket of empty bottles, i appealed with indignant

wrath to the damning evidence, and questioning the man in his presence elicited

enough to prove the truth of all i had previously insisted on.

April 14. 1892.

Engaged Charles A. Stuart to take my second and third years’ History

lecturing from March 1 to end of terra. He entered on his duties on the

2nd., has given four lectures a week and to-day surprises me by announcing

that his work is done. He has given 25 lectures, for which i have paid him

|200. Not extravagant pay, but he evades the fulfilment of what i counted on.

Had I to do it again, I should risk the strain on my weak lungs; but if the

students get through their examinations successfully I shall be content.

April 25. 1892.

Ky attention is called to-day to a most disingenuous report of the

proceedings at a meeting of graduates held in the University buildings last

Wednesday evening. I was asked by Mr. Dale to allow the use of a lecture room,

that the graduates then in Toronto at a Teacher’s Association meeting might

have an opportunity of gathering together in the restored old building. Nothing
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was hinted at any object beyond this. I willingly granted the request, and

presenting myself at their meeting I cordially welcomed them to the old halls

now renovated and in so many ways improved. But on its appearing not only

that the object of the meeting was to form an Alumni Association, but that

the proposition was introduced by Mr. Dale in an address attacking the Biological

Department and affirming that it was to a large extent in reality a Medical

College, that while Toronto graduates had charge of probably one half of the

teaching they were only afforded on Council three representatives out of eleven I

&c. &c» On seeing what the real purpose and spirit of the meeting were, I told

them that my presence must be a restraint on free discussion, which, as I good-

humouredly added, might include some free criticism on my own misdoings. I could

not be supposed to agree with Mr. Dale’s statements, since little more than

a month had passed since I published ray letter to the Minister of Education

’’On Medical Education in Ontario", in which I maintained the very opposite views.

I withdrew accordingly, having been not more than 20 minutes there. They

elected, as I learned. Professor Baker to the chair, kept up the meeting till

11.30 p.m., and here appear reports both in the Mail and the Globe of the 23rd

representing me as presiding over the whole meeting and endorsing the views

expressed by Mr. Dale! "The meeting adjourned after giving three cheers for

the President". 3o says the veracious Mail reporter. It is a most scandalous

falsification, and illustrates the general demoralization v’hich political knavery

and corruption are begetting in Canada. Verily a monument to the great departed

J.A. McD. is a grotesque travesty of all honest public sentiment.

May 7. 1892.

At a meeting of the Trustees of the Park Hospital — the second this

week. The late Hon. John liacdonald gave !^40,000, andin his will bequeathed

$60,000. additional, for the founding of a hospital for sick, it was understood

to be the portion of his eldest daughter by his first wife, who on her death-bed
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commended to her father some provision for the sick poor, who could not enjoy

the comforts and the tender care extended to her. The V.C. took matters in hand,

consulted nohody, got the transfer of Wycliffe uollege at an extravagant price —

f 60,000. — borrowed the f20, 000 on mortgage on the faith of the legacy, gave

— or rather, got the signature of the Minister of Education to — a lease of

999 years for the adjoining lots on College street. Not, as it seems, the will

iiannot be enforced. It was executed within a month of the testator's death.

The inception of the Hospital is not likely to commend itself to the good will

of reluctant executors, and now it seems likely the legality of the will is to

be challenged and pasmient refused. The Park Hospital promised to be a valuable

adjunct to our restored Medical Faculty. But in this, as in all else connected

with the Medicdl Faculty, 1 have had no say. The v.C. was resolved to have all

the honour and glory — and also such political and other influence as his

assumed services would carry with them, bo now he has to bear the burden of

blame of a mismanaged affair. The University Board of Trustees and the Minister

of Education both complain of being betrayed into confirmation of a perpetual

lease, when the most they thought of was one for the remaining twelve years

of the Wycliffe College lease of its lots. Such was my own belief, but at the

same time the renewal of the lease necessarily followed; so that too much is

being made of this. At the best we are guilty of culpable ignorance all round,

as the lease seems to have been laid on the table but never opened out or read

by any one. As hov/ever the v.C. has chosen in the most supercilious fashion

to take the entire conduct of the Medical Faculty and all that concerns it into

his own hands, he must not complain if he gets the lion's share of blame as well

as of credit. Only now dd> I learn of terms with the Medical professors and

lecturers as to salaries, pensions, appointment of dean, secretary, &c, &c.

An open and strai^tfoirward course at first would have averted much trouble

and some very threatening dangers now.
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14 . 1892 .

Got to bed near midnight after a protracted meeting of the Senate.

A long fight over the reconstruction Keport on Medical Faculty. Our Committee

recommended important changes in the staff, but moderate as compared with all

that the best interests of the University demanded. Ur. Aikins’s brother — a

worse than useless professor — was to be dispensed with, and so the Uoctor

was foolishly irate. Ur. Macfarlane's unfitness had been subject of great

discussion but he was spared. Nevertheless he must needs make a wrathful

speech also. Ur. Ferguson, the brother-in-law of Mr, Houston — a very poor

Creature — is among the ex®, bo Mr. H. made some half dozen speeches; and

then the whole ended comically. 1 was in the chair — committee of the whole.

On the motion to adopt the report I declared it carried. The Chancellor called

for the yeas and nays. The waverers, alarmed at the aspect of affairs, one

after another deserted the losing side, till poor V/.H. stood alone in the

negative! But the field-night was to have been the onslau^t by the same

restless nuisance, backed by liaclean and by old-friends-tumed-foes of the

?oor V.G. His underhand dealings about the new Biological, the Medical Faculty,

the Park Hospital, &c, by which he counted on securing all the glory to himself,

now brings down on his devoted head the government, the Senate, the Board of

Trustees, the Park Hospital Trustees, and even the ungrateful Medical Faculty.

Answers from the Trustees, the Architect, &c. to a series of questions framed

by his enemies, were read, and then the Senate adjourned towards midnight,

without affording the V.C. a chance to reply. Perhaps it was better for him

that it should bo so. But that was not his opinion. He is being hardly dealt

with shamefully indeed, by one former ally. I was sorry for him. But I have

had little reason to champion him, and am happily irresponsible for any share

in his doings, or even knowledge of them.
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May 16. 1892.

#

The zeal of certain merahers of the University Senate to assail the

V.C. and to usurp the functions of the Board of Trustees threatens serious

injury to the University. I urged the holding of the answers to their queries

as confidential and so not to go to the Press. But here they are in the Mail

of this morning. The statements thus prematurely published relative to Senator

Macdonald’s will may contribute largely to insure the very results we had

reason to fear.

[Extracts from Llail of May 16, 1892.

J

I had just reason to complain of the systematic ignoring of me by the V.C.

throu^out the whole progress of organization of the Medical Faculty, and the

construction and extension of the science buildings. But I have now good

reason to rejoice that I am thereby freed from being involved in any way in the

very discreditable deceptions practised on the Minister, the Board of Trustees, and

the government. But the premature publication of our own solicitor’s opinion

that Senator Macdonald’s will is void seems to me idiotical in its blind folly.

May 18. 1892.

I see by this morning’s papers that Dr. Schurman succeeds President

White in Cornell University. Just ten years ago i was full of hope to

secure him for the History Chair — I taking the English Literature. But I was

thwarted. We lost the chance of an exceptionally able man, and got instead

D.R. Keys I

June 4. 1892.

Travelled from Ottawa by the night train to attend a meeting of the

University Senate. A bitter assault on the vice Chancellor who hid laid himself

open to reasonable indignation by high-handed and secret acts combined. But

the personal malice of some of his assailants, and foremost among them his

ancient friend and ally J.L., seemed to me so contemptible that though he
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had small claim on me for any courtesy •— I took his side and voted his

acquital. The way in which J.L. has deserted his old ally and bosom friend,

as his fortune declined, and turned to worship the rising sim — the Chancellor

is scandalous. A pair of old shoes are the prize I He turned up last night

with a pocketful of letters and papers to play the alter ego of Vto. Houston

^ in the assault.

June 14. 1892.

• A letter from Ottawa enclosing a cabinet photo of Mr. Mulock, with the

announcement in advance of his intention now to sever his connection with the

University. He accompanies it with e2q)ressions of "gratitude for the aid so

generously rendered" to him, as well as for my "gentle forbearance on many

occasions", Altogether he writes in a spirit of courtesy and kindliness which

^

wholly disarms me, and makes me look back with pleasure on my vote on the motion

in the Senate relieving him from censure for his policy of secrecy in relation

to the Medical Faculty and its accommodation in the Biological Buildings, of

v(hich I had good cause to complain.

June 16. 1892.

Our Ohancellor, Hon. E. Blake, had a long interview when last home

with Mr. Gladstone and Lord Rosebery, and here comes the astounding news that

he is offered an Irish seat in the Imperial Parliament by the anti-Pamellite

Home Rulers. I saw him this morning, and in spite of his reticence I suspect

the bait is too tempting. He will accept. He will leave us in the lurch in

University matters, for he has carried us half way in a grand borrowing scheme

and inaugurated a system of financial intermeddling by the Senate which demands

his strong hand to keep it within bounds. Altogether the move is a perplexing

one. I wish he would stay where he is. He is a man of fine capacity and great

integrity. I fear he will find it hard to work with the wild Irish factions

and the intolerable element of the priests It is a curious move, however.
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and the idea of the zealous evangelical Protestant, E«B«, representing the

Irish party backed up by the R.C. priests and largely dependent on their

support, is difficult to re&.lize.

June 25« 1892*

^
A long confidential talk with my good friend Dr. Hoskin. I begin

to think that it may be wise for me to resign the Presidency if I can make

reasonable terms for retiring. Eyesight fails me sadly, health at present

is very unsatisfactory, but that, I hope, my holiday in the mountains may set

right. But my 3»ld shoes are in much request, and now that the V.C. is

deserted for the rising sun fresh intrigues are developed, and it looks as

if the Faculty were to be divided into two rival factions, where hitherto

harmony has prevailed. My plans are provisional. When I get back from the

^
mountains in September I shall be able to come to a determinate conclusion,

and by that time we shall perhaps know what our erratic chancellor means to

do, with his “Home Rule** move.

June 26. 1892.

The English Mail brings a letter from Ashley with the sorrowful news

that he has accepted a chair in Harvard University. Princeton is striving hard

to beguile away Baldwin. If we should lose the two in one year it would be worse

than the fire. With the prospect of another wrangle over the patronage of a

vacant chair, I gladly cherish the hope of being permitted to retire.

June 29. 1892.

Took the final step. Saw Dr. Reeve and got him to make a careful

examination of my eyes, with a view to a report. Wrote out my resignation of

the Presidency, and placed it in the hands of my good friend Dr, Hoskin, who

undertakes to negotiate the whole matter with the Attorney-General.
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[The above entry is the last in Sir Daniel Wilson’s hand. He

seems to have taken to his bed within a day or two, because Miss Wilson

notes that on July 4, on waking, she hurried to find out how he was.

He died on August 6. On July 27, after an unconsciousness of many days,

he recovered possession of his faculties, spoke to his daughter, asked

if he was dying, and specified the men he wanted to be his pall-bearers.

He also gave directions about the as yet uncorrected proofs of the new

edition of his ’’Atlantis”, and added ’’Tell Mr. Douglas to be sure to make

an index,” and gave Douglas’s address — 10, oastle Street, Minburgh.

He gave directions also as to the inscription on the monument in his

family plot. On August 5 he was up in his chair for an hour, but weak

and wandering. His last conscious w'ords that evening were to the nurse:

”He will never leave me nor forsake me”. Asleep and unconscious all

August 6, and passed away at ten minutes to six in the afternoon.

The funeral was on Monday, August 8.

Miss Wilson writes: ’’McKirn came daily. 'Any hour of the day

or night, now and always , call on me, if I can do anything for you.’

He passed suddenly into a better world only an hour after my dear Father.]
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